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Officials Probe Freight Crash
as Open Switch Derails 19 Cars

HIGHLY PRAISED

MASS OF COMPLAINTS
IS BEING COLLECTED

Views of Railroad Executes and Union Leaders
Regarding the Strike
Situation Are Far Apart,
B.t the AwKiflated

Press.

Chicago. Sept. 3. The beginthe
ning of the tenth week of railcountry wide strike of tho
United
way shopmen found 5,500
States marshals mobilized to upInhold the drastic temporary
governtho
obtained
by
junction
ment on Friday to prevent lawnaless violence and keep the
tion's transportation systems running.
From Chicago as a center of
railroad activities, was directed
tho work of enforcing the injunction pending tho hearing to
make it permanent on September
11.
A mass of complaints
gations of conspiracy

and
and

alleat-

tempts to ruin property and jeopardize life were being collected
today for tho use of Attorney
General Daughterly in support of
his application to make the inIt will not
junction permanent.
be alleged that the strikers are
guilty In most of the outbreaks
but the
of violence
reported,
it was said, will
government,
maintain
that actions of the
strikers or strike leaders caused
Ihe violence.
Kxtra Deputies Sworn In.
Extra forces of deputies have
been sworn In by United States
Marshal Robert R. Levy and are
being dispatched to railroad shops
and terminals to watch for acts
forbidden by the order handed
down by Federal Judge Wilker-soA thousand writs were prepared in the federal building and
sent to all parts of the country
for service on the labor leaders
named in the injunction. B. M.
of the shopmen,
.le,well, head
could not be found and it was
reported that he was In the east.
John Scott, secretary of the shop
men, remained at his desk at the
union headquarters.
"I haven't violated any law,"
he said. "This organization never
tlld sanction or condone violence.
But we are going to carry on the
work of the organization without
fear or tremor, and I don't believe tho injunction is Intended to
restrain us from so doing."
'Meanwhile three different pictures of conditions on the railroads were painted by western
officials
government
executives,
and union leaders.
Moving tbo Business,
"We are moving the business;
our men are coming back to
work in increasing numbers, general conditions are steadily improving and the strike is broken."
was the concensus of opinion of
the executives.
enFederal
officials, busily
gaged compiling the list of acts
of violence for the hearing on
the injuncmaking permanent
tion, pointed to tho petition presented In court by the attorney
general in which ho declared that
half the locomotives In the country had been tampered with and
that more than 1.000 mail trains
had been cancelled.
Unions
reiterated
previous
statements that if the strike continue the railways would be paralyzed within 30 days.
In connection
with the appointment during the past two
days of marshals and deputies,
the following statute was cited by
officials of the department of
justice being section number 788:
"The marshals and their deputies shall have In each state the
same powers In executing the
laws of tho United States as sheriffs and their deputies in such
state may have by in law in executing tho laws thereof."
Power of Chief Kxeeutlve.
Still further explaining
the
power of tho chief executive, federal officials quoted a decision
by the supremo court as follows:
"So if the president
or tho
postmaster general is advised that
the mails of the United States,
possibly carrying treasure, are liable to be robbed and the mail
carriers assaulted and murdered
.'n any particular region
of the
country, who can doubt the auof
the
or
of one
thority
president
of the executive departments to
provide a sufficient guard, wheth-- :
er it bo by soldiers of the army
or by marshals of tho United
States."

H.r ihe

AMffoelnted

By the AiHoctutfd
London, Sept, 3.

Vrrnn.

Washington, Sept. .1. Secretary
Davis in a Labor day mess igc t
itlie American people made public
tonight, declared that "we can look
forward with pride and gratitude
upon the achievements of the last
12 months," and that during
this
"period America, has been brought
to the threshold of an unexampled
prosperity."
But for the industrial strike
which has been evident for several
months throughout the country,
the secretary added, the outlook
of the nation would not have been
darkened during the year.
"We must find a common ground
of fairness and
for
employers and employes whete
they can adjust their differences
without recourse to an appeal to
force." he said. "There can be no
justification for bloodshed and destruction in America today."
The labor secretary declared that
"two great things have been accomplished In American industrial
life."
"We have conquered the menace
of unemployment which threatened
us," he said, "and we have prevented
a wage panic in the ranks of labor.
Wo hayo put between four and five
milliorl men back to work and we
have put them back to work with
wages which leave the general
wage level of the nation very little
below the high point reached following the war."
Despite the pressure of unemployment, Mr. Davis said, we have
forestalled those shortsighted employers who saw in tho situation
only an opportunity to heat down
the price of labor, adding th'it
"through these lines we have
brought America to the threshold
of an era of unexampled

SURVEY REVEA LSI

That Thev Would
LOSS
Clamor Loudly for!
Political Positions Have!
Blaze Starts in Bunk House
Been Substantiated.
at Pittsburgh and Sweeps
Hr the Awiriulrrt Prp.
Through Buildings With
Washington, Sept.. 3. Claims of
women who fought for (he vote
Incredible Speed,
that women
never

I'ORtt 'AST.

Denver, Sept. 3. New Mexico:
fair south, showers
Generally
north portion Monday; warmer
north central portion.
Tuesday,
unsettled.
MonArizona:
fair
Generally
day and Tuesday, excopt unsettled northeast portion Monday;
not much change In temperature.
.

LOCAL RKPOHT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
85
Highest temperature
61
Lowest
24
Range
73

90
a. m
Humidity at
43
Humidity at 6p. m
Trace
Precipitation
.48
Wind velocity
South
Mirection of wind
.
,
,
Character of day
.Tartly, cloudy
A
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........
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BOXING

PROGRAM TODAY
Jack Dermpsey Will Appear
as One of the Headliners;
Bouts to Be Held in Michigan City Arena.
Ity ihe AiKm'iutfd

rrrftfl.

eight-roun-

TOTH

GIVES

UP

j
j

The London
Times has printed a c'lspatch from
its Manila, correspondent reviewing
the achievements of General Leonard Wood as chairman of the special mission which President Hard"Only
ing sent to the Philippines.
the courage, patience, experience,
ability, forceful persuasiveness and
untarnished prestige of an administrator like the great American
tho
dispatch
says, "can unravel the Philippine
tangle and guide tho Philippine
people, along the paths of true
progress to prosperity and political
security."
"Within a very short time after
General Wood's arrival in the islands," the correspondent continues, "the influence of his forceful,
human
magnetic and singularly
personality began to be felt with
tonic effect. All Americans and
foreigners and many Filipinos had
become, seriously alarmed and discoly the economic
couraged
lapse which threatened the Isachievelands. Tho outstanding
ments of General Wood's administration have been the rehabilitation .of the currency system and
the downward revision of the budget, whereby nearly 20.000,000 pesos (normull
was
($10,000,000
saved to the treasury and the dispersal of a strongly entrenched political oligarchy.
Cleansed the Judunry.
"Wood cleansed the judiciary
and expedited tho work of the
courts." the writer says, "and established efficiency in the civil service. He made a searching Investigation Into, the conduct of the
San Laz.iro asylum and the Culion
leper colony, resulting In comprehensive measures for the eventual
eradication of leprosy from tho islands. Through his initiative liberal and sympathetic support has
been given to the advancement of
science,
particularly In those
branches bearing on sanitation and
and
upon agriculture."
hygiene,
then
The correspondent
says
that the establishment of the Manila port area commission by Gen
eral Wood has given an impetus
to harbor improvements, and has
facilitated tho docking of oceangoing steamers and the. loading and
unloading of, cargoes. JVIeasureB
have been put through for extendthe arteries
ing and
of commerce on land and water,
Willi a view to affording better
service with cheaper rates.
Credit lliilociiied.
"One of General Wood's first
concludes,
steps," the dispatch
was to prepare and put through
measures
of
a
series
the legislature
calculated to rehabilitate the currency system and reinstate tho
peso to its normal par vnluo of 50
cents gold. As a result of these
timely measures the credit of the
Insular government was redeemed.
With the restoration of confidence
new capital has been imported, and
many private enterprises have been
given a new lease of life."
upon
editorially
Commenting
General Wood's record in the Philippines, the Times, under the caption "A Great American Administrator," says: "To General Wood
are due the thanks not only of his
own countrymen, but of the British people, for his emphatic assertion of tho necessity for preserving
the white man's power nnd the
white man's prestige in the Pacific.
enough,
Japan and
Curiously
China have both seen fit to honor
him. As a true friend of Great
Britain, as one who has done worof war with our
thy service in time not
the least as
great allies, and
the host of the Prince of Wales
General
to
Manila.
during his visit
Wood has assuredly merited such
recognition as the British government can bestow.

Michigan ('ity, Ind. Sept. 3.
With Jack Dempsey, world's heavyweight champion, appearing as one
of the headliners, Promoter Floyd
Fltzsimmons will stage an
boxing program here tomorrow afternoon in bis concrete arena, featuring four champions In four confor thirty-eigh- t
tests scheduled
rounds, besides the ten rounds
Dempsey will box with his sparring partners.
bantamJoe Lynch, world's
weight champion, will defend his
title against Pal Moore, the Memphis challenger, In tho most important contest of the Labor day
program.
P.illy
Wells, welterweight champion of Great r.rltaln.
who Is said to he the best English
boxer since the days of Freddie
Welsh, will meet Dennis O'Koefe
of South 'Chicago, while
Jimmy
flabby of Hammond Ind., holder
of the Australian
middleweight
faco Jimmy
championship, will
Darev of Portland. Ore. All these
matches are scheduled to bo ten
rounds. Harold Smith and Charley
Ross of Chicago, bantamweights,
d
will clash in an
preliminary. Dempsey was originally
scheduled to box Bill Brennan of
Chicago, but Governor McCray of
Indiana
refused to sanction the
contest because
he thought it
a
would be
violation of state laws. DISCOVERS
all-st-

Not

Press.

ENEMY OF
BEETLE INTRODUCED
INTO UNITED STATES
By th

Axmi'lnted

Press.

Tokio, Sept. :t. J. L. King, of the
United States department of Agriculture, in Julian searching for a
HIS
natural enemy of a beetle accidentinto the United
ally introduced
Slates which has proved very destructive, left early in August for
an enemy has
GR
CHANNEL Korea where such Mr.
been discovered.
King will
study theh specie in preparationIn
fo. further work next year.
Swimmer Removed From 192:1, a large numberto of the
New Jersey
will be shipped
Is doing much
the Water 14- Miles From where the beetle
English Coast and Six damage.
C. P. Clausen, an associate of
Mr. King, is now in Hokkaido, carMiles From His Goal.
rying on similar work, while another American entomologist. Dr.
By lh Aiflnciutrd FreM.
Dovei-Sept. 3 (by tho Asso- John Summers, also Is in Japan
ciated Press) Charles Toth of searching for a parasite for the gyp
Boston, who started Saturday ev- sy moth.
ening in an attempt to swim the
Knglish channel from Dover to JAILED ON Ml'KDKIi CIIARGK
3.
Wyo.,
Sept.
Laramie,
the French shore had to glve
up early this morning arter hav- Thomas Salazar is in jail hereo
ing been in the water for 11 charged with the slaying of
of
El Paso,
hours and 10 minutes.
A. Pimentel
Toth was taken from tho wat- Texas. lato Saturday night. The
a
6
er shortly before
o'clock at
men aro alleged to have quarpoint 14 miles off the English reled over a card game at Cooper
coast. His manager asserts he Lake.
Salazar claims that Piwas in good condition.
Tho sea mentel shot at him six times bewas choppy and the temperature fore ho used his own weapon.
of the water was 58 degrees
The weather was clear,
but a high wind was blowing. GOMPERS IS ASKED TO
Toth and Sam Richards, also of
AUTHORIZE A STRIKE
Boston, stnrte dout Saturday evening to endeavor to accomplish
VOTE OF ALL CRAFTS
a task that has been done successfully by only two men CapBy ths AHm'iuled Press.
tain Matthew Webb nnd T. W.
Knoxvillc, Tcnn., Sept. 3.
Burgess, both Englishmen. RichTho
Central Labor union.
a
ards made
splendid start, but
comprlAn;? nil Inlmr bodies of
collapsed at the end of two hours
the city, today Importuned
and had to be taken from the
President Gompers, of the
water.
American Federation of Labor,
Toth had come to within apto
autliorl.e a nation wide
six
miles
of
the
proximately
slriko vote of nil crafts. ComFrench coast when it became
necessary to remove him from
menting on tho action, officials said all IulHir organla-Kon- s
the water.
Neither Toth nor Richards will
were thrrn toned If the
were allowed lo
rnllrnnils
attempt again this season to
swim the channel,
break the slioitiucu's union.
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-
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Claims

would
clamor
loudly or in great numbers for po-- ,
litical office, have been substantiated in reports of republican primary returns reaching republican
naiional lte,idiuartrrs here,
to Mrs. Harriet Taylor
icf chairman of the
republican national executive committee.
The claim that women office
seekers would run for county or
municipal positions rather than for
state or national, also has been
shown true. Mrs. Cpton added.
Ileplies to a iiietlonnaire sent
secretaries flf state asking for
names of republican women nominees and those seeking nomination,
showed that only three republican
women have been nominated
to
congress and three qualified for
nomination. The total number of
republican women nominees for
stale legislatures,
returns show,,
will be more than 30 or (0 and the
nominees for county offices will
not exceed 200.
statements
Commenting upon
made by the democratic party concerning the nomination of democratic women lo public office, Mrs.
I'ptnn declared the. complete lists
of women candidates
of
many
stales show that the list, of women
candidates in tho two parties substantially is equal.
I'm Nominations In South.
"They will also show that few
women have been nominated to
nny office in the south, no matter of how small a character, in
states where a nomination Is virtually an election. It Is only in
states where there is little probability of election that democrat
women are nominees."
Republican women nominees for
congress are Miss Alice Robertson,
Oklahoma: Mrs. Winifred Mason
lluok, Chicago, nominated to succeed her father, (ho late William
Mason: and Mrs. Lindsay PatterN. C, an opson, 'Winston-Salem- ,
ponent of Congressman Charles M.
Stedman, democrat.
Women candidates for republl-esnomination for congress are
s
Mrs. Lyda
of Nevada and Mrs. Francis C. Axtell of
for 1'nited States
Washington,
n
senatoi-sand Mrs. Nina
of New Mexico, for congressman.
It was shown In many lists there
are no women nominees for state
senator.
Pennsylvania evidently will lead
the country in the number
of
women who will sit as representatives In the general assembly, according to avallablo figures, where
there aro eight women republican
nominees. Maine has two women
nominees for the legislature. India
ana. 1; Oregon, 2; nnd North
and Kansas
each. Three rewomen
filed
have
nomipublican
nation papers for representative to
tho Wisconsin assembly and California has seven.
(irace F. Kaercher of Ortonvllle.
Minn., Is nominee for clerk of the
Minnesota supreme court, against
two men opponents, nnd Miss May
F. TSranois, of Waverly, Iowa, is
republican nominee for superintendent of public instruction.
The
of republican
majority
women candidates for county office are running for the office of
auditor or recorder, the list shows,
and In most cases, it was added,
the candidates are deputies.
I'p-to-

soldier-statesman- ,"

'

PENNA. RAILWAY

'

Davis Says We London Times Prints a DisCan Look Forward With
patch From Its Manila
Pride Upon the AchieveCorrespondent Reviewing
His Achievements.
ments of Last 12 Months

FIVE CENTS.

7 EMPLOYES OF

OFFICE SEEKER! 5

ORDER OF COURT Secretary
More Than 5,000 Mobilized to Uphold the Drastic Temporary Injunction
Issued in Rail Walkout,

EDITION
ritrcK

at

,

CITY

Wrecked locomotive after being derailed
have been tampered with
the locomotive and nineteen
Into the ditch. Evidence of
pering with switches has

near Indianapolis.
sent found in connection with
three
cars similar wrecks. A recent wreck
tam- near
Gary, Ind., showed intenbeen tional destruction of equipment.

State and federal officials are
probing the wreck of a Pennsy
freight train near Indianapolis in
which an open switch, believed to

1

ANNIVERSARY

GOING THROUGH

LABOR TO RALLY

10

WILL CELEBRATE

OPEN PORT LAW

UN ON CAU SE

INITIAL1

OF

MARCEL 'WAIVE'

TRIAL

by Organization Can Ten Texas Railroad Cen- This Style of Hair Was
"Invented"'
50 Years
Workers Secure a Full
ters Are Being Policed
Measure o f Economic
Ago; Buyers Balk at
by Rangers on Account
Prices of Paris Gowns.
of the Railroad Walkout.
Justice, He Declares.

Only

Br tha Aanocintrd

TrrM.

Washington. Sept. 3. Only by
organization and more organization can the workers of America
secure a full measure of economic
Justice. President Samuel Gomp-er- s
of the American Federation of
Irfibor, declared tonight In a Labor
to the
addressed
day message
American people.
."anti-labo- r
A four-yewar,"
Mr. Gompers
said, had demonstrated the power of the trade
union to protect its members
against organized employers, before whom organized Itoot'n'iad
found itself "weakened, scattered
and helpless." He added that the
time bad come for laboring men
and women at last to present a
united workers' front to the powers
that prey." The message in part
follows:
"Every contest with tho owners
and manipulators of Industry accentuates the truth that the workers have but few outside their own
ranks who sympathize with them
In their determination
to emancipate mankind or support them in
their efforts.
"The uncounted
victories that
organized labor wins, the few temporary setbacks that labor experiences, cry aloud tho divine truth
that justice for those who toil can
only come through the workers'
own efforts, their own organization, their own persistency.
"Now In the time for the workers to rally more completely under
the standard of the unions."
ar

PORGFT 1KSTHITTIVF.
THOUGHTS, LF.E'S PLEA
Cleveland, O.. Sept. 3. A plea to
forget destructive
thoughts and
turn time and energy to constructing policies Is contained in the
Labor day message of W. G. Lee.
president of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen.
"Labor is charged with being
militant and the charge is true,"
he said. "The same may be said
of any nation or people who have
accomplished snvthing. Had labor
not seen militant the relation of
master and slave would still exist.
"Whatever labor has sained it
has secured by Its strength either
directed through the force of Its
organizations or through the enact
ment of laws and has done so
against the combined forces of the
employer.
"Instead of continuing a program of reprisals both capital and
labor i iust agree to a common
sense fair and practical adjustment
of their differences or there will he
what amounts to conscription of
certain classes of both In the Interest of common welfare.

TEXAS TOWN WITH A
POPULATION OF 5,000
TO HAVEJIRST JAIL
By h

Amnciatrd Prens.

San Benito, Texas,
Sept. 3
This little town, in the border
country, with a population Just over
o.OUO, is believed here to be distinct
among places of its size In the
country in having been without a
Jail. A city jail, the first structure of the kind in local history, is
to be erected soon.
Despite its proximity to the Mexican border and
alleged lawlessness
prevailing In this section, Pan Benito, its officials declare has had
slight need for a jail. Practically
all arrests made are for violations
of traffic ordinances.
On Hallowe'en eve a box car on a local sidln
served a:i a "lockup" for half a
score mischievous youths who attempted to creaate a disturbance In
the Business section. The building of the Jail is occasioned in
line with street paving, city water
system, and other improvements
being undertaken, officials state.

FREIGHT RATES REDUCED.

San Francisco, Sept. 3. Reductions averaging forty per cent in
the freight rates on magazines, periodicals, wall board, wood pulp,
hoard roofing felt, furniture, school
desk and theater chair castings
from eastern to?:its to the Pacific
coast were annonced at noon today by the fioutnern Pacific com
pany. The reductions will be effect-liv- e
as soon as tariffs can be pub
lished, it was said.

By the AHUoelatfd PreM.

Bj th Ammrliiled I'itm.
Austin, Tex., Sept. 3 The Texas
open port law, passed by a special
session of the Texas legislature In
920, is going through its initial
trial as a result of the present railSince the beginning
road strike.
r,f the. strike, ten Texas railroad
renters have been placed under the
law and are beins policed by state
rangers.
Texas is the only state In the
nali'm, according to state officials,
that has such a law. It was passed
as a result of the situation at Galveston during tho strike of longshoremen In iS20. It is designed to
of the state
empower the governor
.. .
to take complete
activities In any specified ten (lory
when commerce is being inter
rupted, without Invoking martial
law.
The open port statute had been
virtually forgotten until the present strike. No attempt had been
made to invoke its provisions or
test its constitutionality.
of the act, acThe effect ivcn.-scording to stale officers, is made
possible by the fact that before
Texas became a state, a system of
state rangers was established as the
The
official police organization.
normal force before the strike was
been
has
number
This
aiv?mented and approximately 150
special rangers are commissioned.
These police officials are stationed
at railroad centers where open port
law has been invoked, and In more
than twenty other centers of strike
activity.
Upon declaring open port law,
the governor assumes complete
control of all police activities and
f,late rangers named by which the
enforce the law
governor shall
Violation is a felony. Although the
law has been In force less than a
month in any Texas town, state officials declare it Is a decided success and Is a great financial saving
to the state as compared with marIn tho centers
tial law action.
where tho law has been put in
force the railroads are voluntarily
paying the cost of maintaining the
state rangers.

Paris, Sept. 3 (by the Associated
francs
Tress.) Twelve thousand
asked for one of the latest Parisian
evening gowns has started a revolt
among buyers here, most of whom
aro Americans. They fear this is
the beginning of an attempt to
0
force prices up to around the
frunc mark for the best things,
and they say will boycott Paris
rather than pay such prices.
Most of the American
buyers
have gone back to the United
Stutcs witli fewer gowns than for
many years, c'nieriy because of the
high prices. The 3 2,000 franc
gowns are stlli unsold.
This creation is studded
with
rhinestones and Is of white satin,
cut on very straight lines, very
much like gowns
for 1,600
to 2,000 francs.
The American buyers say this
year's excessive prices will force
to depend more
American
and more on domestic creations.

1
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Marcel, the hair dresser,
created the "waive" known by his
name to every woman, 1s going to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of his invention, just as there are
anniversaries of poets, scientlsand
statesman. .
Marcel was the son of a stone
cutter, but he dreamed of drcssln;;
court ladies' hair.
He came to Paris where
employers ono after another discharged him or set him to
washing windows or sweeping outa
stores.
Marcel, however, had
young and charming mother with
naturally curly hair, which he tried
to imitate.
Finally he got the
right effect simply by holding the
iron
upside down. It took
curling
him three years to get nny woman
to pay him to experiment on he'
hut finallv the news of his Inven
tion spread to Paris actresses and;
society leaders who began to bid;
high prices for Marcel's services,
l.nrlv Lennox cove him the then
fabulous price of 1.000 francs nnd
expenses to come to London and
give her halt an hour of his time.
Marcel made his million, and 25
years ago he started to Italy, but
outsme or ini is aim;
stopped
bought a chateau, where he is still
living.
France for a long time has
smarted under the too general supIs In
position that Mount Blano
Switzerland, and has now begun
to
a campaign In the newspapers not
tell the world that she. and
her nelghhor. owns the highest
mountain in Europe.
Chamontx, atrtiough In France,
also Is widely taken for granted to
be a Swiss resort, because, the
French say, tho Swiss hotelkeepersof
advertise it as one of the group
Swiss Alpino resorts.
unap-preciati-

CLIFP

Mrs. Agatha Miller, 54, of
Cleveland, Loses Her
Life in an Accident at
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

j

By (be Amiuclatfd 1'rrM.

Buffalo. N. Y.. Sept. 3. An automobile plunged over the cliff
near the cataract at Niagara Falls
this afternoon and was dashed to
pieces 200 feet below on the river's
Mrs. Agatha
Miller, 54
margin.
vears old, wife of D. H. Miller of
Cleveland, fell " of her death with
the car. Her ody was found on
the water's edge.
Just
The accident
happened
north of the upper steel arch
bridge. Mrs. Miller was clone in
the car in the rear seat. The car
was parked on the grass near the
customs
office at the American
end of the brldse. facing the river
on a slight slope.
There 1b no
guard rail at the cliff edge. Tho
r.u- -

..
.,

Airplane

patrol

of

forests

to

ward Meyers of Buffalo, had left It.
r,rr)ip(,rt nn the Pacific coast
as he thought, safely parked. For s'ppng considered by the French
some reason It began to slip down jntrdgtry of war In an effort to pre-th- e
t ,ha HovBstntine fires that re- slope and Mrs. Miller, who was!
of very heavy build, realized ner,rPntiy burned out many thousands
bydanger. Her screams aroused
acres In southern France, and
standers ami two men, Harry An- of
threatened many villages.
drew, a negro of Buffalo, and Joseph Goldberg. Toronto, grabbed
2 PRO AGENTS KILLED.
the rear fenders and strove des
3.
Glen IT.
perately to stop the car. They keptj Dallas, Ore,, Sept.
Todd, federal
their holds until it reached tho very Price and Grover C.were
killed by
brink and plunged Info the gorge. prohibition agents,
in a
her- - Phillip Warren, an Indian,
Mrs. Miller trie n
self hut she was not quick enough. i figbt at New Grande, near hera,
The Millers and Mr. and Mrs. Mich- - early today. Warren was wound- ael Kerrigan, also of Cleveland ed and later arrested. The fight
came to Buffalo this morning and followed a raid on a dance hall,
hired Meyers to drive them to the where Warren and others are said
to have been drinking.
fulls sightseeing.
'
:?
.
i;
t

--
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Otero-Warre-

1

rc-ord-

1
I'll

.

Adams-William-

A poor season in all the principal
French resorts is reported by tho
s
managers of casinos in their
just filed with tho ministry
of tho interior.
notliven Deaville's receipts,
the rabulous sums
withstanding
spent In gambling, are inferior to
those of last year, lividently there
have been fewer Knglish visitors
than usual at all the resorts.
shipping
(Hie of the principal
agencies lure computes that less
than half as many Americans have
crossed the Atlantic this year as
in 11)13. This Is tho peak of Ihe
American tourist season in Paris
and there is more Knglish than
French spoken In the principal

forty-seve-
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FACES

Lessons Learned

in War
Followed
Up;
Being
Number of Blind Stenos
and Typists Increasing.

Are

tty the
Bej-lin- ,

I'rrM.

Sept. 3 (by the AssociatThe number of blind
and typists Is instenographers
creasing daily in tho German commercial world because of satisfactory results achieved in efforts to
the nation's war blinded
for a new start in the battle of life.
Students in a private school in
Berlin, established for such victims are finding ready positions
upon graduation.
The institution's
director is Pr. Selix, a famous
German oculist, who also Is a
professor at the University of Bered Press.)

lin.

The students work with three
different types of apparatus. One
of them is the usual typewriter on
which they learn to write directly
from dictation,
another machine
enables them to write shorthand
by a specially devised mechanical
means, while the third is a sort
of dictaphone.
One of the graduntes now follows his new calling by receiving
dictation from another
whoso wounds necessitated
three
amputations.
German surgery has profiled
greatly by tho lessons learned In
faces of
restoring
disfigured
wounded soldiers that it Is now
to
substitute a persons
possible
face almost entirely.
Particularly
In affixing
new noses or In
straightening out old ones have the
operations come to be regarded as
perfect.
A
department was Installed in
the University of Berlin (or operreations on soldiers' faces
cently closed owing to lack of
funds and now many specialists
are devoting their entire attention
to this type of treatment because
of (he heavy demand from society
and professional people, especially
actresses,

vs

BODIES AReThARRED
BEYOND RECOGNITION

Cause Has Not Been Determined, According to an
Announcement Made by
the Railroad Officials,
Ity (lie

AmiM-iiile-

TreM.

Pitlsliurgh, Pa., Sept. 3 (by the
Associated Press). Seven car repair men, recently employed, were
burned to death, ton more were injured severely and property loss of
$220,000 was
wrought hy fire
which started at dawn today in a
bunk house in the Thirteenth street
yards of the Pennsylvania railroad
and spread through the building
with incredible speed. Nearly ail
the bodies were charred beyond
The body of J. F.
recognition.
was positively
Carr. Baltimore,
identified, however.
Railway officials made a check of all emin
the bunk house and
ployes living
gave out the following list of missing tonight:
ALV1N L. BRUCE, 21, Kewanee,
Illinois.
KBANK CUSTODINO, 28. laborer.
liUGERT DUNN', 3H, repairman.
HAVln T DAVIS. fi, repairman.
WALTER L. PARSONS, 23. repairman.
K UN EST
INOZATINO, 3S, repairman.
GERALD HARPER, 24, machine
helper.
Search of the wreckage failed to
reveal an eighth body.
Railway representatives said It
was possible that one of the abov.
listed men failed to report after ha
had fled from the blazing
Jump From Second Story.
The most seriously injured employe is ,T. Mineru Ta.luma of
Tokio Japan, an air brake Inspector's helper, tajuma and the other
employes who sustained
injuries
were hurt when thev
from
the second story of thejumped
l.unkhouse.
Investigations Immediately wers
started by the railroad, the pollen
and fire departments and bv the
department of justice. They" were
in progress tonight, with announcements by tho rallrond that It had
been unable "to determine
the
cause of the fire."
E. K. Kennedy, a watchman, saw
smoke coming from a section of tho
building, which, In addition
to
bousing workmen, was in part used
as a store house and a commissary.
Running to the place he saw the
Interior of a room filled with wastn
and it was a mass of flames. He
turned in an alarm.
Knowing that sixty men were
sleeping on ,n(, sP(.on() f,onri Kpn,
nedy dashed up the stairway. He
was driven back by dense smoke
but made another attempt with
better success.
Many of the men sleeping
tumbled out on the tracks
and those who were uninjured ran
from the yards,
others, trapped
in their bunks, perished.
Tho building was set in a network of railroad tracks, and fire
companies lost time in reaching it.
When they finally arrived the oil
soaked floors had fallen in. and
the sheet iron sides had been twisted into a pile of Junk.
Exploring the ruins taxed tho
resources of the firemen but by 10
o'clock tho bodies had been removed.
Trains Arc liolnyed.
The bunk house was almost
within sight of the union station,
adjacent to the main east bound
passenger tracks. A number of
fast through trains were due when
the fire started, hut they were held
in the yards until the fire was out
and the warped tracks had been a
red.
N. P. Good,
chairman of tho
striking shopmen on the Pennsylvania system, in a statement
tonight deplored (he fire and said it
could not be charged to the shopmen.
"The shop destroyed was under
guard, as I understand It." said
Mr. Good,
"and could not b
reached except by some one having free access to the yards. I understand that part of (his shop
was used for (he storage and rebatteries
pair of coach storage
which, from my knowledge are
subject to spontaneous combustion
from the acids they contain, I am
willing to stand upon the record
established by our membership for
tho peaceful and orderly manner In
which this strike has been conducted, and will continue to he conducted to a successful conclusion."
Shopmen Questional.
George W. McCandless director
of public safety, who is working
with agents of tbo department of
Justice, announced tonight that tw.
raifroail shopmen were questioned
in his office at length this afternoon. He authorized this statement:
"We have only begun our Investigation Into the cause of the fire.
Two shopmen were questioned in
my office In the presence of government agents anrf officials of tho
Pennsylvania road. I cannot mako
any announcement tonight regarding the cause of the fire but I think
I can promise a s(a(ement tomorrow."
An eighth charred form, removed from the debris, proved to be a
dog. The carcass, like the corpses,
was burned to a cinder.
who esA score of shopmen
caped from the blazing bunk houso
told essentially the same story to
newspapermen. Awakened by tho
shouts of the watchmen, or by tb.
tM'ii
clamor which rsuHf d. "T
leaped from their cots. Those who
grasped the situation. Jumped from
the building and fled. Those who
did not do so died.
Residents living In (he vlcinltv'
declared the fire flashed from tb
building with such force that pen
ConliuutU on Faio
,
bunk-hous-

e.
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American Wayfarer Writes
Entertainingly of People
Living in the Chinese
Province of Yunnan.
Br the Associated Tm.

The Ihus
TtanKPon, Sept.
ore one of the hitherto little known
tribes described by Ralph Henderson, an American wnlfarcr, whosetravel pictures have been appearThese
ing in the Rangoon Gazette.
people live
sturdy, yet sociable,
ot
mostly in tho Chinese province
Yunnan, R wild country bordering
on the northeast frontier of Tiurma.
Referring to their life and customs
Mr. Henderson writes:
"We met more Lahus than any
is
other tribesmen, I think. I.ahu
and
iho tribe's name for itself, The
race,
means the 'tiger-bortribe is a bis one and spills across
into Yunnan or rather, spins num
A' ii tin n n into
Burma, since tncy
The
orlcinally came from China.
Lahus live by agriculture, the men
.ininn- a little hunting on tne ski
tbev ran cot hold of a gun
instead of
shoots forward
that
iiBclru-nrior in all directions at
once. Kvery hill man who considRt
ers himself of any importance
nil must have his gun. There is a
where
in
Kengtung
factory
nuns are manufactured. A
few carpenters anil blacksmiths sit
beneath a big banyan tree ami
make them. When a gun is made,
soma bold workman fires it to see
if it will go off. If It does, it is
sold at once.
Mnko Tholr Own Guns.
"But not all hill men are so fortunate as to be able to secure one
of these 'Usamtun' guns. Many of
them, therefore, make their own.
Then they make their own powder
and shot, and, when all Is finished,
or temerhave tho
ity to go hunting with their creation. I carried a repeating shotgun
tip there, and it Is not surprising
that thty regarded it with awe that
amounted to almost tn reverence.
A friend of mine carried an old revolver. Ho had paid 3 for it in
America, and since that time, the
handle had become broken. Tie
was offered the equivalent of $fi5
for it, broken handle and all, by n
friendly robber chief.
"The Lahus have a formal and
impersonal way of making love.
The young men build a fire and the
maidens another, these fires within
a stone's toss of each other. Then
each group sits about its own fire,
and tho courting begins. The
groups sing love songs to each
other in turn. This may continue
f or hours. Then at last comes a
ong saying tho time has come for
parting, and with that the two
groups Use from about their fires
and come together for a moment.
'In this moment, a youth mav cx- change turbans with the lady of his
heart. These exchanged turbans
are worn for several days, and the
whole proceeding serves the same
purpose as our engagement and engagement ring. If either party re-- !
grets tho compact, ho or she may
demand a return of turbans, and
'there's an end to everything. Otherwise marriage follows.
Have Ijirgo Families.
"Lahus commonly
have large
families, and, to save a great deal
of mental effort on the part of the
parents in devising names for their
progeny, they employ an ingenious
Scheme a kind of calendar of
names, They have r. cycle of twelve
'days in their week: dog day. pig
flay, rat day, cow day, tiger day,
aB day. death day, crocodile day,
sheep day, pony day, chicken day
and louse day. A child born on
rtog day is called Master or Miss
Dog; on rat day, Master or Miss
Rat; on sheep day, Master or Miss
fiheep,
"It might be supposed that I
child born at midnight (a rather
vague and inclusive term in a land
without timepieces) would catch
ihe baptismal wheel on dead center
nnd would be in fair way to get two
names or none. Not so. The child
is merely Master or Miss Midnight
What more simple! To introduce
a. comfortable
amount of variety,
the first born is usually called Master or Miss First. Commonly the
name derived from the day Is also
added, and the result is such a
name as Master First Ass, or Miss
Beeond Tig.
"The child whom its parents expect to be the Inst may likewise be
called Master or Miss Last. It
must he nnnoying tn the Inventors
of the system that there Is at least
n. modicum
of uncertainty in
the name of Master or Miss
Last to a child. The future cannot
he surely foretold, nnd consequently it is not uncommon to find In a
.family two, or even three children
hearing the name Last."
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By thn Associated Tress.
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Dynsmlted barracks in Waterford, Ireland.
fit in the barracks during their
flea
blew up the barracks as they
rebels
to
Irish
preparing
evacuated the town. They had
befote the advance of Free State
occupancy. The rebels are being
hard pressed generally. ,
troops at Waterford, Ireland, installed 3 complete wireless out
j
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BY JTORMAJf E. I5ROWN.
There is romance
.Aplenty in tho brief career of
Cletua JJixon, the former L'niver
mty oi unicago piaycr who Is now
Htarring for Cedar Rapids in the
.Mississippi Valley league.
Dixon decided, when he was IB
that he wanted to be a ball player
iiKo 'jy uodd."
Ho was living in
Sao City, la., then. His mother
decided she hadn't raised her boy
to, uc a nan player. Ho,' when
Manager Ned Kgan of the Water
loo club in the Mississippi Valley
wrcuit, ortered to give Dixon a
chance the hoy slipped out the
hack door. He got a chance at
first base and looked promising in
an exhibition game. Then his
mother heard of his whereabouts
nnd took him home "by the ear."
His chosen career was halted until
he completed his college course.
Then he Joined the Cedar Rapids

team.
He's playing the outfield now
and hitting well over .300. Several
big league scouts have looked him
over. Whether or not he has had
seasoning enough for the big show
Is problematical but he is a comer.

raw

Captain of the Challengers
Makes This Announcement Denying His Line
Up Has Been Changed.
By the Aexoclntcd

Fress.

Forest Hills, N. Y., Sept. 3.
James O. Anderson and not Pat
O'Hara Wood as announced last
n
night, will oppose William T.
tomorrow in one of the two
Til-de-

single matches which will conclude
the 19112 Davis cup challenge
round between Australia and the
United States. Gerald D. Patterson, captain of tho challengers,
made this announcement tonight in
denying his line up had been
,
changed.
Patterson, who meets "William M.
Johnston in the other singles encounter, explained that in view of
the fact that ho and Anderson had
played in the first two single
matches Friday they were obliged,
under Davis cup regulations, to go
through with the remaining events.
Only an accident or other unforecould make
seen circumstances
possible n. change, he added.
With tho score two matches to
one in favor of the United States,
Australia must capturo both singles tomorrow to take the famous
trophy buck to tho antipodes. A
victory for America in cither
match will assure the defenders
possession of the cup for another
year.
"On form Johnston and Tilden
ought to win. but we're not with-- i
out hopes." That was the way Pat
terson tonight, when asked his
summed tip a situation
opinion,
which experts regarded as formidable for the invaders.
Only a complete upset, It was
agreed, could prevent the Americans from retaining tho title, hut
that anything can happen was
demonstrated Saturday when the
Australians revived their followers'
confidence by taking a brilliant
straight set victory from Tilden
and Vincent Richards in the dou-

DRYING FOOD IS
TRIPLE SAVING
It saves food, saves space,
snd saves containers.
Nothing
is lost in the drying process;
the flavor is revived by the
simple addition of water when
you are ready to use the lood.

2:30 o'clock.

Drying offers a simple, convenient and economical method for preserving many food
materials and permits the carrying over of the surplus Into
periods in which fresh fruits
and vegetables are expensive
or unobtainable.
The department of agriculture has prepared a booklet on
this subject in which are contained directions for the prepdrying, and subsearation,
quent storage and care of the
dried products.
This is a free government
publication and our Washington Information Bureau will
secure a copy for any reader
who fills out and malls tho
coupon below, enclosing two
cents In stamps
for return
postage. Write your name and
address clearly.

J. IIASKIV,
Director
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C.
I
enclose
herewith two
for return
cents In stamps
postage on a free copy of the
Drying booklet..
inEDEIUC
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ECOlWilE
HITS JAPANESE
IMPERIAL ROME

RESCUE MEN

URGOHUT

iE

Rescue Crews Are Working
in 20 Minute Shifts to
a Tunnel: Slow
Open
Progress Being Made.
By the Awmclated

Ladies-in-Wait-i-

Br the Afinnclntcd Press.
Tokio. Sept. 3. Even the

KID OFFERED TD

TreM.

royal
household of Japan is being affected by the wave of economy
which is passing over tho country
as a result of the economic deViscount Makino, minpression.
ister of the imperial household, has
decided to reduce the number of
who it is alleged,
exceed in number the requirements
of the empress and the imperial;
The system of court
princesses.
ladies now in vogue was established In the early years of the Meiji
era, and never has been changed.
There are 18 high class ladies, 30
ladies of han-ni- n
rank, 10 ladles
and
accorded han-ni- n
privileges,
altogether about 140 employes.
These women rank as follows:
The shoki, ot the shin-ni- n
son
appointment, tenji,
tenki, shoki, gon shoki, myobu, s
gon myobu, all of whom are high-clasladles of tho imperial court;
the Joju and gon Joju, who are of
han-nirank. Each of these
the
ladies has from one to several
women employed as servant.
court ladles
These formidable
have held sway in the section of
household
where men
the Imperial
are not permitted to control. The
majority came from tho families
of titled nobility, the priests of the
Kamo, the Humiyoshl and other
notable .Shinto shrines or other disfamilies. The ladies
tinguished
above the rank of myobu were given the names of Genjl, while ladies
coming from titled nobility wero
given the names of two characters
and those from the samurai families names of one character. The
class tenl 1b
salary of the first and
that of the
5,000 yen a year
second class 4,000 yen, which is
of the officials
larger than manyhousehold
departof the imperial
ment.
at
aims
As the prince regent
economy ot his household, the minister of the imperial house is reported to have drafted a new system of court ladles. It is understood that the number of ladies will
be limited to five or six. The
choice of the ladies to serve the
imperial court has been entrusted
to Baron Omorl and Count Chlnda,
the two chief attendants on the emrepress and the prince regent,
spectively.
USKD HY TURKU GENERATIONS
"I use Foley's Honey and Tar
personally give it to all my children and now to my grandchildren
with the same good results. I tried
many kinds ot cough medicines,
but never want anything but
Foley's Honey and Tar," writes
Mrs. E. K. Olson, Superior. Wise.
Foley's Honey r.nd Tar was established in 1875 and has stood the
test ot time serving three generations. It quickly relieves colds,
coughs and croup, throat, chest and
bronchial trouble. Sold everywhere.
ladies-in-waitin-
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PREPARING FOR
GRID COiMTESTS

Chicago, Kept. 3- .- A nationwide campaign against disloyalty to
the country of whatever nature in
the spoken or printed word has
been inaugurated by the League ot
American Pen Women, which has
sent out a call to Its entire membership to Join in the campaign.
This action was taken by tho na
tional officers in Washington after
from
information was received
those
government officials that
who attempt to destroy American
institutions and principles direct
their efforts primarily to the wom
en ot the country and the students
in colleges.
This feature is being given particular attention by a special committee appointed by Mrs. Louis N,
Oeldert. national
and
president,
the national executive board. The
textbooks in schools and colleges
are being given close scrutiny by
this committee. Many textbooks, it
is stated, through deletions, fail to
Instruct properly In American his
traditions and
tory, American
American ideals.
"Opera companies, whose activi
ties are lor education as well as en
tertaininent, who banish our lan
guage. our composers
and our
American-trainesingers, tend to
ward disloyalty in our estimation,"
declared Kleanor Everest Freer,
natlonnl chairman of music. "To
stirie Iho progress of so large an
asset as our musical art by such a
system also seems disloyal to us."
The League of American
Ten
Women is composed of the professional writing women of tho country, authors, editors,
publishers,
Journalists, special feature and syndicate writers, dramatic writers,
scenario writers, publicity and advertising expects and lecturers. It
holds, because of the nature of Its
membership, a tremendous national power, Mrs. Geldert slates.
The eighteen branches of tho organization throughout the country
and the I.riOO members of the national body have been called upon
to Join actively In the campaign.
d

Biggest Football Season in
the History of the Varsity
Is Expected;
Scalping
May Be Curbed.

By the Amoclnted PrpM.
Chicago, Sept. 2 (by the Asso
elated Press). Preparing for the
biggest football season in the his
tory of the University of Chicago
Coach A. A. Stagg and a newly
selected football ticket committee
have arranged a new system of
ticket distribution which, it is believed, will curb scalping and
provide a fair means for the
publio to obtain tickets for the
six games to be played at Stagg
field this fall.
This is the first time that tick
SIXTY-TWets will be handled by a com JUDGE,
The plan is
mittee at Chicago.
BECOMES
STUDENT
to
one
tho
used
similar
by Har
Be
vard, Tale and Princeton.
AT LAW SCHOOL
cause of the increasing popularity of tho game, there has been
a tremendous demand for tickets
and a new system lmd to be devised to handle th sale so that
the students, alumni and mem
hers of the university could have
first opportunity to obtain tickets.
Judging from advance indications, thousands of applicants
will be turned down for the last
three games of the schedul- ePrinceton, Illinois and Wisconsin.
The seating capacity of Stagg
field is only 30.000, but twice
this number of scuts could have
been sold for important games
last season. All applications must
be made to the football ticket
committee not before September
0, alumni and students will be
given preference with a maximum
of four tickets, with the proviso
that If the demand is too heavy
the maximum will be reduced to
two. AH tickets will be reserved
and sold at a uniform rato for
each garde, as follows: University
of Georgia, $2.00; Northwestern,
$2; Purdue, $2; Princeton,
$3;
Illinois, $2,50; Wisconsin, $2.50.
Alumni and students from opposing schools may secure tickets
Judge John Edwin Reynolds.
only at their respective institutions. After the orders by mail
desire to possess the nrestiars
His
have been filled, there will be
a public sale, but patrons who of a legal degree caused Judge
of
are not alumni should make John Edwin Reynolds, sixtv-twArcadia, La., to enter the summer
written request.
Besido the ticket distribution law school at the University of
plan, a system of relaying Infor- Michigan. The judge has been on
mation
concerning the players the circuit court bench in Louisiana
taking active part in each play for many years. Nine years is rewill be installed. A telophone quired to completo the course in
relay system from the fifty yard law the judge elected to take.
line probably will be used, the
information reaching everyone
before the next play is executed.
The seismograph at Georgetown
This will be of particular value
is regarded as one of
n
in the
battle. University
the most accurate and delicate in
in
struments
the world.
GREEKS DEFEATED IN
O,

0

"X

I. CHAMPION

HI.

Continued from Tate On.

pie living two miles away were
telephoning for details within three
minutes.
LYONS District Attorney Harry Pi.
Rowand, conducting an independent Investigation, gave out this
statement: "It facts warrant, a
Raton Man Is Eliminated grand jury will make an Investigation of the file."
by Roswell Player; Heavy
Started Wltlitn Building.
railroad officials
Pennsylvania
Entries May Delay the
reiterated the statements of emFinals UntiTTuesday.
fire
started within
that
tho
ployes
the building.
This, they said,
caused them to ignore a possible
Special to The Journal.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 3. Al- theory that a spark from a locothe
motive might have been responsibuquerque players surviving
first round of the New Mexico ble. The same officials declare
state golf tournament were Prager, the bunkhouse cook corroborated
who eliminated McGaffey, 3 and the watchman's statement that the
2;
Culpe.pper, who eliminated lire when discovered was roaring
Moore of Santa Fe, 1 up; Mc- through a mass of greasy waste
Van and rubbish.
eliminated
who
Donald,
"X was the last man to get out
Atta, 3 and 2; McCanna, who
eliminated
Cornish, 3 and 2; alive," said N. L. Davis, a tall, mld-dl- o
aged carpenter from Corbin,
Simms, who eliminated Catron of
Santa Fe, 2 and 1: Pveeser, who Ky.
ot
heard a yell and I jumped for
"I
eliminated Arthur Farnsworth
the door. The fire followed me
Roswell, 2 up.
In the second round, McDonald out. I won't call it a fire. It was
,
eliminated Norton of Roswell, 8 greased lightning."
and 7. In this round McDonald
are
Brazil
in
trees
Cocoanut
shot a 38 on a par 37 course. C.
to live and bear fruit for torn
M. Farnsworth of Roswell, after
years but the date palm
eliminating Leo Murphy, 7 and 6, 600 to 700
beat Plerson ot Raton, 7 and 6 is not so hardy, and seldom lives
in the second round.
Johnson, to exceed 300 years.
Roswell, beat Amonett, Roswell,
4 and 3.
Smith, Roswell, beat
Barrett, Las Vegas, 2 and 1.
Dawson, beat Poovbaugh,
Roswell, 6 and 4. Lyon, Raton,
beat OlomI, Albuquerque, 4 and
3.
Miller, Roswell, beat Tlorney,
3 and 2.
Watson, Roswell, beat
Cooper, Albuquerque. 1 up. Hall,
beat
Roswell,
Kilmurry, Raton, 8
and 6.
Tho feature of the day's play
was the elimination
of Jack
former
state
Lyons of Raton,
Jaffa
Miller, Roschampion, by
well, 2 and 1. Lyons had a lead
a part of tho way, but Miller
came from behind and won.
eliminated
Johnson,
Roswell,
Prager. Albuquerque, in the second round, 1 up, and Smith, Roswell, beat Culpepper, Albuquerque, 6 and 3. Simms, Albuquerque, beat Watson, Roswell, 3 and
'sup-ose-
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lt's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a delightful
that can
quality
not be duplicated
Want Ads Bring Quick Results
5

C. H. CARNES
SPECIAJJST

IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phono 1057. W
in

1

n,
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School Davs are Bicvcle Davs

2.

C. M. Farnsworth now meets
Johnson and Smith plays McDonald. Miller plays the winner of
the McCanna-Hora- n
match and
Simms plays the winner of the
match.
The finals
will likely not be played before
Tuesday because of the heavy

e
just Remember when you want to buy a
bicycle, or a new tire, or get your old bicycle
repaired, go to the

So

high-grad-

BROAD BICYCLE

Hall-Rees- er

COMPANY
220 South Second St.

Phone 736

INVESTIGATION OF
JOHNSON SHOOTING
BEGUN BY OFFICIALS
Plattsburg, N. V., Sept. 3. An
of
the
Investigation
shooting
Thursday night of A. M. (Buddie)
husband
of
Johnsor,
Teggy
Marsh, actress and professional
at
the
dancer,
camp of Jack Clifford of Chateaueav Lake. has
been begun by state police under
the direction of District Attorney
Harold A. jerry of Clinton county, it was learned tonight.
At
the time of the ehootlng, it was
announced at the hospital that
Johnson
had accidentally
shot
himself while putting away a revolver that had been used in
target practice.
INDIANA EDITOR DIES.
3.
Indianapolis,
Ind., Sept.
Richard Smith, managing editor
of the Indianapolis News for the
past 15 years and previous t,o that
time connected with the Associated Press, died at his home here
early today. He was 63 years old
and is survived by his widow.
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BIRD CAGES
WHITE ENAMELED
IVORY ENAMELED
PLAIN BRASS
COMBINATIONS
Bird fanciers have long known that metal bird
cages are much easier to keep clean than those
of other materials.
And we have a line of these cages that is unusually good looking.
Some are finished in the popular white enamel;
others in ivory enamel; othors in plain brass; and
still others in combinations of brass and enamel.
They are heavy, well made and carefully finished.

ricetl $4 to $12
Kaabe & Mauger,
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PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Chicago-Princeto-

WITH TURKS!
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.STRIKE
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BATTLE

TO
LOSS

First and Copper.

Phone 305

"If It'. Hardware, We Have

423 North First Street
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rank-imperi-
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Calif., tept. 3. AJackson,
lthough it was a week ago that fire
n
men In the
entombed
lower workings of the famous old
work ot
the
mine
here,
Argonaut
rescue went forward
tonight aa
rapidly as any time since the plight
of the miners was discovered. Until
they know their fellown are dead,
the miners will keep on.
Nearly 4,000 feet underground,
men are working In
shifts, In a space designedly made
no larger than necessary for two
men to work, to open a tunnel from
a manway once connecting the
Kennedy mine and the Argonaut workings.
They were at the hardest part of
the toil that has occupied them
for four days driving through
green stone. They had sixty feet of
this to penetrate when they finish
ed reopening the usable part of the
old manway last night. Tonight
they had but fifty feet and hoped
by the time the first twenty-fou- r
hours work in it was done, to show
five or six feet more of progress.
unce through the green stone
these men must open a "rise" for
about seventy-fiv- e
feet through a
quartz formation to reach, tho Argonaut workings. The quartr, is expected to permit more rapid progress, but engineers here today estimated it would bo Thursduy, or
later before tho opening was made.
Meanwhile, 300 feet lower in the
Kennedy, another crew was struggling desperately to clear a choked
and abandoned tunnel that once
connected that mine with the Argonaut. They had nearly 400 feot to
go; their progress since last night
was forty-fiv- e
feet.
Offers of aid continue to come
In; one mine in Mexico today telegraphed an offer to send Its crew
of trained rescue workers.
So far
it has not been accepted, mines
nearer at hand supplying with the
federal bureau mine forces, all the
men that can be used at present.
At the close of the recent Dante
celebrations at liavenna, frogmentis
of the boneg of tho poet? stolen In
The average Individual prefers
85
but later recovered, were re- lo get sick and be treated. Few
united to the skeleton.
follow preventive measureSt ,
forty-seve-
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Number of
Reduced and Other
bles.
Steps Are Taken to RePatterson and Johnston will take
duce Royalty Expense.
the courts in the first match at

-
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m

Campaign

Nation-Wid- e

3.

muzzlc-lnnrtin-

IT

I

BURN

$200,000

n

By the Associated I'rmi.

Paris, Sept. 3 (by the AssoPress). The Angora government mission in Paris today
made public an official commuin
nique issued last Thursday
Angora saying that after a five
Greek
the
army had
days' battle
been completely defeated and cut
ciated

in two.
The northern group, the communication declared, was annihilated and left only scattered debris among tho mountains nnd
forests. The southern group was
continuing to retreat.
An immense amount of material had been captured by the
Turks.
This had not yet been
inventoried but it included 150
cannon.

WAKANDA CI.l'B WINS.
Fort Snelling, Minn., Sept. 3.
a hard fought contest, the
Wakanda Country club, Des
defeated
Iowa,
Molncg,
Fort
Snelling Number I, 9 to 7, at!
the northwest polo tournament
here today. Tomorrow Wakanda!
meets the fourteenth infantry,
Fort Des Moines, In the finals.
Fort Keogh Montana and Fort
Snelling Number one will contest for second place honors.
White camels are about as rare
as black sheep.
In
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Ml Voir Want Ad
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prepared
Malt
Syrup
nops

GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

and Flawy

re Jl

Shipped anywhere
in United States

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank, tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albu- -

E. J .Weston;

querque, New Mexico.
Name ,

MfxU

Orders Solicited

LlllW. 9fiSLosAngeles;

Special

To

X

"
7

Street
Postoffice

,
:.Number of Days
Amount Enclosed
--

Women

The most economical, cleanslnr and
f all antiseptics Is
germicidal

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
As a medicinal
antiseptic for
douches in treating catarrh, inflamor ulceration ot nose,
mation
ihat caused by feminine
throat
Ills It om no equal. For ten years
13.
the Lydla
Flnkham Medicine Co.
has recommended Paxtine in their
wltli womcorrespondence
private
en, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
ia "worth its weight in gold." At
rtrutrsrlsts, 60c. large box, or by mall.
The Pazton Toilet Co,, Boston, Maes,

Classified Advertisements
?

No
word.
mall.

;..J(.r-

-

ne (1) cent Per wora for
acn ftna
every Insertion. CASH WITH ORDER.
26c. Each Initial and group of
to
count
as one
figures
must furnish own addresses or
supply stamps for forwarding

r,less than

Advertisers

;J

'

;

Largest Circulation Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results

S'
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WHAT'S HUSBAND'S MARKET VALUE?

HOI

$100 A MONTH?

Three.

Paar

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

September 4, 1922.'

TROPIGAL ISLE

S'T APPEA L

CARS EDAQED

10 SHIP'S

WEEK OF AUG. 19

Albuquerque's

Always

Finest
Theatre

Worth
While

HE

AIR-COOLE- D

Soft Coal Production Rapidly Returning to Normal;
Prospects
Agricultural
Are Little Changed.

Schooner Is Wrecked and
Crew Finds Refuge in
South Seas; Inhabitants
Hospitable and Healthy.

By the Associated Treni.
(by the
New York, Sept. 3.
Associated
Press) Developments
in the coal and railroad situations and anticipations on the nature of fall trade have occupied
the center of the business stage
during the past week. Indicate
Car loading figures
that soft coal production isorrapi
to
idlv returning to normal,
Indistinctly encouraging levels.
the
that
suggost
complete figures
total output for the week will
tons
run well over 9.000,000
or perhaps close to ten million
tons.
This rato compares favorably with normal weekly averages.
Reports on the general movement of railroad trnffic show
that recent rates, which approx
imate the best of the year, are
Total loadbeing maintained.
ings for the week ended August
1
tho lntost for which figures
are available, are 859,000 cars.
which represents an increaso of
6.C39 over the preceding
week,
and 41,072 over the same week
a year ago.
It is still too early to measure
the effect of the growing soft
coal movement,
but it is felt
that a resumption of anthracite
to
added
the crop carrymining,
ing burden, will impose a severe
strain on the transportation system. It is thought a car Jiort-age
is Inevitable.
The consensus seems to be, however, that
the shortage will not be so serious as to retard vitally the revival of business.
It is also
doubted whether it will cause a
general rise in commodity prices.
Agricultural prospects' still re
main unchanged. The department
of agriculture September 1st cot
ton crop cut. the estimated yield
rrom ll.44U.000 bales to 10,575,
000 hales. Cotton prices were lit
tie changed.
Wheat futures continue to fluctuate slightly above the. dollar
level, at Chicago and these prices
,are taken to indicate conservative
purchasing of general merchan
dise on the part of farmer.
The commodity market and that
for foreign exhange reacted well
to announcement by tho reparations commission that Germany
had been granted a six months
postponement on this Call's reparation payments. It is considered
that a major political crisis in
Europe had been averted but the
reparations difficulty still remains
to be met.
While the federal reseve ratio
Is showing a slight recession, it
is felt that this circumstance is
explained, in part, at least, by
the approach of the September 4
holiday. No sharp decline in monetary conditions is expected,

By the. Assoelnted Tress.
Pan Francisco.
Kept. 3. South
Sea Islands with their cocoanut

.

MRS. MALL0RY BEATS
MISS HELEN WILLS IN
A
TENNIS MATCH
3-S-

By fha Agftnclatcd

'

Trent.

Cedarhurst. N. T., Sept. S.
Mrs. Molla Bjurstcdt Mallory of
New York, national woman ennis
champion,

today

defeated

Miss

Helen Wills of Berkeley. Calif.,
three-se- t
in a hard fought
in the final
match,
round of the Rockaway Hunting
Club's invitation tournament. 'It
was the second time in a few
weeks that the Pacific coast girl
(tar forced Mrs. Mallory to extra
ots to win.

groves,
moonlight
Intoxicating
shores
nights, coral
and dancing grass clad damsels are
very tine in hooks or the movies.
Hut as for N. V. Konson, first mate
of the American schooner Henrietta, Rlvo him beefsteaks and open
plumbing.
Stieli in substance was Mate Benson's assertion when he arrived In
San Francisco on tho Uritish motor
ship Hanraki from the island of
Naliualailai, in,tho Ellice group in
tho South seas.
Unison and his crew were on
their way from Fiji to San Francisco some weeks ago on the schooner
was
HChonrwer
The
Henrietta.
wrecked and the crew found refugo
on .the" tropical isle.
In a. recent interview in Honolulu I'aplaiu J. T. Olson of the Henrietta described the island as a
miniature replica of the oriental
Idea of paradise, where the women outnumbered the men 14 to 1.
Not disputing the captain's word.
Mate lleiison avers his own wife
had any group of 14 women on the
island beat in every way and besides, "tisli and cocoanuts aro no
kind of diet," he averred.
" The mute described the Inhabitants of the island aro good loking,
Ho said
hospitable and healthy.
they hrnl acquired religion from
missionaries who occasionally visit
the islands and held services for
about three hours each Sunday
which the crew had to attend.
"Hut tliey made up for it," Benson said, "by giving a dance every
night." The sailor said the women
were not hampered by clothing
anv mere than actresses are instage performmany American
:i iters
-The principal thing a South sen
a
island is good for is to make
mnn glad to get back to civiliza-jtion.- "
Mate) Benson Faid.
ai.-nnntnn was nrescnt whiio

B
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Mrs. Edith Huntington Spreckles
Wakefield, at left, who offered
Mrs. Nellie Kendrick, at right,
$100 a month for life for Mrs.
Kendrlck's husband, below.
At
right, the "office" (the Kendrick
home) where the deal was discussed.

.

SHOP CRAFTS
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Kelley,
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SHOP STRIKERS

150 VILLISTAS

FAMILIES WILL

LEAVE TO

TODAY

RE

1UT1ISTS

BE FED.

By the Associated Tress.

International

3.

Injunction Will Be

De-

El l'aso, Texas, Sept.
claring they intended to Join the
Union to Speak revolution launched last week by
in
-

Ma-

of

chinists'
at Robinson Park.

The labor Day parade,, which
be composed of members of
the federated shop crafts of tho
city and their friends, will form at
8:39 o'clock this morning at
Tcmpje and march to Robinson park where a speaking proThe
gram has been arranged.
speaking will probably start at 10
o'clock.
Due to the inability of the various committees to hold a meeting
until only a few days ago, it was
thought impracticable to stage a
general labor parade as many of
the building trades had already
made arrangements to be out of
the ciiy.
W. Kelly, of Washington, D. C.
International vice president of the
machinists' union, will be the lead
ing speaker on tho program. Mr.
Kelly will discuss the national
and international strike questions.
Following the speaking program,
a number of shopmen and their
families have planned a basket din
ner to be enjoyed at the park.
Conforming with the usual
prffctictilly all official busi
ness in the city will honor the day
and the post office, city hall offices.
court hojise offices, the banks and
many of the other business hou.seft
will be closed for tho day. There
will be no mall delivery today and
the windows at the post office will
be closed.
will

La-b-

2,

st

!ffk'

j.l

STAGE A PARADE

.

'

wT

Mrs. Edith Huntington Spreckles
Wakefield, wealthy divorcee, offered Mrs. Nellie Kendrick of
Sousalito, Cal., $100 a month for
life for her husband, Rodney
Kendrick. Mrs. Kendrick turned
down the offer and now asks Mra.
Wakefield, through the courts,
for $25,000 for alienation of her
husband's affections. Mrs. Ken- drick is seriously ill.

7,

General
Francisco,, JVIurguia
Coahutla, 150 Villistas, headed by
left
Lorenzo
General
Avalos,
Francisco Villa's ranch at Canu-tillDurango. Friday night ac
by
cording to reports received
Mureuia agents in El Paso to
day.
This came as a decided sur
in El Paso
prise to revolutionistsfollowers
have
as Villa and his
of
enemies
Murguia
been open
since tho days when the latter
commanded
Carranzista troops
which chased Villa over Chihua
hua. Murguia's agents, however
declared that many of Villa's fol
lowers have been dissatisfied with
peaceful life on the rs'nch for
some time and took this oppor- tunity to break away.
It was rumored that the
had entered Guanacevi.
Durango, a good sized mining
The rumor could not be
verified.
Major A. Lopez, another revolutionist, stole 80 horses from the
General
command of
Eugnnio
Martinez, chief of the northern
zone
at
Charcos, Chihuamilitary
hua, another report received by
Murguia's agents said.
A line extending from Coahuila
to SInaloa, which would cut the
interior of Mexico from comwith the north3rn
munication
til this Is established there will
laid out by the revolutionists. Until this is established there will
be no attempt at fighting and
clashes with federal forces will
bo avoided, it is reported.
A Jarge amount of guns and
ammifnltion
purchased in eastern cities by the revolutionists
now Is stored in warehouses in
El Paso and Los Angeles, according to gossip in revolutionary
circles. This was received more
than a month ago. ,
to-w-

AUTHORIZES CAMPAIGN
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR
ON STRIKE
SHOPMEN

AVERS

DAYS.

r

lly the Associated Tress.

1

WILL

BE OBSERVED IN

close
of a turbulent meeting today the
of Labor
Federation
Chicago
adopted resolutions authorizing a
campaign to raise funds to help
the striking railway shopcrafts.
By the AnaoclnfeA Tresn.
Among the speakers were W. Z.
Marion, 111., Sept. 3 (by the Assteel sociated
Foster, organizer of the retti-greThe grand .hirer
Press.)
strike, and former Senator '
investigating tna Herrin mine war
of South Dakota.
of June 21 and 22 last, were absent
from their room today, for the
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. first time sinco the investigation
started, while deputy sheriffs went
around tho county carrying subpoenas for witnesses to appear before the body when it reconvened
next Tuesday.., A number of witnesses already
have been subpoenaed and others will be tomorrow.
Meanwhile the residents of the
three largesf coal mining counties,
Williamson, Johnson and Franklin,
made their plans for Labor day
one at ,Carbondale
celebrations,
and the other at Benton. As a preliminary to the big gatherings at
which representatives of the 35.000
miners ip the
will be
present. Union leaders today were
calling on the miners, quietly cautioning them against any outbreaks
during the celebration.
Officials of the two towns were
said to be increasing their police
forces in order to meet any emergency hat may arise.
Business will bo at a standstill nt
and
Marlon, Zelgler, Carbondalo
Benton and other
surrounding
towns.
Otis CJark of Goreville, 111., the
first man indicted, and held on n
Mccharge of having slain C. K. Ls-ter
Dowell, superintendent of the
strip mine, near which the
massacre occurred, spent a quiet
day in solitary confinement at the
local Jail. No further attempt has
been made to obtain his release on
bond.
Tuesday or Wednesday It is believed thatlthe grand Jury will return additional indictments.

CENTERS

w

PUBLIC WEDDING
At

Elks' Circus

What Couple Wants to' be Married in Public at the
"'
Elks' Circus, October 2 to 7?,
THE NECESSITIES FURNISHED

FREE RING, LICENSE, PARSONS, ETC
The Merchants Will

Giv, the

fcouple

Apply Public Wedding Corr.

:f

tee

Hundreds of Gifts
ELKS CLUB

VfAITHful-'N-

fX

FAITHLESS

P

J
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MONTEICRISTO

"
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Answers to Questions.

TRAITOR.'

Q. what arc (lie oldest gold
coins in the world? R. II.
"staters" of Croesun
A. The
believed to have
are generally
first
been the
gold coins ever
minted. Thirty of theso coins were!
recently unearthed in the buried
ruins of Kardls, in Asia Minor,
ex-- 1
by an American archeological
pedition. They uro at least 2,500
years old. The coins are all of
tho Ha mo type, showing on the
obverse the foreparts of a lion
and a bull facing each other,
and on the reverse two squares
stamped in. There are slight variations in tho size and weight,
but the amount of gold in each
is a little more than in our
gold pieces. Croesus not
only coined gold but adjusted his
to a convensystem of coinng
ient exchange basis with tho sliver and copper coins of the Greeks
and the Babylonians and other
orientals. His- father,
Alyattes,
inado coins of an alloy of gold
and silver, but it remained fr.r
Croesus to put the country on
a gold basis. He might be termed
tho father of tho gold standard.
Q. Is there any Btate lit which
a citizen may vote at an curliir
age tlinn 21? H. C.
A. All the states adopt the
English rule of fixing the aye
limit for suffrage at 21 years.
Tlvis Is a lower age than is fixed
in some European countries, but
in no country except the new
German Commonweaith
haj the
ago been fixed at a lower figure.
In Germany suffrage Is extended
to all
of
citizens, irrespective
sex, at the age of 20.
tj. Can land be Judged by
(he. woods that trow on it?
A. Tho f character
of
their
growth indicates tho quality of
the soil. Wild 'carrot and tho ox- oyo daisy grow only upon poori
or soils that have been
soils,
robbonV of their fertility.
Sheep
sorrel 'Indicates acid land, the
to
iimo
oi
necessity
applying
soil.
"sweeten"
tho
Bracken,
sedgo and moss show that the
land needs drainage. . Dark green
foliage and largo size of plant
and- - lcar ar goo
indications of
abundant nitrogenous' food In the
soil, while yellowish foliage and
sparso stringy growth shows lack

tSION OFFICIAL 1'IES
St. Louis, Sept. 3. J. E.
general ichalrman of the
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
of tho Missouri Pacific
-

of

this material.

of

Dickens'

novels

the much quoted phrase
"Barkis la vlllln'?" S. II.
A. Mr. Barkis is a bashful
character In "David Copperficld"
who marries 1'eggotty. He conveys his intentions to her by
sending her a message by David
that "Barkis is .wlllin'."
Q. At what "depth van Iicat
sufficient to produce steam lit!
found iii tho earth? V. It. H.
A. It lias been estimated that
the ' temperature of the earth lncreases at the rate of one degree'
fin
Fahrenheit for mcIi
feet.
contains

Steam canVbe produced therefore
at a depth of 12,720 feet.
called
() Why aro lawyers
Solons? W. K:
A. They are so called because
Solon
was a famous Athenian
law .giver. He became archon
and improved the condition of
debtors, divided the population
into four glasses,, reorganized the
Boule, tho popular assemblage
and the council of Areopagus.
Q. What is tho value of n
modern passenger train? S. II.

A.
An express train
of the
khld of the limited between New
York and Chicago represents an
Investment In motive power and
rolling stocft of approximately
railroad, vrtlod at the railroads 1250.01)0. Tho engine alono costs
..
.
159,000!
hospital hero lata tonight.
Mor-Ba-
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SCENARIO
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THE GREATEST ADVENTURE ROMANCE EVER FILMED.
From the Novel, "The Count of Monte Cristo
Orchestra Will Accompany the Evening Show,
Starting 7:40 P. M.
ififliiirti'iWTrriflfc-fii-

Adults,
Nights,
Adults, 50c; Children, 25c.

Tit'""1.-- .
i

wiiiiimiw

IMPLICATED IN THE
DEATH OF SHOPMAN

FROM PRESIDENT

Matinee,

35c; Children

2 ADMIT THEY WERE

BURDEN LIFTED

by Alexander Dumas

Admission:

Special

five-doll-

By the Associated Press,
Chicago, Sept. 3. At the

Ml

AmERCEDES; A

jf

William fox
presents

an
(Any reader can get the
swer to any question d
iniorthe Albuquerque Journal
mation Bureau, Frederick J. na?Washington, u.
kin, director,
This offer applies s'riciiy to in
The bureau canni"
formation.
arid
give advice on legal, medical atfinancial matters. It does not
tempt to oevtla domestic troubles,
nor undertake exhaustive research
Write your queson any subject.
'J.ve
tion plainly and briefly.
and enaddress
and
full name
close two cents in stamps for reAll replies are
turn postage.
sent direct to the inquirer.)

New York, Sept. 3. A lull In
official activities of the striking
railway
hopcrafts leaders was
in
tho metropolitan
noticeable
district tonight. Headquarters of
the central strike committee were
elosed all day and will bo.., closed
tomorrow.
left
Many officials
town to celebrate Labor day.
David Williams,
secretary of
the metropolitan committee, before leaving for his home in
I'a., said that none of
the leaders here had been served
with papers In the injunction
started by the government at
Chicago.
. Mr.
Williams
declared
that
members In this district would
observe the terms of the injunction ''as rar as possiblo without
infringing the strikers' constitutional rights,", but that "riirlits or
no rights,, the strikers' families
will he fed."
"Every dog has his day," ho
added, "and it looks like the
strikers' day right now.
don't
believe this expression violates
of
limitations
court
the
th"
any
has set. Anyway, it is th way
we feel."
(
John J. Dowd, chairman of the
strike, committee, issued a statement asserting that the railroads
were 110,000,000 man 'hours, or
one full'momn behind with repair work. Unless the loss Incurred by efforts to break the
strike is made up, he said, tho
roads will collapse physically and
financially within sixty davs.
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rs and impressions.

as Far as Possible With- out Infringing on the
Rights of the Men.

LIBOR

f

f
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Obseroedj':;

3,
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TOMORROW-FI- VE

wave-splashe- d

Miss Wills, paired with Miss
Leslie Bancroft of West Newton,
Mass., was victorious In the doubles final, defeating Mrs. Mallory
nd Miss Phyllis Walsh of Phila77S.
delphia in straight sets,
; Miss Wills and Miss Bancroft
final
bracket by de(rained their
feating Mrs. May Sutton Bundy COTTON HANDLERS AT
and Mrs. Barger Wallach,
NEW ORLEANS STRIKE
while Mrs. Mallory and
vliss Walsh eliminated Mrs.
Br the Associated Tress.
Candee and Miss Elizabeth
New Orleans, Sept. 3. Approxiin the other
Handy,
mately 700 men are involved in the
semi finals.
strike of cotton handlers wUa
walked out Friday morning when
EMPLOYES RETURN TO
the cotton operators and the New
WORK WHEN RAILROAD Orleans Cotton Exchange refused
to renew the old wage agreement
WITHDRAWS ARMED MEfy under which tho men have been
working for the last four years)
By the Amoclated Press.
James Murphy, president of TIew
.
Asheville, NC. Sept. 3. With- Orleans Cotton Handlers Benevodrawal of all guards around the lent association, announced today.
Southern Railway shops and yards
here was followed by the return to
DR. F. E. OLJfEY DIKS
work tonight of the shift of fireLas' Vegas, N. M., Sept. 3. T)r.
men, switchmen and hostlers who
left their Jobs last night and caused F. E. Olney, 77, died today. He
a paralysis of practically all traffic was a pioneer resident of Las
until this morning. The men quit Vegas, formeV mayor and former
because they claimed the company state commander of the Now
had failed to carry out an agree- Mexi,eg Grand Army of the
ment to remove the guards,
t--

STARTING

Memphis1. Tenn., Sept. 3. Seth
W. Poston, Albert Johns. Charles
Moak and Frank A. Miller, who

declared themselves to be striking
railroad shopmen, tonight confessed, according to a police announcement, that they were Implicated in the ambuscade which
resulted in the fatal wounding
Anthracite
Operators and yesterday
of Charles H. Lanier,
Miners Are Expected to non union Frisco shop worker,
but declared it was not their inRatify Agreement Drawn tention to kill Lanier and that
tho ambush was arranged mereUp by the Leaders.
ly to fljghten Clarence B. Stevens, a shop foreman, one of two
lly the ARfmrfaled Vrenn.
ofher men in the automobile
Washington, Sept. 3. The end- with Lanier when he was killed.
ing of the anthracite strike, in
the opinion of officials today,
has raised much of the burden STRAY BULLET KILLS
from
crisis
of the industrial
FARMER NEAR EL PASO
President Harding and the admin
out
it
that
being pointed
istration,
although that rail entanglements
El Paso. Tex.. Sept. 3. Avlel
are still to bo faced, the govern Leiwiia, a farmer residing near tho
on
mcnt's decision
policy has river, was fatally wounded by a
been taken.
stray bullet in a buttle between
Daugherty's prohibition agents and mm run
Attorney General
legal action last week in seeking ners last night. More than 101)
to restrict the scope
hitherto shots were fired, tho prohibition
taken in the strike by crafts agents, armed with a machine gun,
unions whoso members left the lying in wait for the smugglers.
railroad service July ,1, appar
ently stood out as representative
Tokio, Sept. 4. (by the Asof 'an unalterablo "course which sociated
l'ress). An official rethe administration had adopted. port received
hero today said the
Kuturo steps entailed in tho
earthquake which early Satur
policy are considered in official day
shook
For
Taihoku,
circles to bo clearly marked, and mosa, resulted in anorthern
few casual
to exclude possibilities of nego- ties. , tiations, mediations, or other contact with transportation organiCOI GIIS DISTI RB SCHOOL
zations except insofar as the enWORK
forcement of law, the prosecution
School teachers should give tho
of disturbers and possibly the ame
to
advice
children who have
guarding of railroad centers, may coughs as this Florida teacher. "I
occupy tho attention of responsrecommended
Foley's Honey and
ible- officers.
Tar to
children in my school
Congress, since the strlko In- who hadthe
the 'flu' and good results
junction order was obtained, has camo whenever
it was used," writes
appeared indisposed to interfere Mrs. L, Armstrong,
Okeechobee
with any decisions
which
tho Florida.
Foley's Honey and Tar
executive department has reached
no
contains
opiates ingredients
in Wealing with the Industrial siton the wrapper. Stood tho
uation, and its members have hi printed
test
of
time
three generaserving
general refrained from comment. tions.
relieves
colds,
Quickly
President Harding spent today
quietly at the White House and coughs and croup, throat, chest and
bronchial
trouble.
Sold
every,
whatever reports were received
from tho anthracite settlement or where.
the ruil situation, did not occasion public comment. It was
' LEGAL NOTICE
said by subordinates,
however,
thst department Information made
nothi:.
it appear certain that the agree- Last Will and
Testament of Arch
ment would be ratified by the '. W.
Deceased.
Thomas,
operators and miners whose lead- To Mosline Thomas of Appersion
ers have drawn it up.
Oklahoma:
J. M. Thomas of
Hazle. Okla., and to Alt Others
BABE ,GETS 3 HOMERS.
i
to Whom It May Concern, Greet
Baltimore, Sept. 3. Babe Ruth
ings:
made three successive home runs
Tou are
notified (hat the
in an exhibition game this after- alleged Lasthereby
Will and Testament ot
noon with tho Third Corps Army Arch W. Thomas, deceased, late of
The1
area team.
V'ankees won. the County of Bernalillo and fttate
12 to 3.
Tho army
is of New Mexico, was pro 'ueed and
nine
coached by Buck) Herzog, former read in the Probata Court of thw
:
major league star.
County of Bernalillo, State of Nsfwt

IS STRIKE ENDS

.

,.

.

15c.

in i

n i

.iiniiimii

Mexico, on the thirty-firdav ot
August, 1922, and the day of the
proving of said nlieged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the twentv-eichtday of September, A. D. 1922, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon of said
day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this first day ot
August, A. D. 1922.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
County Clerk.
BONO
HI :i)EMI'TIOV
NOTICK.
To All to Whom it May Concern:
Notice Is hereby
given that
Bernalillo county 5 per cent Refunding Bonds numbered one (1)
to twenty-si- x
(26), both Inclusive,
for $1,000.00 each,
dated July 1.
1901, and numbered from one
(l)'
to seventeen (17). both Inclusive,
dated
1,
September
1901,
for
ll.OttO.O
each, will be redeemed
by the undersigned at his office in
the courthouse at Old Albuquerque.
Bcinallllo county, New Mexico on
presentation, and that from and
after October 13, 1922. the bonds
herein referreC to will cease to
bear Interest.
E. B. RWOPE,
Treasurer and
Collector,
Bernalillo
County,
New
st

li

fated

Mexico,

August 13. 1922.
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of tho Estate ot
William C. Annes, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that'tHo
undersigned was, on the tenth day
of August, 1922, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of William C. Annes, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo countyl
and having qualified as such Administratrix, all persons
having
claims against the 'estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to tho
undersigned in tho manner and
within the time prescribed bv law.
MYRTLE A. ANNES,
Administratrix.
Dated August 10. 1922.
NOTICK.
4
Last Will and Testament of Hugh
Mclver Alison, Deceased.
To Mildred Hookland Alison, AI- buquerque. New Mexico, and to
All Others Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament ot
Hugh Mclver Alison, deceased, late
of the County of Bernalillo anil
State of NeA Mexico, was produced
and read in the Trobate Court or
the County of Bernalillo. State ot
New Mexico, on the seventeenth
day of August, 1922 and the day
of the proving of said alleged Last
Will and Testament was thereupon
;,
fixed for Thursday, the fourteenth
day of September. , A. D. 1922. st (
10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
I
day.
Given under my hand and Jhe
seal of this court, this eighteenth
day of August. A. D. 1922.
FRED CRCILOTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.

i

'
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Reb Russell Educated His Bat
to Replace Arm; Stars

E

WINS GAME

J

Pass Chicago for Second
Place by Half a Game;
Giants Beat Phillies.
AMnrlntrd rrm.
I5,t
Bigboe's home
run drive over the right fiohl wall
broke up an eleven inning pitching
duel between Alexander hiiiI
cave Pittsburgh n 2 to 1
Pittsburgh
victory over Chicago.
ulso passed Chicago for second
place by half a came. Score:
Chicago, Sept. 3.

Ham-'illon-n-

o

Maianvillo, ps
Carey, ef . . .
'Riglioe, if .
Russell, rf ..
Tiernoy, 2h . .
Tray nor. 3b .
Grimm, lb ...
loach, e
Hamilton, p .

Vk.

K.

W

i

fdWxKim

& !t

Sjn

I'i'fl

,

Wff BOSS wAtrED

I

OF

-

.

A

.

SVHPKTHSt,

.

in

40

33 15

0

1
(1

0
1

n

tVFarrell. o . .
Alexander, p

14
4
2

2
2

1

0

0

fJOW

A

Now York, 8: Philadelphia. 7.
New Tork, Sept. 3. The Giant
(iron a ragged game from Philadelphia S to 7 here today when Itlnu
throw from Leslie at
dropped
kirst base for what would have been
the third out. Frisoh scored from
iFeconi with' the winning run. Bancroft, Young. Groh and Kelly col
laborated to perform a triple play'
5n the second when Le and T.eslie
(began running wild on the bases,
after Umpire Klem had called
'Smith out on an infield fly which
(young finallv handled. Score:
Philadelphia.
A R. R. IT. pn. A. E
0
(M'rlghtstone,
AYalker,
itifenlme,

ne.

.

rf

.

3
2

2
n

,

n

4

:

s

0
3

in

e .

.

If

Smith. 2b
Winters, p
Ftintr,

p .

.

i

J

0

.

12x28

30

jTianeroft, ss
jToung, rf .
H'risch 2b .

10

3

York.

ar n. tt. ro.- a.

New
St.

n

in

.

FMMfirrsBuMftt

V)HU NIHNEAPU IS PUT -

I

JV

Stengel, ef
3h ..
iSnvdor, o ,
Nehf, p . . .
Jonnard, p

I3AT
e

ISULTS

Bcb Bnssel, known to the folks
back at Albany, Miss., as Kweil A.
Russell is rounding out his first
season for the Pittsburgh Pirate:)
with some colossal hitting. He's
playing with the outfield and batting well over .300.
Reb used to flatwheel out to the
box for the Chicago White Sox and

1

across the pan
heave
but into each life some rain must
tumble hs they say in the classics
'
and in 191S thero came to
eliell-lik- e
ear, the roll of the melancholy thunder across the plains of
fate, A rift in the lute of Goods
Delivering Reb's arm gave out
like a porch swing at a fat man's
En-alls-

8!

1

SPEAKER S

Br the Aferlatpd TreM.
Cleveland, Sept. 3. Loser In a
S
.37
in 27 11 0 five inning game
Totals
to Chicago Frix
Two out when winning run day. Pitcher Uhle today
returned
Fcored.
to the box and Cleveland worn 5
By innings:
0.
not
to
allow
a hit
did
Uhle
"1 0 004 200
7
Philadelphia
until the fifth inning. Only three
S
New Tork
203 000 201
second base. The
e
Jilts Oroh. Sox reached
Summary:
game was played in the fast
hit
Henline, Frisoh. Three-basof
time
1:16. Score:
Friseh.
Hume runs Mcusel, Wil' .Chicago
.
liams,
base
Bancroft.
AH. n. BIT. TO. A
Friseh.
Sacrifices Kelly,
Lee.
5
Triple plav J Young, Bancroft, Hooper, rf
Johnson, ss
!roh and Kelly. Base on halls
2b
iff Nehf 2; Winters, 2: .Tonnard. Collins.
2.
out By Winters, 2: Shecley, lb
Struck
0;
Nehf, ; Jnnnard. 1: Ring, 2. Hit? Mostil, cf
if
Off Nclif 7 in ill-.'5 Strunk,
,'onnard,
in 3
3b.
Winters, 0 in 0
Tling McClellan,
in 2
Winning pitcher Jon- Schalk, c . .
nard. Losing rltclirr Ring.
Blankenshlp,
p
Courtney,
St. Tvnuls. J: Cin;miatl. 0.
0
8 21 U
81
Totals
Cincinnati, Sept. a.. St. LouiH
hunched five hit for earned runs
Cleveland
off Rixey iti the fourth inning toBH.
AB. It.
TO. A. K.
day and repented the dose in the Tamleson, If... 4 1 3 5 0 0
2b 3
seventh, winning from Cincinnati Wambsg'ss,
to 3. Hornsby made his Connolly, rf.,, 4
easily,
thirty-fourt- h
home run cf tho seaso- Gardner,
3b... 4
n-off
Markle In the ninth Inning. J. Sewell, rs.. 4
Hornsby now leads both leagues in Wood, rf
3
home runs.
Melnnls, 1b... 4
Score:
B. TT. E. O'Neil, c
4
ft. Louis . . . .onn 4nn 4m n 12 o Uhle, p .......
Cincinnati .. .100 110 nno 3 ft 1
Batteries: North and Alnsmith;
33 5 11 27
Total
Rixey, Gillespie, Markle end
Score by innings:
000 000 000 0
Chicago
Cleveland
004 100 OOx 5
Rrooklrn. 8: I!oton. S.
e
hits ConSummary:
- Brooklyn,
3.
Sept.
Brooklyn
SacriGardner, Jamieson.
knocked Oesehger out of the box nolly.
fices Wambsganss, Wood. Doubeat Boston,, S to s,
snl
today
ble
play Sewell,
Wambsganss
' Score:
P.. IT. E. and Mclnnis.
Base on
Off
Boston
0010110205 8 0 Blankenship, 1. Struck balls
out By
12
Brooklyn . . . .000 402 20x
I; Conrrtney,
Batteries: Oesehger. Gepee and Blankenship.
Uhle, 2. Hits Off Blankenship,
O'Neill; Grimes and Miller.
7 in 3
Courtney, 4 in 4
losing
pitcher
Blankenship.
Time 1:16.

....

Two-bas-

.

U

Salt IVlie.
San Francisco,

with n WHiu. he

ff

JUNIOR.

I

LIGHTWEIGHT

'L-

T

Portland,

Kansas City,

Toledo,

Louisville,
Columbus,

SOUTHERN
Memphis, 1;
New Orleans,
Chattanooga.
5;

Mobila,

ASSOCIATION.
Little Rock, 2.
6; Birmingham,
8; Nashville, 2.

Atlanta,

1.

WIJSTERV 1E.VGIE,
11.
Pes Moines,
Denver,
Tulsa, 4; St. Joseph. 6.
Omaha, 3; Siohx City, 2.
Oklahoma City, 6; Wichita, 3.
--

moms

SHAMES

-

TJ

NATIONAL LEAGlE.
Two (nines.
New Tork at Boston.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
LEAGUE.
, AMERICAN
'
Two Games.
Detroit at Chicago.
Cleveland at St. I.ouls.
Philadelphia nt Washington.
Boston at New York.

t&

1

L
armory.

,

Philadelphia
Boston

New York
Chicago. .
St. Loulit

.

Jutntlnnl

a3

A

The preliminary

bouts Mexico, although he has
boxed
will start at 8o'clock,
several tlme fit Denver and In
This will be the "Big Chief's" southern Texas,
first professional exhibition In Ap
AVashington,
10; Roslon8.
In the
Young Jim
has many
"Washington, Sept. 8. Washing- lbuquerque where 4
local lightweight, will meot
ton defeated Boston 10 to 3 today friends, having received Jils educa- Flynn,
of
El
Paso In a
Tommy Coe
in the final game of tho series. tion at the United States Indian
match. The bout promises
head-linel
JCaehary was a puzzle for the vis- school here. He as been a
well and is the return scrap'
itors.
at El Paso for several years
the boys who gave the Jans
Vcore:
n. h. E. and has successfully defended his several thrills here a few weeks'
Boston
100 000 002
3 Id
vvasnington 007 300 OOx 10 14 M
Batteries: Fullerton, Russell an J BRINGING UP FATHER.
Ruel; Zachaiy and Gharrity.
k

seml-wjndu-

six-rou-

r-

1- -2

tf

33 80 8
G
12 4S 5
26 73 4
3 15 42 4
1 5 13 46 4
8 4 4 37 73 13
6 4 2 21 60 9
2
6
2

,

Pittsburgh

......

24 33 63 7
2 34 47 S
4 44 77 11
2 43 73 fi
2 37 63 6
S 5 3 37 75 8
9 2 7 23 71 1!)
10 6 4 41 81 14

Cincinnati
Brooklyn

r

Philadelphia

Boston

5
6
7
5

-

.

--

$8.00
$21.85.

STANDARD GUARANTEE

BUSS

6

.

.

.

ALL

OiN

30 x 3
32 x 4 Cord

3
2
,5
3

e
Fifth

nd Central.

Phon 823

GRAYS TROUNCE
INrrirrwrTrtw

S EGQUID

Watch for Our

SERIES

GAM E OF

FA

Third Game to Be Played
This Afternoon Starting

at 2:45 o'clock at

Barel-a- s

Field.
Bunched hits In the sixth Inning
the game for the Grays against
afternoon by a
Taos yesterday
scoro of 10 to 3. Heavy hitting
fcn.tured.lho game, each team gath
ering ten hits. Smith and Griephan
clouted out home runs for Taos,
d
but the visitors' hits were too
to win the game.
The third game of the series will
he played this afternoon at Barelas
field starting at 2:45 o'clock.
Grays.
Ati. R. H. PO. A.E
Gallegos cP . , . 4 2
3 ' 1
Parent!, it
A. Chavez, lb. . 4 t
0
Sala.ar, 3b
3
Ervin, Chief, c.
2
Chavez, Mose, c.
2b..
M.,
Chavez,
0
Ortiz, ss
II
U'Connell, I . , .
0
Burns, If
won

OPENING

scat-lere-

Our Fall goods are here. Every day
for the past three weeks we have received at least one large shipment of
Fall goods.
;,,.. ,
--

....

Our Fall stock is now complete and
consists of the Very best oP materials
in the latest patterns ;and weaves.
The values have neveryfceen better.

Totals

I

32 10

10 27 13

Taos.
AB. R. IT.

Smith, ss
Dyche, if-Aguow

.

5

2

'3

0
0
0

4- .-

3b-c.-

Hansburg. cf .
Saluzar, 21)
Secrest, lb
McAllister, rf ..
Brisbin, c
Griephan, p ...
Strouch, 3b ...

.

....

4
4

4
4
2
4
2

2
2
3

FO..
0
1

0
0

4
0
0
3

1

10

0

1

1

0

0

0

3

1

u

5
1

0
0

1

0

0
0

0

(t

Within a few days we will hold our
Annual Fall Opening Week. This
year, however,, we are going to offer
you something very unusual.

1

3
n

WATCH 7 FOR OUR
ANNOUNCEMENT.

3 10 21 12
36
Totals
Scoro by innings:
oai m n 01 o.
Tnc,
. ..000 125 02x-- il0
Gray
Home runs Smith,
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hits GalGriephan.
e
hits Ervin . Mosra
legos.
Chavez, M. Chavez, Ortiz, Agnew.
Struck out By Griephan, 5;v by
O'Connell, 6. Retired from injury
Biisbiil and Greiplmn.

Watch Our Windows for Our Fall

Two-bas-

Display.

TEAM PLAY FORTHE
AMERICAN GOLFER
TROPHY ENDS IN TIE
Ry the ARini'Iutrd Trou.
P.iooUHne, Mass., Sept. 3j Team
pluy for the American goK trophy
an annual competition In which
-

many of tho contestants in the national amateur golf championship
tournament engaged today ended
in a tie. A best ball of 69 was
scored by Jesse Sweelser and J.
O. Anderson for tho Siwanoy Country club, Mount Vernon, N. Y., and
Reekie and FVE. Dyer,
by" W.
representing the Upper Montclair
(N. J.) Country club.
They will
play off later on a neutral coure
near New York, for tho trophy
which was won at St. Louis last
year by Jesse P. Guilford, and
Francis Oulmet of Woodland. The
latter did not compete today.
This foursome play was indulged
in by nearly
the players
who, are pursuing
championship
hopes. It developed Individual per.
formances over half tho
route better than any turned In
yesterday Couch, for instance, go-- j
ing out In 34, and Rweetzer com
pleting his team's card with a 34
on tho return. To the players gen-- 1
orally this was a further indication
that the resumption tomorrow of
tho medal play) for qualification in
which today was an Interlude be-- j
tween sessions of eighteen holes'
each, would be marked by Improv- ed efforts,

i
Phone 520.

114

West Central Ave.

V

BOXING, LABOR DAY

ago and ended by botlf falling
off of the
through the ropes and was
called
The bout
platform.
"no fight" and. the boys immedi
ately booked for tho next bout here,
which will bo tonight.
d
event has
A special
been arranged between "Battling"
Tenor and Barber llandoval, a
couplo of local lads who have been
trying to fight out their differences
In back lots for several months and
have been urfhblo to really learn
which 1s tho best lad. They are
going to bury tho hatchet , after
their bout tonight.
Young Gorrilla .Jones and Tiger
Garcia will open tho card.
The exhibition will beunder the
direction of the city hexing commission and Invitations have been
sent to the city commission to atAlgebra Is an Italian word de
tend. Davy of Santa Fe will referee rived from the Arabic
the main event and Jack Cameron meaning the
of broken
will take charge of the prelimi-- j parts. It was In early use In the
sense of
4
four-roun-

HE'S ANIFTX
-iNFicHTfR too.
-MAKES 'EM 50RRV THE VENTURED-HtAHE WAPES IN.OOl3"MIS 5TUPF "OND
OANCE
OUT IN ltftT FASHION v

ATwo-nsTt- o

FiGMTEH , A ONE TNO
PUNCHER , A PLEASING
THAIS cJOHNMIE.

;,

Chicago
Cleveland
Washington

1609.

DIAMOND TIRES

n h e

Tj
5 1 24 52

'4
0
4
75
5 2

one-ha-

rrv

Two-bas-

;

'
Indianapolis,

southwest title against all comers.
Johnny Romalne was brought
here from Philadelphia by Al Md- wards who believes the Quaker
City flash can give the Indian a
run for his money which Is something few featherweight invaders
of the outhwest have been able to
do. It is Johnny's first visjt to New

fl

L,os Angeles,

16.

al

Johnny Ttomalne, Philadelphia
and "Big Chief"
featherweight,
Mike Vasquez, El Paso claimant of
the featherweight tills of the
southwest, completed training yesterday afternoon for tTieir
bout which will bo the main event
on the boxing card, booked by Al
Edwards for this evening at the

Oakland,

Milwaukee,

"

1

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
fit. Paul, 4; Minneapolis, 8,

Young Jm Flynn, of Albuquerque. Re
matched With Tommy Cole, of El Paso, in
the Semi-FinBout; Boxing Card to Be
Held Under Direction of the City Board.

1

in

Vernon,

RY TONIGHT

,

!;

T.EAGCK
Sacramento,

COAST

JOHNNY R0MAINE IN MAIN EVENT

Seattle,

Reach Second Base.

R

In ft tigs I.
No other scheduled.

'BIS CHIEF" VASQUEZ TO MEET

Uhle Holds Chicago Hitless
Until the Fifth Inning,
and Only Three of Them

,

AT

A

DAYS

1

2
n

J,

rw

Tork

Louis

Detroit

YESTER

3

4

1

IITEMEO

2
1
0

1

W

fKelly. lb
jlMensel, If

2

1

Totals

f

far-Vei-

e

rf

auf

convention and the little white sox
were packed away in the attio with
tho outgrown baby brogans.
The next we heard of Reb, Min
neapolls had given him a tryout
in the box and then wafted him to
the outfield. He was getting a regular turn at the bat and wag knock-i- n
the leather-boun- d
pellet hither.
thither and yon. In 1920 he caressed
t
twenty-eighhome runs
the ball for
and the year following he totaled
thirty-thre- e
with a butting average
well over .300; this year he stands
out as one of the Pirate a chief
sluggers.
Russell was born in Mississippi
baseball
and started professional
in Texas, he then went to Chicago
where he stayed for five years and
arrived in the Smoky City via Min
neapolis. Reb Is not an old man and
NATIOXATi I.KAGl'E.
win doubtless
go on for aeveral
more years.
Brooklyn, 8; Boston, 5.
nttf hurgh, 2: Chicago, 0 (elev
The cuckoo who chirped
they
never come back should disguise as en innings).
St. I. cutis, 0: Cincinnati, 3.
stake and let tlie strong arm squad
No other scheduled.
of Bailum nnd Barney's tent erecting outfit ooze him into the terra
AMF.HTCAN l.KAGl'E.
flrma for Reb Russell' is one of the
notable comebacks of sport history.
J'leveland, 6; Chicago, 0.
Washington, 10: Boston, 3.
Detroit, 4; St. Louis, 3 (eleven

MTTJifZt

H:wn-Ijlto-

.

A

7

02:

3b

NT

VlHCKtVtt VOO

&I3

0
33 16
Totals . .
By innings
noo non (ino
Pittsburgh .
uno ooo ono on n
Chicago
l.
mis u
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hits
Friberg.
Homo run
iVlerney, O'Farrell.
Bigbee. Base on halls-r-O- ff
2.
Struck oit By Alexander. 5: Hamilton. 6. Stolen bases
Sacrifices
IMafanville, Carey.
fcOFarrell, Terry. Time 2:10.
Two-bas-

Tho first Christian marriage cer
colonies
emony fn the American
was performed at Jamestown In

fiew Wholesale Prices

,

--

1
2
2

,Heil-man-

j

both
Chicago nnd Cincinnati
a bare majority of their
whilo
St.
with
weak
games
Louis,
pitclig offsetting its heavy hitting, lost four out of six games,
btlt tied the Cubs for third place
today by defeating Cincinnati.
The American
league race,
indicated ti finish
meanwhile,
between
the New York and
fight
St. Louis clubs with thu Yankees
holding an advantage through
their stronger pitchiurf and more
consistent
play.
defensive
work
Spectacular
played a ''prominent part in New
York's
which
winning streak
reached seven straight before it
wtifl slopped in the last game of
a tioiihle Header Saturday by tho
Athlt'tics.
Althoirgh idle today,
the champions lead was increased
to two games as p. result of the
Brown's defeat by Detroit. It was
the first victory in .seven games
for the Tigers who slumped bad- -

AH. R. H. TO

Statu, ef
Hollocher, ss
Terry, 2 b
Crimes, lb . .
Frfherg. rf ..
Miller, If
Krug, 3b

Gold grounds today.

Albuquerque Tigers yesterday by a
score of 14 to 0. D. Jlomero made
his tenth homsi run of the season
ho clouted on over center field.
Billy Apodaca made a
with the bases full. .

Cleveland.
Boston clubs gained on their
PbtlaHotnHIn 1'ivnla In a at VlnTo-lfoh seventh place in each league.
The Braves played five double
headers during the week, four!
of them with tho Phillies from
whom they took six games.
The week's
record in
each
and
league of games played,-wo- n
lost together with runs hits and
Satof
errors, including games
urday, is as follows:
American

won

Chicago.

.""'illianis.

ly

.

111

rn. a.

f-

after the Iohs of Harry
Althrough an injury.
though in third place, they are
eight games behind St. Louis
and practically out of the running along with Chicago and

New Tork. Sept. 3 Losing only
a Rmall fraction of their lead despite a. pitching slump that cost
them four out of five games to
Brooklyn during the past week.
the New York Giants face tho
National
month of the
last
league drive six garnes ahead of
second place- - Pittsburgh
the
club.
Bunched within two games of
western
each other, the four
clubs gained but slightly on tho
after battling
Giants
among
The Pirates, disthemselves.
playing the brilliant attack nnd
consistent pitching strength that
winmarked llielr
sensational
ning streak of t few weeks ago,
and Willi a record of six victories in their last eight games,
loomed 5s the most formidable
of McGraw's western rivals.
club took second place
from Chicago today by defeating
the Cubs in au extra inning tus-sl-

"

Batteries: Nationals Tafoyaand
NATIONALS SHUT OUT
B. Apodaca
Tigers Nick Lucero
ALBUQUERQUE TIGERS and W. Martin.
Tha Nationals will play the Old
Duke City Nationals defeated the Town Stars at the Fourteenth and

three-bagg-

Pirates Win, 2 to 0, and

Pittsburgh.
aii. it. it.

September 4, 1922.

l! GIANTS FACE THE LAST MONTH 0
NATIONAL LEAGUE DRIVE 6 GAMES
Again AHEAD 0F SECOND PLACE PIDAT

FOR PITTSBURGH
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AT

ARMORY
30 ROUNDS

lf

MGRday, September

4, 8:00 P. hi.

MIKE VASQUEZ

vs.
1

JOHNNY

HOMAIIIE

- Tickets on Sale at . '
RINGLINfc "and STURGES CIGAR' STORES

r.

bone-settin-

1

NATIONAL LloAGVE.
W.
i

'New York
I'ittBbUigh
Chicago
Ht. Louis
Cincinnati
Brooklyn

'

Philadelphia,

Boston

.75

,.71

70
70
4

43
48

L.
50
57
57
57
59
64
79
83

,

me

.600
.555
.551
.551
.539
.500
.353

OIONX I TELL
VOO THACTJ.
DIDN'T WANT

SOME ONE
TO bEE TOU

r'sj

i

Tot.

Club

DLt

i"

t
I

'

It) A LADYi:'

-

1

Special to The Journal . '
Santa. Ke, f'ept. 3. Belea lost

to
.'Santa, Fa In an exciting
game here this afternoon by the
score of 11 to 9. Both Holman and
Gomes were hit liRrd but Gome
was more effective in the pinches.
Each tam made sixteen hits and
Gomes struck out fourteen.
Batteries:' - Belen l lolmsn and
fiiana F Gomez and
Collins;
Gi'iB0.

St. Louis

Detroit

Cleveland
Chicago
Washington

77

64

......,...09
L.. 66

2

Philadelphia
Boston

64

........59
53
50

64
65
70
73
77

Tet.
'

The tarantula, a genus of large
tplder whose sting was former.y
reputed to produce a serious disease, is 'now reported tn h nuite

'
'

.;

;

7

'

.,'

.;

i

Int

l

PrTttst

Stxvicc.

Inc.

h

It. S Patent Office.

rn

Jri

"
.605
.588
.526
.608
.406
.458
.421
,334

the International Newt Servlc.

THAT'5 DIFFERENT:

.3fl

SANTA FE WINS AN
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
EXCITING GAME FROM
W. L.
BELEN BY 11-- 9 SCORE New Tork
78
81

see-sa-

1S21 by

RectstcreC

A LADY - OH.

AtSCT

YANK MCa.

i f
v..

CoprrIht,

I

Y

OUST DROPPED IH

At J NEED tONE
MONEY TO DO
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hoppinc;;

I
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1

1
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.George-McMan-
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WHITE TRIMMING
ISN'T PRACTICAL,
BUT IT'S SMART

HQeholpHini
Menu Hlht.
Break fust
Cantaloupe Filled with Iced
.

Banana

Cereal with Cream
Coffee
Toast.
Fat Kascals.
'
Luncheon.
Shreds of Lettuce, Spanish Onion
(minced) French DraesinK.
Cod Hash.
Hard Rolls
July Julep. Teach Shortcake.

'

Tea
Dinner

English Lamb Chops.
Mashed Fotatoes and Green Feas,
Fruit Punen or Bouquet Salad.
New Apple Fie a la mode.
Coffee.
Demitass. Mint Wafers.
Today's Recipes

Arrange Chops (two Inches
thick) around a mound of mashed
potatoes on chop plate In wljich
make a deep hollow tor the peas,

buttered.
Bouquet. Salad Loosen leaves of
lettuce hearts but do not break
at Btem. Into loose potatoes drop
solid fresh pieces of tomato, dices
of cucumber,
perper, green and
red, and place a generous amount
of mayonaisB In center, sprinkled
with paprika,
July Julep One cup sugar, one
pint water, boiled to a syrup, thick.
Pour one cup boiling water over
six crushed mint sprigs.
Strain
when cool Into syrup, and one-haraspcup currant Ju:ce, one-haberry, one-haorange and juice of
""four lemons. When cold add bits
of fruit choosing your own selection according to taste.
Fat Rascals One and
cups mashed potatoes, five
flour, five dessert spoonfuls of grated cheese two eggs, one-haBeat. Drop from
rmiK.
gill
epoon Into hot fat until light brown.
lf

lf

lf

lt

one-ha-

lf

Dear Mrs. Thompson: There in
not a moment of the day but what
I am thinking of my misfortune
and It is the first and last of which
I think before I go to bed and
when I arise. I don't know whether you will sympathize with mo or
not, but perhaps there Is some one
who will.
and have worn
I am, .cross-eye- d
glasses for ten years to cure the
defect, but while it has helped, it
has not entirely rid me of the
same. Only a cross-eye- d
person
can know what torture it isMo have
this misfortune. Perhaps some one
will say that I should
keep on
wearing glasses, but some day 1
hope to marry, as every girl does.
hit I would never dare, for fear 1
might have a child who would have
same misfortune.
this
"
I dare not speak of operation to
my parents, for they only laugh
and tell me to wear my glasses.
Every place I go thero is always
some one who makes some remark
and you can
about cross-eye- s
Imagine how I feel. Even my best
friends tell me of remarks of some
commedienne at the show, and! I
don't know whether they realize
the terrible feeling1 in my heart,
but I could cry. I have to keep a
stiff upper lip and just sfnlle.
Just my left eye is crossed five
degrees and I would liketyo know
about an operation or some way of
some
treating my defect. Terhaps
time I may buckle down to busialness and have an operation,
though when I think of going blind1
if the operation is not successful
don't know what to do.
I am nineteen years old and have
a good position, or fairly good. I
never go with any boys or have
and have boy friends and have but
a. few girl friends.
I have made
up my mind that I will stay single
v

i

For cleaning Rugs A perfect
compound for cleaning rugs is
made by boiling In a quart of rain
two tablewater, till dissolved,
spoons of soap chips and a like
amount of powcered borax. Remove from the stove and let the
mixture cool, tnen add two tablespoons ordinary washing ammonia.
Spread the rug ,on the porch floor
or other smooui surface and rub
the ent
surface with the. mixture, using any sort of brush for
this purpose," Jhen wipe oft with
a wet sponge or cloth, and Jot the
rug dry flat. After the rug has
becom,e thoroughly dry, sweep vigean broom to raise
orously witn
the tftip. This compound also can
be used for taking out grease or
soiled spots from clothing, and In
fact in any piace where plain water could be used.
Javelle Water Is used for removing- obstinate stains from linen
Disand is prepares as follows:
solve one pound of washing soda In
one quart of boiling water, and
pound of chloride of lime
in two quarts of cold water. Pour1
the clear portion of the lime solution into the soda solution and let
stand to settle. Four off the clear
liquid Into "bottle, cork tightly, and
keep In a dark place. To use the
javelle water stir one to two cups
of the solution Into a pailful of
The goods or
clear hot water.
clean, and evenly
garment must be out
of warm wa
wet by wringing
ter. Flunge it into tne solution ior
and then
or
four minutes
three
rinse thoroughly In hot soapsud.
followed by clear water. If the
stains are not removed In the time
specified It Is better torlnse, towring
the
out, and return the goods
solution for another period of three
or four minutes, than to let It
longer at one time.

HY FREF,RIO J. HA SKI X.
Washington, Sept. 3. Nearly all
of the strikes which have occurred
In recent years have been for the
purpose of obtaining higher wages
or to prevent the reduction of existing wages. In somo strikes only
issues involving hours of labor and
other working conditions have been
Involved, but, generally speaking,
the strikes have been wago strikes
Since
prices of commodities
started to go up with the outbreak
war.
especial
of the European
stress has been laid on the elements
of tho cost of living as tha principal
argument for wage increases or for

retention, rather than reduotion of
established wage scales.
This had led to special studies of
the problem of the cost of living,
and one fact established is that
prices have not risen so. much as
the number of commodities regarded as necessities has multiplied. In
truth, the prices of some staples
are substantially lower "than they
were years ago. Further, many
commodities are within the range

I

one-ha-

lf

AwC

in

if I cannot correct my defect. Only
can
one who has been, crjss-eye- d

appreciate what a
it Is. It Is a defect that
terrible-misfortu-

ne

Ugliest hopes and
blights
prospects and makes its unfortunate victim feel doomed too failure.
I am very despondent and sometimes even think of death "as my
only was out of it. No one loves
a person with such a misfortune.
My parents object to seeing a specialist about an operation, because
think I
thry are afraid of it and
MARGIE.
m'Kht go blind.
By all means consult a specialist
and try to arrange for an operation. There is no danger that you
will go blind and it will mean so
much to you all through your life
to have your eyes straight. The
muscles are not liKlit now and
after they are corrected you will
look much better and feel that life
is worth livins.
I feel confident that tho specialist will arrange some way so that
voti will be able to pay for such an
Gn to n .specialist be
operation.
cause it will bo iust as cheap In
the end.
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am an
attractive young girl and I belong
to a crowd of girls who "entertain
their boy friends CHiIte frequently.
They always seem to enjoy themselves, but never do anything In re
turn. Should we tell them or Just
ouite entertaining. TROUBLED.
Quit entcrtalninff'the boys. 'You
should not ask them to entertain
you in return, and since they do
not It Is a waste of time to keep
them.
on dolrfl-'f- or
one's

BY ELOISIO.
Lanvin has used heavy, oxford
gray trelaliifc to develop this smart
wrap for tho luto fall and winter
wear. Black and wilte cire .braid
finished with embroidery of red
and white trims the collar, cape
and cuffs. Silk surfaced teelaine
In white has been selected for the
lining. The effect is very chic almean many cleanthough it may
er's bills. '
The coat has a rather military
or Russian air about it which is
brought out by the high collar and
the shoulder cape. The braid trimd
ming, the embroidery and the
bands all hint strongly of
strutting generals and decorated
army men of high rank. The black
and white hat of velvet faced with
silk is a perfect topping for this
.
,
coat.
two-tone-

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
5

GENERAL CONVENTION
OPENS ONJVEDNESDAY
By the AnsoclnttMl TrcM.
Ore., Sept. 3.

Final
preparations wore rounding in,1)
shape rapidly today for tho open.
iiiw
lJ
liiti nrAi ,t'uifwi.i.Y
seventn triennial ressinn oc tne
of
Protesthe
convention
general
tant Episcopal church here.
According ie the recording officer
preliminary advices are
that more than 1"0 bishops and
six hundred deputies will attend.
Fnrtland,

Delegates to tho women's organizations and accompanying visitors
are expected to 4'ing the total

attendance o

4,600.

are
countries
foreign
represented among the distinguished prelates who are already
here, including China and Syria.
First business sessions of" the
two houses of the convention
Is
noth
Grandma: There
really
ing you can do for your switch to proper and also of tho women's
1 am anaui
auxiliary, leadintr women's organ
make it satisfactory.
ization, will be held Wednesday
you will have to buy another.
afternoon.
Many

--

this proceeding, I sought the- ad
vice of the church and I was as
sured that my conduct in proceed
in ethls way was entirely proper,
sinre 'every appeal to Mr. Poplin's
sense of moral obligation failed, to
find an answer.
Poulin, in answer to Professor
Tlernan, charged that his arrest
was due to the "disordered stare
of tho legal instructor's, mind," citing the fact that Tlernan continued
to live with his wife after he knew
of the alleged misdeed.
"Two or three weeks ago Tlernan .through trickery, obtained tha
signature of his wifo, then almost
hysterical, to an affidavit charging
me witti being the father of her
!
boy," Poulin declared.
"Because of the social prominence of the parties involved the
case has caused a sensation in university and social circles throughout the city.
-

SAYS MERCHANT
IS THE FATHER
:

OF

WIFE'S

BABE

Notre Dame Professor Declare He Will Fight to
Have Man Acknowledge
and Support the Child.
By the Anaorlated Frmi.
South Bend, Ind., Sept. 3. Harry Poulln, wealthy clothing merchant, released from Jail yssterday
on charges made by Professor John
at
j. Tlernan of the law schoolwho
the University of Notre Dame, fathaccused Poulin of being the
er of a child born to Mrs. Tlernar.
in November, 1921.
Professor- - Tlernan 'announced a
the
fight to a finish to force
merchant to acknowledge and support the child. Foulln denied the
charge ant! accused the professor
of blackmail.
"I am innocent or, tne
charge" Poulin, who Is the
fattier 01 IWO cniiureiit
"This is a case of blackmail which
has been in progress for eight
months. As soon as the child was
born Tiernan approached me with
a demand for money with which to
;

.

,

iiwui.

with the blrtn of Mrs. Tlernan's
child.
I
v
Offered to.Scttlo
"This Inaturallyrefused to do.
not
tho
am
for the Areasbn thatl
father.
Later, TleVnan, through
an attorney, offered to settle tha
case on payment of a lump sum,
offering to then drop the matter
without forolng me to make any
admissions. I certainly will fight
"Harry Poulin was my trusted
friend," i said Professor Tiernan.
Poulin, is 'the father of
who,
"Ha partook of my
two children.
hospitality and enjoyed my
He inveigled my wife originally into the intimacies by telling her that his wife was suffering
from tuberculosis and that she
woiild soon die, leaving him free
to marry. On these assurances
thatrtie would do so She yielded to

Sleeveless Overblouse
Ideal for School Wear

HINTON'S FLIGHT TO
BRAZIUS RESUMED
Vy tha AMncJiilod

Fensncola,

'
Pre.
8.
Lieu-

Fla., Sept,

tenant Walter Hlnton resumed his
flight to Brazil at 7 a. m. today in
the seaplane Sanipalo Correfa No.
2.
The 'seaplane, which was obtained from the navy to replace the
one wrecked off Guanfanamo, will
make Its first stop at St. 'Petersburg, Fla.- St!

Petersburg, Fla., Sept.
seaplane Sampalo Correla No.
2, with Lieutenant Walter Hinton
nnii Tits nxsnctiite. arrived here to- Uay from Pcnsacola on their re
sumed flight to Brazil. The rngnt
was without incident,
although
There
squalls were encountered.
was a storm over Tampa tonight
weather-conditiobut if
permit
the trVn will be resumed at daybreak tomorrow with Key West as
scheduled stopping placo.
the next
-- - ,,
Now is the time for clean, cold
milk to come to the aid of the
ns

babies.

'

lle

confl-denc-

e.

d
workof comparatively
ers which, because of rarity or
were
wholly
formerly
highvprlce,
out or their reach. The net result
of the study is that the whole question of the cost of living is relative.
There is scarcely anyone who
does not agree that the people
should have the additional things
which they enjoy under modern
conditions, but there Is a desire to
emphasize that exact comparisons
cannot be madn and that to say
that the cost ot living has increased
Is not whollv fair. The more pre
cise statement Is that the cost of
modern living has Increased.
The first labor union was organ
ized In the county of Dorsetshire In
ago.
England more than
Its founders are known In the lore
of organized labor as The Si Men
of Dorset.
They were farm laborers and they struck for higher
wages. The wages which they received consisted almost wholly of
their .food and lodging. A' few
pence were added in money but
only enough to buy a lftHo beer and
tobacco.
The wage inercaso for
i'hich they struck was more. meat.
were
Retting meat only on
They
Sundays, the remainder of their
diet consisting chiefly of humble
norridse and such vegetarian food.
They desired meat twice or thrco
times a week.
Dealt With Summarily.
The action of the Six Men ot
Dorset was regarded by the British
as preposterous and
employers
highly dangerous to organized society. They were arrested, tried
fnr
and convicted of conspiracy
forming their union and were
transported on the prison ship Success to serve hing terms in the
penal colony of Van llieman's land
Tha comparison between the Six
Men of Dorset and a modern labor
union Rtriking fnr more dollars per
day or for shorter hours is nn extreme one, but, it serves to show
how times have changed and how
the condition of men lins Improved.
But more immediate, comparisons, particularly with n view to
the added comforts of i&r, will be
nioi'e opposite. Take the single
item of ice cream. Formerly it was
altogether a luxury. Today anevery
ice
urchin on the streets has
cream con daily and sometimes
several times a day.
Every American city spends sev
"i
eral inousmiu nunum u u;i new
ad-- 1
cream. This is an entirely
dit ion to the cost of livlnp. and It;
may be pointed out that It is not;
the,
fair to call this an Increase in adrost of living. It merely is an
dition to the cost of living. If a
day for
given city spend $30,000 athat
ice cream, the citizens of
rllyj
havo added J30,000a. day to their;
cost of. living by making Ibis ex-- ;
This Is an addition, not
an increase, in the cost of living of
su, ::".""" "
1210,000 a week;
We spend, In addition.
year.
a day for ice, a comparatively modern convenience.
Another Immediate comparison
is the motion picture show. TwoA
decades ago movies were scarce.
the univerfew were operating butwas
r, cents.
sal admission chats
American public spendsa
approximately IMOOWnnIs $10
This
year on the movies.
woman and
apiece for every manThis is an adchild In the nation.
dition to, not an increase in. the
...
cost of living. '
These increases could be muni
counThe
endlessly.
plied almost
with novelties In the
try is flooded
sorts of
way of new foods, new
new mu
wearing apparel, and
one other new
and a thousand
unknown to and unthings totallyman
of only one genused by the
'
.
eration ago.
sn InterThe magazines furnishare
thouThere
example.
esting
in
sands of periodical publications
of
the United States today, mostmost
which have large circulation; tne
of them so large as to stagger
A large circulation
imagination.
means that the people are
the papers and magazines, isinoty
Is adper cent of this circulation
Inditional. It represents, not an excreased expanse, but an added
pense, compared with what, reople
disbursed a generation
of the commodities have not
so much Increased; the people buy
more commodities and, especially,
a greater variety of them.
What Automobile Cost. addi-- i
the single biggest
Perhaps
tlte cost ot living is the au-- j
to
tlon
so many years ago;
Not
tomobllf
the hprseless carriage was a cuUos--bvi
as practical only
visionaries.
Today every tentn
States has one.
United
in
the
person
This means that every second family has, one. A low average cost of
running an automobile is $1 a day.
This means that the American peoa day for
$10,004,000
ple spend
automobile upkeep, as there are
automobiles.
This
10,000,000
amounts to $3,050,000,000 a year,
admittedly' a conservative figure,
A fair average price for an automobile Is $1,000 and an automobile
will last,' on an average, five years.
Then, if a $1,000 car lasts five year,
It costs $200 a year in addition to
the upkeep. Thejo are 10,000,000
cars in. use. This makes $2,000.- 000.000 a year. Add this to the un.
keep costand you have a total of

SENATOR

MIMNSTITUTE

Hy
PI.

popularity for
pXCEEDINO
- sports apparel is bound to be'
a prevailing note in the costumes
that will be warn at any school
this coming year, as hai been tha
case for several seasons past This
fact should considerably ease the
planning of a wardrobe for the
school girl, as one or more sept-rat- e
wool skirts, a few wash
blouses, and as many of the inevis the
table
cares to knit for herself will
go
long way toward providing
ultimate clothes happiness and satisfaction,
Wool jersey sleeveless coats, oi'
ovefblouses, promise to be in de
cided vogue for fall and winter
wear, these serving occasionally
In place of the slip-ovsweater.
Such an overblouse, if made in
colorfuUan and edged with brown
military braid, as shown in the
illustration above, would make a
smart and practical accessory,
slip-ove-

Your Beauty 'Doctor

TO BE WITHHELD

Start this week right

her finished
tupity for placing
products on the markets In European Russia, hence she would
of tlia
n
railroad on normal
basis.
Japan's demand for reparations
for tho massacre at Nikolaievsk
and her continued occupation of
northern Sughnlien Island In re
prisnl Is expected to cause serlou
differences.
trans-Siberia-

OH.Msr.F, IS IMPROVED.
Chicago, Sept. 3. E. F. Grablc,
head of the railroad maintenance
of way organization, who has been
critically ill here as the result of
a nervous breakdown suffered last
week during hearing of his organisation before the railroad labor
board, was reported at his hot:l
today as much Improved.

Want Ads Bring QuicX Results

for health, for comfort, for time

saving, and real economy.
i

How?
By coming to the

for everything you need

Groce-Tot- e

for the table.

Whether it's a picnic lunch, a cold supper or an elaborate dinner, you will find everything you need the best
of everything, at ROSENWALD'S GROCE-TOTat
lower
than you can buy elsewhere
prices materially
foods of ah equal quality.
E,

3.

As to the savings, the
proof is in the prices.
As to the satisfaction

t

Fifteen

Indian sqViaws, ton buckets of war
paint, several bales of feathers and
other incidentals were willed to
State Senator Patrick H. McGarry
of Walker by Chief Schmoch-Oml-Moof the Leech lake reservation
in north Minnesota, who died
the senator announcer! Viero

the proof of the pudding
is in the eating.

m

to tiny.

Thehief called Senator McGarry to his deathbed and informed
him that he was leaving his worldly
nnspessions. Incl.irllner tho ennnwa
to the senator, Who had befriended
ihe chief on numerous occasions.
Senator ATcOnrt-rM tftrini, i,
was undecided as to what he would
do about it.
DENBY INSPECTS NAVY
YARD AT MARE ISLAND

'

Maro

Hy the

As. ..ntfd Prfsn.

Island,' Calif., Sept. 3.
Secretary Denny of the navy department, who is on the Pacific
coast on his way homo from Japan,
made an inspection tour of the
navy yard here today, and later
was a luncheon guest of Rear Admiral J. S. McKean. commandant
at the yard.
A conference with naval officers
followed.

9feH00VER
It BEA TS...

as it Sweeps

as it Cleans

'

A' v.
Only The Hoover employs all of the processes necessary to cleali' rugS "thoroughly
so prolong their life. Its air suction lifts the rug into contact with a brush
having
rows of soft

''

and
spiral

hair bristles.

By a belt from the motor, this brush is 'speedily revolved gj
that the soft bristles in one row strike the uplifted rug,' depress its crest and sweep
past. The instant the bristles pass, air suction again lifts the rug. Quickly the soft
bristles in the next row again depress the rug sweep past and. air suction
lifts it.
This process

13

repeated over and over again.
'

Phone

98

,
"

'

-

again

'

,
1

r

for a Free Demonstration in Your Home

'

.

Smr.OMmnt.Tidtm.Eie.vmwkm. Forwnvlw

Kns-sia-

the Anoclatrd TreM.

j

Let Cuticura Be

-

RUSSIAN REGIME'

IS WILLED

rani, Minn., Sept.

j

By MARY BROOKS PICKEN

Chita, governments
arrived
here
today prepared to discuss terms fur
a- settlement of the
outstanding
problems between Japan and Russia. Matflti Dalra, head ot the Japanese delegation, indicated
that
n
Japan intends to decline, the
delegates' proposal for recognition nf the soviet government. It
was suggested
that Japan will
never recognize sovietism without
a similar action by the other great
powers. Adolph .Toffo, representative of the Moscow government,
Japan Will Never Recognize Insists that recognition Is necessary
prelipiinary to any substantial
Sovietism Without Simi- as
understanding but they will proceed
when nelar Action by the Other to discuss the problems
gotiations begin on Wednesday.
Great Powers.
Both sides profess to foresee results mutually beneficial.
They
will endeavor first to settle disBy the Aanocliited PreM.
putes
Siberia, then to
Chang phun, Manchuria, Sept. 3 reach a..ffectlnjj
trade agreement.
Japan
(hy the Associated Press). Dele- wants i'cccss
to the raw materials
gates of tho Japanese, soviet and of Siheriasnd also desires oppor- -

OF

SQUAWS, WAR PAINT

ni."-price-

THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose .with 5c
and mail It to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and 'address clearly.
Tou will receive in return ' a trial
package containing Foley'a Honey
and Tar Compound ' for coughs,
eolds and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back;
backache, kidney and
h"The case Is not only established rheumatism,
bladder ailments; and Foley Caby Poulln's confession to me, but thartic Tablets, a wholesome and
hy the testimony of Poplin's nelghi thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
bors who saw hose things through constipation,
The hookworm, is a country ecn- Headbiliousness,
the window, There will be nothing aches, and sluggish Rowels.' Bold fleman urban sanitation is not to
- hie ilium.
.
,
suppressed, JBef ore I consented to everywhere.
CUT

MORE
THAN INCREASED

ENLARGED

$5,050,000,000
a 'year automobile
cost for the American,, people.
This, ot course, is not an, increase
in the cost ot living, but 'an addition to the cost of living.
On the other hand, some of the
Important
commodities have decreased in value. Electric light is
a wholly new and added expense.
Heforo its advent oil lamps were
uaed. Kerosene oil cost 1:5 cents a
sallon. It was not nearly so good
as that which now costs from 5 to
7 cents a
White
gallon.
sugar,
throughout the country, was a luxury which not every ono could procure, brown sugar being tho table
staple, ami molasses or long sweetening, as it was called,' being widely used.
Rut where whito sugar
was procurable. It cost from
cents a pound up. During tho war
it rose to that height again for a
hrlef nerinrl hnt linmpdlnlolv Viofnva
the war and shortly aftor it was
procurable' at from 4 to 10 cents
a pound.
What the economists point out.
Is that the American standard of
living is so high that it misleads
many people. Our people spend a
lot but they get a lot. Recently
two Scandinavian-bor- n
Americans
met. One had been to his old
home and was telling the other of
the good fortune that had befallen
one of their mutual friends.
He
said that the man had become rich.
He had done so well, the man explained thtt he had bought himself a bicycle!
There Is a. rnneertefl nmmnla rr
what Is meant by saying that the
cost or living has not increased In
America so much as the scale of
Increased.
living; has
Americana
have more than any other people
in the world; they are surrounded
with a bewildering variety of goods,
most of which are within reach of
the comnat'ativelv rteen rmr
Af
the wnire workers.
It la an old
adiiee that he who pays the piper
is enimea to call the tune.Amerl-can- s
call an expensive tune.

Page Five

Convenient Terms If Desired

'

Albuquerque, Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

-

7

Aleuquerque

praise for everything democratic, even LABOR'S
to the startling revelation that, under
the administration of Woodrow Wilson,
"the nation saw its greatest era of prosperity . . .," a fact now made known for
the first time in our history. Otherwise
and with the exception of the plank advocating a direct primary law and a corrupt practice act, the platform is a table
of political platitudes and generalities.
With the republican convention meeting this week, the voters will be in a
position to make a comparison of the
character and qualifications of the respective candidates as well as of the
merits of the platforms of the two
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SCBSCIUFTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail .w:
. . .
Three monllis
,
Six Months
One. Year

...

.

.sr.c
.$2.5"
.. .$4.75
. . .$9.00
.
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FUTURE ONLY BECOMES

CONTRAST TO THE FALLACIOUS APPEALS OF RADICAL
AND DESTRUCTIONISTS.

DOCTRINAIRES

,

M.

Wide-awak- e

Cold.

with wheel. The

WANTED

Errand

WANTKD

Woman. 1 23 North Fifth,
Experienced waitress. Apply

boy

Female.
WANTfib

Liberty Cafe.
A
WANTED
cook. Apply 1105
good
West Central.
WANTE1
Experienced dining room girl.
Phor;? :t00-J- l.
WANTED
Experience! salts women, at
TJte Economist.
W A NT ?D"liTrT to help with housework.

t

,

.M

eral housework.

The ticket nominated by the
convention is generally conceded
to be one of the strongest state tickets,
.' if not the strongest,
yet put into the field
bv that nartv. ' At least four names on it
will tax the ingenuity of the republican
for
the candidates
..managers. t They are
.
J
t t .i i
uovernor, dames tir. ir;..i.i
mnKie, lor unueu
States senate, a. a. Jones, ior congress,
Morrow and Supreme Court Justice,
'John
'
Samuel G. Eratton. The balance of the
.ticket, with the exception of Miss Isabel
L. Eckles, may be said to be a weak palliative to the various factions which
recognition in some form.
In the nomination of Justiano Baca
.for Commissioner of Public Lands, the
convention acted perfunctorily and with-- f
Out due regard to the great importance
; and the tremendous bearing which this
office has on the future development of
c

For the rest, the platform is characteristically denunciatory of everything re- -'
publican, while it hs only superlative

tow.n

has

ever experienced, and the man who has held on,
and by his faith anJ efforts, has done much to make
the town what it Is, has at least as good a right
to a share of the profits to accrue from the advancing prices as the stranger and the speculator.
The party of Santa Fe office officials here

yes-

terday had nothing to add to the statements 'of Superintendent Dun as to the proposed Santa Fe short
cut. That the road will be built Is a certainty, but
the exact route has not yet been determined.

TODAY'S

BIEST-

-

TTHODGIT

Not all men are of equal value. Not many; only
one, to whom a thousand lesser minds look upon
and learn to think. Not many Dantes; one, and
thousand poets tune their harps to his" and repeat
his notes. Not many Raphaels; and no second. But
a thousand lesser artists looking up to him are lifted
to his level. Not many royal heart
great magazines of all kindness. Happy Ihe town blessed with
a few great minds and a few great hearts. One
such citizen will civilize an entire community.
Newell bwlghl JUllis.

i204-W-

.

West TIJeras..

11CS

gTri
to help wllrt
Youmt
housework: must be neat and honest.
r
VTcstr;old.
t
to assist with
WANTED
Young girl
housework, two or three hours each
morninir
Phone 20r,0-.900

AND FOUND

LOST
taTFtA

Y

OK

FAi

STOLKN'
Krom pamun
bn y mare, weight
,T. P. T,., nil In oni
reward. T. tF

on North Fourth,
about 80: hrnndd
lottor. I'hone D1G-Paldrlflpp.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTRESS 11 ENOVATING.
TfiO and up.
Rug rleanlng. furniture- repairing, fur.
or 2035-J- .
niture parking. Phone

rteddln

trx-t-

Pompnn

MONEY TO LOAN
lo

Mu.MiV
monds,

LUAN-- On
watenes. diaguns and everything valuable.

n

Marcus, IIS South First.
MONEY TO f.OAN.
on first-clas- s
real
H.OOO.
estate:
Il.fiod, $2,000, Mo- Million and Wood gon West Gold.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good
liberal, reliable, oon- fldentlal Wottlleh Jewelry Co. 101 M. lit.
Mr.

PERSONAL
.7.

BItASFlEI

W.

D.

wateh chkmTew-slr-

y

work,
lis Snut 1, flecond.
WANTED
Private pu'pitsTteacher Is
find
specially trained for
primary grades; good certificates and
references on application. Phone 2313--

North Elm.

119

TYPEWRITERS
ing asked by his teacher, "What
makes a dollar bill valuable?" replied, "Having snent all the rest of
Boston
your allowance."

Timely Views of World Topics
IS AT WORK, GANDHI
T1IK 1NSP1H ATION," SAYS
HINDU UK A DU ATE.
India isat work. Stories of Indian natives roaming the streets,
each with his little snickersnee in
hand, thirsting for British blood,
to Dhan
are untrue according
(lopal Mukerji. a Brahmin and
uniStanford
of
I.eland
graduate
versity, recently returned from
India.
Murkerji says that for the first
time in 1 GO years, since the days
of Warren Hastings, Cllve and the
British invasion, India Is at work,
inspired by the prophet Gandhi.
"If the United States had India's
history behind it," says Murkerji,
"it would have taken a 150 years'
rest, too."
"Gandhi
has accomplished a
spiritual revolution In India that
has reached every man." continues
the graduate. "No political revolution can compare with it, Gandhi
himself is now in prison and has

"IXII.

IN THE DAY'S NEWS
Wll.I.IAM K. JOHNSON.
From hunting bad men of the
west to running down bad whiskey
in the east and
all over is a far
cry. But that is
gap leapt by Wll-laE. Johnson
better known as
"t' u s s y f o o t"
Johnson. Since a

London

mob

?ouged out
of his" eyes In
senting his
activities a
months ago
Vn

&

est

ami
f
WM

W
i.1

JOMtJSCW

Krfln

refused to see even his family. He
has announced that the six years
are to be a
of his imprisonment
time for communion with God. It
is a great opportunity, ho says,
and ho doesn't v.tnt to be
"His followers made a survey of
India this summer and the Indian
national congress is now deciding
on its future policy. I think they
will probably refuse to pay taxes
as civil disobedience nnd will contest elections in tho British conBut all the
trolled legislatures.
leaders are emphasizing
work,
Gadu Mukherjee,
among them
leader of the violent party who Is
now organizing farmers' loan societies and conducting a campaign
against malaria, two pursuits which
would have been unheard of In India a few years' a,go."
Murkerji also said Gandhi had
succeeded in breaking down the
caste system In India. Gandhi is a
Brahmin and of the highest caste.

Tl Mm

Who's Who

Whit-mir-

city.
growth
greatest era of growth and progress the

Twelfth, phone

phono
WANTED

"

d

fl'p
North

102

4

8

2400-.T-

WANTED
tllrl forgene7al housework.
ton North Edith.
Apply tin person.
WANTEDTilrl for lltiht housework, for
two: no wnshing. 105 North Sycamore.
WANTED
Stenographer; salary Ifi5 per
month. Apply TtVix: 9S. rare Journal.
WANTED
Comoetent woman for gen-

100?

THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

Phone

atorium.

WANTED
Middle aped woman to keep
408 West Central.
house.
ci
VA N
fri fi r genera
hfu use wor kt

n

crack-braine-

North Twelfth.

410

WANTED
Experionoed Kirl for cooking.
R04 I. una.
Apply morninps.
I'hiiiiibennnld for lipall sanWANTED

were robbed of $30,000 would appear to
September 4. 19:: have run into
MONDAY
some relief agents.
Paris has turned out a
of pajamas
THE ORDERLY PROCESS OF LAW.
that cost $450 and she pair
can
probably
Just what the Attorney General hopes hardly wait for an early morning fire
to accomplish in the proceedings which
he has begun, to enjoin the striking sbr:.-mefrom interfering with the operation
MJG QUIT BY
of the railroads, we are at a loss to un232
:i7
and
derstand. Under sections
of the criminal code of the United States,
"We have a number of colored
people with new
authority upon faces in Gallup," says a report
the government has
in the
Rewhich to proceed in the ca?e of a con- view. Wonder who worked them over.Southwest
We know a
act
criminal
overt
lot of people of various colors who
spiracy or anv other
might ibok better with new faces.
against railroads1 engaged inof interstate
man
refusal
The
any
transportation.
"O, mother dear," walled
or group of men to work is not in itself
homely Sue, "My face
a violation of any law, but any interfer- I fear, will hardly do. So take me quick to Gallup'
where
of
I
may pick a new face pretty." Why talk
ence with others in the performance
batty?" asked her mater. "Just wash your
their work clearly comes within the so
But neither mug with soap and water. When you've removed
statute and is punishable.
other
nor
body can the rouge from view, your face will look improved
any
the government
and new."
compel men to work by injunction.
chooses
man
a
on
other
hand,
the
If,
Some people keep the family
plate In the chest
to remain idle and starve, he cannot by while others
wear It In the mouth.
the farthest stretch of his imagined
School begins tomorrow, and the
rights prevent another from working
high school
and earning an honest livelihood. The girls are buying silk hose, new suits, new
hats, new
strike
of
the
upon
shoes and a few books. While the
whole question
hinges
boys are thinkTo invoke the injunction ing of the delights of basketball, football and
this point.
is as futile as for the striking trainmen aigeDra.
to resort to the use of bombs or any form
That was a futurist picture of baseball' that the
of violence; neither process will accomplish the solution of a difficult prob- Taos artists painted at Bnrelas park Saturday.
lem. Either method, in our judgment,
The editor of the Literary Digest says the Gerwill only tend to aggravate it. A new
mans fear a new war. Perhaps the late
struggle
beginning is necessary. Let the President was not fought
entirely in vain.
dissolve the existing Railroad Labor
Board, with which there is much dissatPrisoners In a New York tail are beln mnflo
isfaction, and authorize the establishment half Insane by the continued notes of an
organ In
memof
three
of a new board consisting
an adjoining
theater. And yet free men are
bers selected by the Association of Rail- paying moneypicture
to go In and hear It.
way Executives, three members selected
A man In Tonkers threatened to kill his wife
by the American Federation of Labor,
for
the three remaining members to be chos having her hair bobbed. Evidently he did not wish
en at large by the two groups already to let her live to regret It.
'
named. As now constituted, organized
We
wondered
the
convention
during
where
the
railway labor openly charges that the "matchless statesmen"
might light their clears.
present board, excepting the three repre4
sentatives of labor, is predisposed to favIn this whole paper there's no place more blue
or the railroads and the "money power." and solemn,
on this washday morning than this
While such a suspicion exists n the part
column.
of the railway employes, a practicable
solution seems remote if not hopeless.
Organized labor, on the other hand,
by its utterances has encouraged violaYears Ago
tion of the law' by Instructing its members to disregard it. Witness the stateEngineer Thomas Collier yesterday pulled the
ment of Gompers that injunctions should
be regarded as "scraps of paper" and Santa Fe special carrying Mrs. Drake, from Albuto Las Vegas in three hfcurs and
thirty
that the injunction is an invasion of their querque
George Sills handled the big stoop. The
constitutional rights. When such state- minutes.
run from Las Vegas to Raton was made in two
ments emanate from the leading spokes- hours and
thirty minutes.
man of labor jt is not surprising that the'
do
not
and
are
and
file
rank
misguided
Sidney Barth, who
his father tn
know where their rights end and the the Barth ranch in the accompanied
Zunl mountains, returned
To
that
of
others
protest
begin.
home without the bear he expected to kill,
rights
i me injunction
in an invasion 01 iim constitutional rights of the striking shopMiss Minnie Craig left last
night for Lincoln, N.
where she will teach during the fall and winter.
men gives rise to the suspicion that they
have reason to fear its application. When
Edward Grunsfeld went north on a business trip
the leader of one of the largest organizar
tions-i- n
the country instructs its members yesterday.
to defy the law he treads on dangerous
Dunbar has Joined the surveying corps
ground He becomes indirectly responsi- thatRalph
Is mapping out a feasible route to
Durango.
ble for such acts of violence as we have
Witnessed during the past few months,
United Btates Marshal C. M. Foraker has sold
and, in substituting might for right,
to Martin Mullin, J. F. Whitmire and J. H.
e
cause
which
he
the
represents.
his cattle and horses In the Angus valley
all
The one way to settle industrial dis- range in Grant county. There are 3,000 animals and
putes is not by injunction by the govern- the sale price Is $15 a head.
ment or violence by labor, but through
a common understanding; but it is idle
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder of Las Vegas Joined
to say that new methods must be found his brother here last night.
as a substitute for the strike, as a workConductor Jerrjr Qulnn has resumed his passening basis for future adjustments, unless
a remedy is at once provided. Meanwhile,, ger run, relieving Upton Hays, who has been mawhen both aides to the present contro- nipulating the bell cord for the past month.
versy can be prevailed upon to admit that
The demand for real estate In Albuquerque and
"no one is ever all right or all wrong, a
all
the outlying and contiguous districts gives unsettlement of their difficulties will not mistakable
evidence In the public confidence In the
be far off.
We are Just on the eve of the
of the

the state.

N.

A!nuo,ucrn.ue.

American boy
store, with wheel; not at
references. Phone 1S8B-CONCRETE
form carpr,tr
(eamstrrs,
laborers: Rood waflres: transportation to
Job. ISmplovnent Agenry. 110 S Third.
WANTKD
Live wire salesman with car,
who can sll real estate and fire inMeMlllion
surance.
and Wood, 806 West

'

';:

150:

WANTKb
for druK
tending

The Journal reserves the ripht to reject any
'advertising matter that it may deem ofImproper. resThree thousand boxes of
thanks, nohave
Calls for society mcctinRs. cards
been shipped to Russia where soap
the boxes
olutions, society and church socials, lectures,
.Sunday
meetiiiRs (except
are in great demand.
tices, calls for church
and
church programs) are considered as advertising
rates.
advertising
at
for
regular
will be charged
The barrel type of political
campaign
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS to is passing out, just as the keg type did
entitled
is
Press
exclusively
The Associated
several years ago.
of all news credited to
the ue for
4
also
and
in
this
credited
paper,
otherwise
not
or
it
Those United States relief agents who
the local news published herein.

'

Male.

Firemen, brakemen, besln-ne- r
Inter fiOO; no utrlke. Hall.
war, rnrp fnrn!nff Journal.
WANTKlJ
Ijinui sawyers, Rood grades
and fast sawyers only. Address post- WANTED

offlfO hox VIS,

BY THE WAY.

. ADVERTISEMENTS.

demo-'crati-

HELP WANTED

BY

BRIGHTER

one
re-

dry

few

he

nn in.

ternational figure
in proniniuon ai- lairs.
ni nim
tralia to make.
that country dry.

Johnson was born in CoveUry,
on
yj. y March 25, IRC2. Acting
Horace Greeley's advice he went to
Nebraska and, after completing lus

1(5)

Pays

An Appreciation.
The will to pay is hereditary,
as red hnlr or buck
much
just as
teeth. It is a common fallacy that
a man pays his debts because he
not necessarily
has money. This
true. On the contrary, the matter!
of paying has only a remote relation to money.
On the other hand, the poor
abundance of money, who
cannot be cajoled, threatened, beaten or gassed into paying the most
ordinary debt.
On the other hand, the poo rfel-lowithout a visible dollar you
know him who is Johnny on the
Invoice. Money has llttlo to do
with either case. It is the breed of
the man.
The man who pays is the man
who thinks, in advance. Ho never
flashes, a roll; ho does not drive a
car and carry a mortgage at the
same time; he does not hang up
tho butcher, or the grocer, for rood
that ho cannot afford to eat; he
without
never lights the fire
wondering where the coal man gets
off. Ho never throws the Hull, nor
pitches the Bluff, nor gives notes,
nor writes checks dated tomorrow,
but when the bills come In, ho is
there with the coin of tho realm,
God bless him.
Sometimes he feels sore at tho
rest of us. He docs not see tha
he gets on any better than the fellow who skins as he goes. Still ho
goes on and on, pays and pays,
in the breed.
simply because It Is
And after an, me norm aoes
man
think a lot of his breed. TheSociewho "pays Is tho bulwark of
ty. He Is the balance wheel of
He is tho mainsring
civilization.
Business blesses
of commerce.
him and he lias honor among men
for all time.
W. H . H. MACKELLAR, Roy
croft Magazine.
fel-wl-

w

studies Jit tho University of Nerebraska, he sought a job as cubNeb.,
porter with the Lincoln,
Dally News. was named
special
Jn 1906 he
the inagent of the department of laws
in
terior to inforce the liquor
It
Indian Territory and Oklahoma.wore
wasn't an office job. Johnson
Colt. At
and knew how to use a 44were
killleast five of his deputies
on
notches
a
had
few
ed. Johnson
his gun, but kept the mortality rate
down somewhat by his quickness
on the draw.
vIt is told of Johnson that when
he heard that one man had sought
to raise a fund of $1,000 to have
Johnson murdered, the dry sleuth
saUl, "Go aheadand collect the
money."
was
In July, -- 1908. Johnson
A LITTLE LAUGHTER J
named chief special officer of tho
and
Indian
service
United States
in three vears obtained over 3,000
i
A Poser,
convictions for law violations.
A' kindly looking old gentleman
Si.ce that time he has played a
a
In
various
very
was
prohibl
Uttlp girl
stopped by
prominent part
He has written carrying a parcel.
activities.
Hon
"Please, sir," she said , politely,
many books dealing with tho alco
"in this the second turning to the
hol problem.
left?" London,
A "Dry" Trffcrrcd.
,
The mayor of a far Inland town
The Privilege of Privacy. , ,
was about to engage a preacher for
"Fashion decrees that skirts shall
new
church.
v
the
be longer."
"Parson, ye aren't by any chance
"I'm glad of It," declared Miss
woman
a Baptist, be ye?"
Cayenne. "A
some
"No, not necessarily.
Why?
has
rights." Washington
I
was
to
Just
say Star.
"Wal,
we have o haul our water twelve
Advo
Given It GrcHt Value.
miles,'' Central Christian
A boarding school youngster be
cate,
Tld-Bit- s.

LITTLE TALKS

ON

THRIFT

TYPKWRlTBns
All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every machine.
Albuquerque
Typewrlt-122 South Fourth.
phone 903-.-

BarToom

WANTED
By S. W. STRAUS, President
American Society fey- - Thrift.

Third year high schoul glii
wishes home with reliable family. Call
20.f-.T- .

"I tell yah, Parson," paid the
nervous man who was about to be ONE of the lnost Important
married", "I wish yuh'd cut out that
phases of thrift practice is the
part about obeying mo. Just skip preservation of health. Too often
it, y'understand."
we .think ol
"But it is in the form, my dear
in
thrift

TWO HIGH SCHOOL, OIKLS want to do
housework In exchange for room and
board 313 West Pacific.

Cautious.

"

sr

and

Times-Dispatc-

h.

Something Wronir.
Chaplain
Remember,
"stone walls do not a prison make,
nor iron bars a cage."
The Convict Well, then, they've
got me hypnotized! London Mail.
The

0M

equal

impor-

tance. This is
true because
health
good
adds much to
one's efficiency and ' ca-

A Useful Krlntlon.
Johnnie (gnzing in awo at the
Fat Lady): "Geo, I wish she was

my mother."

Houses

In

terms

at

Richmond

WANTEb
WANTED

tiood five-roomodern home
Fourth ward; old houses not
got ths cash; realtors need n t
of reply. Address
fiwanson. CRra .tourn!.
money or ma- WANTED Four or five-roomodern
resourterial
house with sleeping porch direct from
on west side; consider nothing
ces, but health omer,
of Silver avenue; pay 12,600 .'.own.
thrift is of south
Address Jj. J. Manor, cure Journal.

only

"I get yuh, Parson but if yuh
in some day she'll say
all the rest of 1' was kiddin', too."
leaver-th-

WANTED

pacity for

8. W. STRAUS

ca-

pable work;
also the days

WANTED
WANTED

mortgages.

Miscellaneous

MONEY
Ol)
good
McM'Mlon ft Wood.

first

and scavenger work dene,
reasonable rates. B. A. Griffith. 72J
East Jron. phone 1970-MAX BA RQaTn FTORE. at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-hanf- l
clothing, shoes and
fnrnitr-- e.
Phonemes.
WANTED
Mine mules; must be blocky,
fourteen
to
fifteen
hands
high,
and weigh 1.000 to 1,100 pounds.
Address Albuquerque and Cerrlllos Coal Co.,
"Ity, phones 04 or 1258-W- .
RIIO CLEANERS
llJ Rugs Cleaned. Jl.JJ.
MATTRESSES
rel.olsted. $3.60 and OPi
furniture repaired end packed. Ervin
Bedding Co.. phones S.1S-or 8035-WANTED
Your piano to apply on pur'
chase of new
used player piano.
Phone 106 and we will call
and quote
values that will make conservative buyer sit up and take notice. George P.
t.eanard.
KODAK FINIKHINO 3 TIMES A DAT
Remember, satisfaction
guaranteed.
Rend your flnlj ing t' a reliable established firm.
on
Return
postsge pal
mall orders.
Hanna & Hanna. Ino.,
Commercial Photographers,
Fox New.
TRANSFER,

Mother (horrified): Why, Johnnie!"
and years of one's usefulness ate
Johnnie (defensively): "Well, I increased
through the proper care
I want her stockings to hang
do.
of one's physical being.
up for Christmas."
Harpers.
That the span of human life is
steadily lengthening is shown by
recent statistics. The Massachusetts death rate is used as the
basis of these computations because such records have been kept
there longer than anywhere else
By DR. W. F. THOMSON in the country. In 1789 the average length of life in that commonthe snake the longer his wealth was 35.5 years. By 1855
strike
it had increased to forty years. In
s
of his length or 1901 it was 47.7 years; in 1910,
more
v
and in 1921, 55.2 Albuquerque.
Thus a three foot snake has a 52,2 years
years. Nation-wid- e
reports show
reach of two,
WANTED Position
While a six foot snake has four, that as the result of scientific WantLLi Housework Ly
the day. phone
e
efforts! the av1G4S.
When chlggers meet camper we erage expectation of life has been EXPERIENCED , stenographer.
Fhone
1744-reach for the camphor.
lengthened four years during the
EXPERIENCED
Call
last eleven years.
stenographer.
.
The best rattlesnake medicine
has
been
It
stated
that
officially
WANTED
we know of Is a pair of stout boots,
Work of any kind; odd Jot)
man. Phone 1074-a pair of good eyes and a Colt'B 50 per cent of the deaths in New
York State last year resulted CONTRACTING,
ditch digging
automatic.
from preventable or postponable ot all kind; Phone ;070-NURSING
Hospital "experience; prices
If you are camping in. a chigger diseases, thus showing the possireasonable. Phone 1771-country, dust napthaline In your bilities that exist for the prolonga- CLEANING
PAPER Pal pter and decostockings tho napthaline gets Into tion of human life.
rator. Jorn Goodson, phone
the chlggers eyes and ho can't see
WANTED
While
much
is
Position as housekeeper, exbeing tdone
to burrow,
Address K. P., care Journal.
perienced.
through various state and munici- WANTED
Position by office man, nine
these results
When you roll tip for the night, pal governments,
years' experience; married; not sick.
near your camp fire, don't put any can be greatly enhanced by indi- Altlress
Box 7ii, care Journal,
dependence In a horsehair lariat vidual effort. As is the case in WANTED Position as wet nurse; goonr
as a snake charmer. Your lariat financial
healthy American woman. Inquire Dr.
matters, much depends Margaret
offers no obstruction to a curious on attention
Cartwrlght, phone 671,
incesto
details
and
WANTED
Position as nurse or compan- rattler.
sant watchfulness.
Mis
best
of city references.
lon;
600 North Second,
Baker,
phone 116B-In
if
more
the
If
you
open,
and
Camping"
by living
simply
would sleep snake proof, provido more sensibly we can greatly in- WANTED One or two sets of books tn
In extra time, by bookkeeper, now
your tent with a canvas floor and crease our daily efficiency and pro- e. keep
Adlrcsa X. r. Q., care
iployed.
make floor and wall continuous,
close openings with mosquito net- long the years of our usefulness
young woman, formerly
C.HEEUFUL,
ting. Such precautions are also it is the part of good thrift to
teacher; hospital experience, wlshe
protection against mosquitoes, tar- do so.
position as companion or nurse; references.
.Phone 1938-antulas, centipedes and scorpions.
CALL HUTCHINSON
for house cleaning
When man meets snake he
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, palmHELPED HIS BACK
ing, kalspmlnlng. and chimney sweeping;
between
makes no distinction
friend and foo. While' the rattler
Backache, rheumatic pains, diz- Odd Job Man, phone
and the moccasin are deadly foes, ziness and blurred vision are sympWANTEDSalesmen n
tho big "King" snake la a friendly, toms o( kidney trouble. "My husa real money
had a bad back." writes Mrs. V ANTED Salesman for
reptile which preys band
making proposition. Call at 110 South
M. McCullough,' Easton, Pa. ' When
upon rodents eneiriles of 'man.
Third.
he sat down he could hardly get up
Two man of integrity, clean-cu- t
What 'we say about the "KIngf" and then :ie would be drawn over W NTED
aggressive, who are real salessnake can be said of most spiders. to one Bide. Ho tried Foley Kidney men. and
Men who are In this clajs can earn
Few spiders are poisonous. Most Pills and they cured him." Foley $100 per week. Address
care Jourot them keep their parlors In order Kidney Pills quickly relieve kidney nal and an Interview will be arranged.
for the entertainment of files and and bladder trouble. Hold
WANTED Real Estate
mosquitoes which are preferred
i's'YOU have business properly lor sal
guests. Don't therefore, swat the
list lt with McMiliion & w.md.
spider that's fighting flies.
Lot In
WANTED

SUNSHINE
PELLETS

The-longe-

Two-third-

disease-preventiv-

I

H57-W-

H34--

QS2--

The application of modern sanitary measures. In the municipal
supervision of food and wafer, has
made city life safer than country
life.

side olty limits.
Journal.

Fourth ward, or outAddress Box 23, car

WANTED
HELP WANTED

bow-legg-

Any Thomas who doubts the effi- WANTED A blacksniltn. See Mclntyi'B.
cacy of applied sanitation will do Lob Lunsa.
well to read how General Qorgas WANTED Oood eouk on ranch; mini
conquered deadly epidemic diseases
preferred. Addrcsf "Cook," oar J out
in Havana and the Canal Zone. . nol ,
-

Rooms

ill re
WANTED
Two or
rooms, modern, close In.
ter, postofflce box 678.

uiiturnisliej
Address Har- -

WELL CONTRACTOR"
W

iti.ljt bit

I.I.ED, ilriveu anil repaired!'
lanks, lowers. J. F, Welkins.
Weil Marble, phons 146$.W.

pumps;
421

'
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LA
KINGSBURY'S

j

BARGAIN

A

LOTS

KOLUMN

shade,
lot, sidewalks,
brick house, modern,
located close in and a dandy
for $3,000. Some terms if desired.
Large

53,750

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
210 West Gold. Phono 007--

Ft

modern,
Central.

j

frame
bungalow,
oak floors, firtulace.

now,

Five room adobe stucco, new
and up to date, Rood location
in tho fourth ward, $4,25".
A good flvo room brick, close
in. Highlands, for $3,600.
Adobe stucco, threo rooms,
slcepinff porch and bath, Rood
location in Highlands for only

East

Accident, Automobile insurance,
Snrety Rni Is, I,onna.
No. Ill 8. Fonrlh 6t.
.telephone T4.
Fire,

flood
Priced

Fourth

location,

hurry.
J. P. GILL REALTY
Tliono

HOME INT A FIVE-roowith
stucco
modern
sleeping porch. Fourth ward;

770.

ward.
terms,

Liberal

$3,750.

323

W.

CO.

Central.

A REAL

GOOD

SIX-ROO-

modern home with fire place,
etc.
Fourth
lawn,
garage,
ward; $4,200.
SPLENDID MODERN FIVE-rooadobe plastered
home;
nicely located on west side;
$3,600.

DANDY NEW FOUR-ROOmodern with hardwood

floors

features,
throughout, built-i- n
etc. Fourth ward; only $3,500.

We have established a special
rental department with exclusive rent man In charge.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

Tlione

407- -

WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
sizes, shapes and colors from
$760 to $15,000. Let us show
you. At your service.
218

XV.

Phone 407.

Gold.

New Mexico State
Realty Association.

Members:

FOR SALE
rooms, brick, Fourth ward,
rents $40 per;
good
locality,
$3,S50; gjod terms.
5 rooms,
new adobe, plastered,
Fourth ward; $4,000; good terms.
rooms, 2 family income property; $4,250; good terms.
Phone 899
2165 V. Gold.
6

(1

AUTOMOBILE.
l"OR BALK

E-- 5

FOR SALE

CO.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

Light

Bulck,

rooms and S. r., frame
house, 3 minutes from P. O.,
$1,750; $50 cash and $50 a
month,
6 room
frame house, four
minutes from P. O., $1,760;
$50 cash and $25 a month,
interest included.
New 3 room and 8. P. frame
house,, Highlands, $1,800; $500
cash and $25 a month; partially furnished.
new
Thoroughly
gray brick house, all built-i- n
Areola heat. Highfeatures.
$500
lands, $5,000, . terms:
cash and $05 a. month.
HEAL ESTATK EXCHANGE
409 W. Copper Ave.
2

900;

Franklin
Loans,

YOU Want
New
modern. In Luna
district, for only $5,500; this is a
good one.
R, McClughan, Realtor
201 W. Gohl
Phono 442-.Real Estate, Insurance,
Notary
Public, Money to Loan.

View

adobe
stucco today. It's in the Heights
und only $3,500; terms, too.
T. E. C.OXCE
REAL ESTATE
118 West Silver.
rhone 477

Company

ill

Rentals,

WE HAVE FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITY

hrlck stucco, mafloors throughout,
nice
features, fireplace, etc.
This will make somo one a
dandy home. Call us; we will
ho glad to show it.
ANOTHER GOOD ONE
In the Second ward, consisting
of
four rooms, oak floors,
lawn, sidewalks, young shade
trees, good garage and a nice
This house is In
large Int.
fine
condition
throughout;
14,750 buys it.

A

McMillion

built-i-

& Wood,

Realtors.
Insurance,

200

W. Gold.

Loans

ON ACCOUNT

A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.

Cfeup

112

REAL
South

Will buy flvo houses now renting for $230 per month or a
gross Income of 18 per cent;
will net about 15 per cent on
tho Investment.
FOR SALE
We have Just listed several
real good homes, well built.
Salesmen at your service: O.
K. Robertson, J. V. Vanland-inghaChas. C. Zapf, II.
Chas. Roehl.
Oeneral agent for University
Heights lots.

Thone

,

14

.'

It Lasts
$10.00 Per L'oa'd
A

ice? Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over State National Bank,
Tclcnltuiio JK8.

lot.
$000 TWO ROOM. NEAR
school, full lot.
1150 NEW TWO ROOM
ndoljc, full lot.
1275 XKW TWO
RO O M
furnished, full lot.
1500 NEW TWO
ROOM
ndohe, two porches.
0
196
N EW TWO ROOM,
extra large corner with
lots of shade.
2100 Forn room, PORcn- ch, imlh, etc.
2500 NEW
FOUR
ROOM
adobe stucco, , a good
one.
RICK Mil THORKOX.
18 V. Colli.
rhono 407

$15.00,

Arc Kin ley

Land

'&

Lumber Co,
Albuquerque,

"PRICED
Five-roo-

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

FOR SALE
TllUKE ROOM, FULL
cornor Int.
NEW TWO ROOM,
full
screened
poreh,

four-roo-

notter Grad

TO
modern

J

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

SELL"

Thone (UO
Corner of Second and Gold.

Tiungalow,

sleeping porch, basement,
lot on
trees,
largo
street, close in on South
This HOME must sell,
first payment, balance
terms. See

shade
paved
Arno.

$1,000

easy

A, C, STARES,
321 W. Gold Ave.
l'lionc 168

New Mexico,

will employ in Its shops, round
house unci cur department at

Denver. Trinidad and Cheyenne, men suitable for such
service. Board
and lodging
free under ample protection.
Meal climate and working conditions.
Free transportation.
ll
Time and
paid after
ciqht hours and for Sundays
and Legal Holidays. Wire or

INVESTOR
of high altitude, will
take a good substantial
loss on
On account

ny

Income property. This prop-ert- y
was built by myself and is a
bargain. For information see my
agent, D. T. Kingsbury, 210 "West
Gold. Phone 007--

ono-ha-

v

A
HiRhl.'ind

OF

mechanical craft employes
having gone on a strike,

ESTATE.
Third Street.

V

Serv-

n

$15,000'

As Long As

DO YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and

five-roo-

ple

New strictly modern
home In
University Heights, fine location,
close in. If you have cash, coma
anti see us and make an offer.
This is a chance tu get a real
bargain.

D, Keleher, Realtor,
Phono 410,
Went Gold.

J,

T

Mountain View
this

modern stucco homo
Willi fireplace, basement and
furnace heat. Tho rooms are
argo and airy, largo screened
front porch, east front. The
jwncr is leaving town and will
make a sacrifice to sell before
leaving. Let us show you this
placo today.
Fivo-roo-

BERNARD

V.

See

&

Realtors.
Insurance,
Subdivisions.

JJffiimail

fit o

BEAUTIFUL'

almost
bungalow,
H, W, Ridgway,
FOR SALE
new and strictly up to tho
Four-rooframe. Third ward;
hot
water heat, polminute;
A SQUARE DEAL
Phono Owner, 1444-Motive Tower,
for Trice
Fourth street, modern ....$2,500
ished floor, large veranda
Three-rooand Terms.
This la biff
adobe, Third ward;
sleeping poreh.
Denver, Colo.
rooms, hardwood floors, gas,
Demanded for both buyer and
sood street
on best
valuo at $4,200,
$1,800
lawn,
sidewalks,
trees,
garage,,
terms.
seller by the
Sales
Realty
It's now rented ns a
Company
Brick bungalow,
bath, and
IH South Second St. Phone 689.
house. Income $55 per month.
NEW MEXICO STATE
sun porch, furnished, garage,
1110 North Second.
Realtors.
etc.,
REALT1' ASSOCIATION
Fourth ward;
prlco
$500
down,
$4,750; terms,
RENTALS
balance ns rent.
We have a special rental dePROFESSIONAL CARDS
$250 down puts you In posPAT, THE PLUMBER,
FOR RENT-Dwe!!i- nfr8
with nn exclusive
partment
bunsession of this
aniii.Kis.
rent man in charge.
WILSON AMI WILSON'.
galow, modern and almost
Foil rent
216 North Third,
furnished Iiuush.
less
new;
Xnrth Fourth, Dr. Klsterdny.
than
Koiii:in's-Tmxj;ipayments
t
co.
Attorneys,
Plurablnp; and Heating-- .
Rooms 15, 17 and
19 Cromwell
FOR RENT Furnished
rent; prlco is less than you
Building.
modern
2iH V. Gold.
.
Repair Work a Specialty.
rhono 407
Thone
can duplicate It.
house; two screened porches. In- 201.
noun, i.;ditn.
Is your rent money buying
IIVSICIA.NS ANI
NUKfiKONHr
FOR RENT Three modern houses, dif
deed for you or your land11. 8. L. llt'HTON,
forent sizes, for location and prices
Now
Is the time; buy
lord.
DltCtlNPS Of tllA Rlnmnrh
FOR RENT Rooms
fr"um r.fiitn
finite
here.
Harnett Building
For Rent-Room- s
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
FOR SALIi l'tcjiHS, Concord grapes Olcd
FOR
410 South Hevent'
with Board properly
Ko,.
JOKKPH COIXIKH
OK. M MttiAKhT ('AHTUUIOTit;
nu iiniiirmmen.
black
Melrolso
McMHlln & Wood, I'OIi KliNT Room,
or
Write
grr
pes.
SOT
W. Gold.
l'lione 711
adjoining bath and
tiesiiienee 1123 Hast Central
jjoahd Single meals served;
Realtors. 200 West Gold.
at La Franco Fruit Farm. Sando-vnn
with
817
entrance.
Boulli
private
Phono 671.
jmcooK n g. 312 North Te n t tr.
N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished
two Fourth.
Mils.
A

Good Home

for Sale,

.

(1

.

'

Knur-roo-

three-roo-

six-roo-

1153-J-

,

U,

lti-;.-

rum touring car. its Went Gum.
Ton SALE Ford roadster, tuna like a

clock, cheap.
DRESSMAKING
Virginia boulevard.
EXPEKT RADIATOR ReVaUUNO
O. fc'AKHION ABLE dreBsniuUiutt;
I eLM dices.
k. ineet Metal Works, 217 North Third
515 East Central.
Phone 1001-- J.
FOK SALE
5
uuick touring car; HEMSTITCHING pleating Williams' Milflrst--)lacondition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.
linery, too Bonth r)n,ndn, ph, 777-city.
FlltS'f-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guar-anteeFOR RALE Overland touring; first-cla218 Booth Walter, phono 16H7-condition. Price $100. 603 West Mo
PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
Kiniey.
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North
SAVE 60 to 75 per eent on used parts, Seventh. Crane
Apartments, phone 314.
ns
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
difHEMSTITCHING-dupromptly In the
ferent cars. Mcintosh Cm., 311 West
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
117 Gold avenue,
787-phone
Singer
TOK SALE
five passenger Bulck flewlnn Machine Company.
in good condition and finely equipped
with cord tires, t.'oo. Inquire at 207
West Gold, phone fif,7.
housekeeping rooms;
WANTED To trade, five passenger car, FOR RENTfloor.Three
HID North Fourth.
ground
middle weight for light car in good
g
condition. Bee car at viaduct camping FOR KENT Three mortem light
rooms,
lot North Maple.
grounds. Call for Mr. Smith.
FOR, SALE Large assortment of auto" FOR RENT itousetteenlng
apart tnent,
furnished compete. 215 North Seventh.
mobile paints, varnishes and colors.
Pee B. F. Monahan, automobile painting, FOR RENT
furnished
two.
Completely
702 South Second: phone RM-room apartment; steam heat, ?30. 1004
South Arno.
FOR A GOOD used car come and see I tin RUNT Newly furnished
what we have and those we have listed
kitchenette
apartment.
Apply 319 H
for sale, Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and West Central.
Gold, phone 1200.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apart
ment: private Dam, gas and heat. 911
North Second.
HOUTiS QUALITY CATtS
FOR RENT Two lurnlshed rooms, for
A LARGE STOCK to choose from at all
housekeeping; adults; no sick.
A demonstration
times.
will satisfy 721.light
South Second.
HOBBS MOTOR, CO., phono 434.
you.
FOR
613-1- 5
RENT Nicely furnished
lame
West Central.
three-roomodern apartment; no sick.
22; North
FOR SALE; Dodge Bros. Sedan, excellent condition; extras; priced to sell. FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch, furnished, $25. 1601 East CenDodge Bros. Itoadster, both 1921 models.
Ford light truck, Just the thing to deliver tral, phone 1142-your fruit, etc., wilh. Ford Sedan, well FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
rooms with sleeping porch and private
equipped. Let our salesman demonstrate
any of the above cars. Phone 7S3. J. hath. 707 South Arno.
Korber & Co., Dodge Bros. Dealers.
FOR RENT A- -l furnished opartmit,
clean and comfortable: suitable for
WHEN IN NEED OB
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- two. 025 West Marble,
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles, FOR RENT Very
nice, clean,
large
bearings, horns, accessories
apartment, furnished: rent reasonable;
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
no children. 91e Forrester.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE uoslek:
FOR RENT One Blngle, one larger beauFOLLOWING MAKES OH" CARS:
furnished
Bulck C24, CZ3, D4S. D55; Cadillac.
tifully
hot
aparatment:
West Ttoma, phone 400-Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB. water. 1211-1- 5
t,
Dodge, Don, FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms, bnth
Baby Grand;
Ford, Hup SO, H. K. N.: Maxwell. Mitchand front
completely furnished:
ell Olds 8. Overland, every model; taxon no sick: no porch,
children. 113 South Ninth.
4 and 9; Willys-Knigh- t,
4 and
; Studehaker
FOR
RENT
Three rooms and bath.
every model.
furnished for light housekeeping. 609
If you don't see your car la the above South
First,
Apply at the Savoy Hotel
list, remember,
WB ARE SALVAGING LATH MODEL office.
CARS EVERT DAY.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four
Tn addition to the largest stock of need
rooms, modern: alsn two-rooapartparts In the state, we carry a COM- ment with sleeping porch. 1104 North
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts, Second.
axle shafts and genera) accessories, for FO.. RENT Two
apartments, fully fury
car,
nished for light housekeeping. Adults.
OUR PRICES ARB THB LOWEST.
1,
401
Phone 1844-Ready September
VIADUCT GARAGE.
South Seventh.
600 SOUTH 8ECOND.
FOR RENT Three lovely
rooms and
Largest part bouse In the state.
glassed porch, east front, slosa In,
furnished, gas and coal ranges. Key at
BUSINESS CHANCES
114 North High.
shoe shop.
FOR SALE First-claOR RENT Throe-roofurnished apartBox 5, care Journal.
ment: hot and cold water, lights and
brick building, phone paid:
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
rent
4S1H
reasonable.
216 South First; location good for any South Broadway.
Jtlnd of business.
FOR BENT Two nice, clean rooms and
house and
FOR SALE A five-roosleeping porch, furnished for house
small grocery; close In; good business. keeping: hftth connection; garsge In the
nacn.
Call st 810 South Seventh.
jsio south Walter.
FOR SALE Nice furnished house and a FOR RENT Three large rooms, glassed-i- n
business that has been going for thirty
sleeping porch, bath ndtolnlng, niceyears. Address Bun g a ow, care Journal. ly furnished for housekeeping;
desirable
FOR SALE Hotel Woodard, of twenty-- 0 location, tit West Coal.
two rooms, doing good business; good
FOR
RENT
Furnished
apartments, conreason for selling. Address Mrs. G. S.
venient to sanatnrlums:
four rooms,
Woodard. Box 6. Grants. N. M.
xlessed-l- n
sleeping
porches, gas; on East
NICE and fast growing business for high-clas- s Central car line. Cnll 1321 East Central,
man; good Central avenue loca- or sea McMlllIn ft Wood. Phone m.
tion; price 11,000 for immediate sale. FOR RENT .115
West Lead avenue, exJoseph Collier, 207 West Gold.
ceptionally attractive apartment, homo.
FOR SALE Stores, hotels, rooming consisting
of
houses, garages, restaurants and other dressing room large living room, cost
adjoining bath, vanishing
high-clas- s
propositions not advertised bed. dining room,
kitchenette
finished
Co., 218 West in white and
locally, Hoberts-Turngold:
large screened back
Gold.
porch: Janitor service once a week. For
FOR SALE Cafe, four years established beauty and comfort this rras no combusiness; will sell cheap If sold at parison in the city: modern In every way.
for Don't phone.
once; on national highway, writ
apartment
MeCrelght'a
particulars to W. H. Stovall, Commercial nome, 315 west Lead,
Cafe, Holbrook, Ariz.

CARPENTERING

room house (adobe)
with heat, bath, etc. Three fire
places, largo, airy, sunny rooms
on a corner lot 150x142 feet,
close to car line,
fenced, and fine shade.
It must sell. Terms to suit
purchaser.
Phono (157.
"Our
Attention to
Every Little Detail."

ANOTHER

The Home

218 West Gold.
Phone 407.
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

CO,

R

218 W. Gold.

SPLENDID HOME,

nlno

A

I&iriikl

i

THINK OF IT

for $2,850

CO.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

$4,200.

SURE

Buy

AP E1TISEME3MT S

Well located In the Fourth
Ward, consisting ot combination living room, dining room,
largo bedroom and large sleeping porch, kitchen and front
Terms extra good.
porch.
A, L, Martin Company,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
rhono 156.

.ias. sr. jonxsov,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
210 W. Gold.
riiono 240.

brick, modern, well built,
uuiuwuuu 110013, not water nem, anuua
and fruit trees, Fourth ward.
$4,200
AG00D BUY
adobe, ntucco, bath, etc,
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Four blocks off Central avenue;
Twelfth pitreet.
four rooms, glassed
Rome i?nod buys In bulnM property. cosy home,
Lots and bouses In all parti of the city. sleeping porch, fine shade, lawn,

Good

A

f6.000

A. JFLEIISCEIIEI, Kealtor

inS(

GOOD BUYS

$2,500.

TOR SALE

KINGSBURY

T,

LOTS

Good location in Fourth ward:
Wanted: Money to loan
$1,500.

on first mortgage; 8 and 9 per
cent.
ACKKRSOV & GRUF1T1I
'
Tlpalcors
120 S. Fourth St.
Phono 411

five-roo- m

D,

3

3D)

Taare Seven. 1

FOR RENT

lwelliniri

FOR KENT Three-roohouse.
Call
FOR ODD JOBS and contract work, call
ISO
South Walter, In rear.
1676-Three-rooFOR
RENT
furnished
houjo.
PAINTING Paper hanging and
Call at 12J West Mountain road.
I W.
all work guaranteed.
FOR BENT Five-roomodern house,
Owens. 608 South Edith, phone 1344-unfurnished. 22fl North Walter.
LET MB FIOURE TOUR NEW 110URE
furnished house,
or repairs; reasonable prices; work FOR BENT Twn-rnowith porch. 1023 South Walter.
guaranteed: estimates free. Call 1755-E. E. Johnson. 616 John.
F"'R RENT New tnree-roobungalow.
South High. S25 a month. Phone t93.
WE, DO ODD JOB carpentering and
house building, reasonable:; Investigate FOR RENT Four-roohouse, partlv
Phone
nur low prices; estlnatea free.
823
furnished.
North Fifth, phone
2.19H-J. F. Kluken. S13 Yale.
low
WANT
you to Investigate my
I
prices FOR RENT Small modern cottage, furon any kind of a building proposition
nished; glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 80
you have In view. A. B. Palmer, BungaSouth Arno.
low Builder. Box 41, city. Phone 1768-FOR RENT Two-roohouse with sleepI MAKE a specialty of Jobbing In any
ing porch; city water and lights, 115.
line of masonry. Before cold weather Phone 410.
repair your chimney tops and fire- FOR RENT Unfurnished
mod
places. The mission fireplace builder.
ern new house.
824 West New York.
Phone 1600-J- .
phone 1458-FOR RENT Furnished half bungalow;
DRESSMAKING
community bath; 133 per month. Ap
fcEWI.v; by day. i'Z, ur at home.. Phone ply nil West Coal.
14H0-FOR RENT Four-roonicely furnished
1010
house, two porches. 115: no children.
Phone 1590-wanted Sewing.
1201
South Walter,
urresler,

l,

i

rooms and sleeping porch, cottage,
lights; south
highlands. Phone 2(ir,s-FOR
KENT Furnished
two
rooms and sleeping porch,cottage,
lights, south
highlands. Phono 2058-FOR RENT Four-rooHouse and sleeping porch, furnished.
Inquire 614
South 1:dith, phone 140.-.-1'OR Iil.NT Two-roofurnished house,
sleeping porch, front
bath, light
and water. Phono 1311--poreh,
TOIt KENT Two nnd three-roofur
niehed house. 820 South Walter. In- qu.re nt nis Kajit rnclfl
FOR RENT Four
unfurnished houses, 705, TOO.
71G. 717 South
Walter, 40 each. Phone 1530.
UST your vacant Houses who the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 807 West Oold phone (l7.
FOR RENT Furnished
n5furnished
homes In all parts of the city. Koborts- Torner To,, m West Gold, phone 407.
four-rool'OR KENT Nico
cottafre.
No. 307 West Hazeldine.
Pee Broad
220
Bicycle company,
South Second,
phone 730.
FOR RENT Small, modern, furnished
bungalow, with glassed-i- n
sleeplm?
porch In Highlands. Inquire 629 South
Walter.
FOftRENT Cheap, modern brick house.
' four rooms and
bath, two porches, big
Phone Champion Groyard and Fired,
cery 150. vn- -i South Broadway.
FOR RENT Six miles on North Fourth
house and porch, furstreet, two-roonished or unfurnished, near school; rent
reasonable. Apply 1 fior south Walter.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house;
largo front and back porch, garage;
also
house In the rear; rent
$50
Inquire at 322 South Arno. or
phono 1340-SALE
OR
N'ew stucco
FOR RENT
house, five rooms and large porch, oak
floors throughout, built-i- n
features galore,
large basement, garage, glossed
poreh. Inquire of 406 South High.
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished
cottages. In beautiful Tcjano canyon;
climate Meal: telephone service. Address If. B. Hammond, phone 207. post-offibox 658. Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR RENT

Miscel!aneoti

FOR RENT Oarase. "10 West Lead.
314 '.Jest Coal.
FOR RENT Oarage.
FOR RENT Piano, excellent condition.
Phone 1804-- J

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR RENT Ollce moms. Central avenue, above Matson's Book Store. Korber anti Company, Auto Department.

FOR RENT
FTiKE

Ranches

Hunt

lo atiy responsible person
tlrat will buy my personal property;
dovpnty-fiv- o
acres in cultivation. Apply
U. K. Lambert,
Hogina, New Mexico.
FOR LEASK 320 acres nf good mountain
grazing and agricultural land; good
fras and winter protection; gooA four-roohouse; 25o an acre per year. Call
at 120? Vlrslniu boulevard.

FOR RENT

Room

1.UVEI.Y room. 120 South Walter.
FOR RENT Cool front room. C03 West

Fruit. Phone 2042-FOR KENT Furnished room; no sick.
811 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Several rooms, tiDfurnlahed.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
421 South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. 303
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
South Third.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 218 South
Walter. Phone 1667-FOR RENT Furnishes room. 322 South
Seventh, phone 729-FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms; do children. 110 South Walnut
FURNISHED modern rooms; no alck; do
children. 414 West Silver.
GRAYSTONE rooms, 21814 West Gold.
Mrs. E. Ouldl.
Phone 210-LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR KENT Furnished room and kitchen. 1724 West Central, phone 252.
FOR RENT La run housekeeping room
on first floor, at 61 a North Second,
FOR KENT Very desirable room,
bath; close In. 114 South Amu.
FOR RENT Nice, cwan sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121H North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, for persons employed, close In. 703 West Lead,
FOR RENT Bed room, neatly furnished.
306 West Coal.
Call Sunday or Mondny.
FOR RENT Largo front room, also middle room, handy to bath. Phone 107,
or 04 .
front room 'n
FOR RENT Pleasant
modern house to man employed. Phone
1S06--

room.
FOR RENT Nicety furnished
suitable for one or two gentlemen. 1610
East Silver.
FOR RENT--Tw- o
nice rooms furnished
Silfor housekeeping. Apply 621 West
J
ver,

MAHSIIALIs private home for
FOrt KENT Modern furnished sleeping
cnvalcsconls. nice, airy
rooms and
FOR SALE Houses
room. .Avcrlll Apartments, 20814 Nurtlj sloping porches, furnace heat;
t
Seoond.
meals; table and tray servicel general FcH SA Lfcl By owner, fine home, best
residential district, strictly mo.lorn.
FOK ltKNT Three furnished rooms, for musing; on car lino; ratrj 150 per month
sleep-Ini- ?
423
West and up. 1107 Nortlt Twelfth, phone east front, five rooms, ulassed-l- n
housekeeping; reasonable,
nt a T'o,
porch. Pullman breakfast nook, larffo
front screen porch and back porch, lawn,
FOR
FO '. IcENT
RENT
Nice,
clean apartments,
Storeroom
shade trees, flowers and garape. N. F.
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 ft West
LeSuer, 305 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT
Central.
Building at 412 West Cop-pesuitable for garage. Inquire H. E FOR SALE At 1, 250 each, four small
i'Olt RENT Room, in modern home;
Sherman,
First
houses on B00 block South Ninth:
at
Savlnga Bank and
700
West Roma,
private entrance.
' "inpany. pnone 8.
owt.r must Bell; city water and electric
phone 1245-Brrnnge to suit tenant a 26x100 lights In all: each house worth I1.7C0;
FOR RENT Large front bed room, ad- WILL
foot brick building; good condition; on terms.
City rapidly spreading that
407
joining hath; private entrance.
Santa Fe shops- - reasonable direction. City Realty Company. Realopposite
North Fifth.
terms. See or write L Heynan. 109 tors, 207 West Oold, phuno 667.
e
FOR RENT Nice
sleeping N -- in First. Alhitouerque V. M
IF YOU WANT to buy a nlee home In
216
looms.
Hotel,
Albuquerque
University Helthts, rome to Cool nnd
North Second.
iALE
hurniture
Columbia
avenuee, and buy from owner
FOR RENT llovely
front bed room,' !' U R N 1 T
P Al rtING a n d'u p"h olster- - four-roomodern
a3obe stucco: biff
itE
suitable for tvo; no sick. 315 North
two good
J1-roono
basement,
'"
or ZU35-porrhes, gararro,
ErvlD
Eleventh, phone 1G70-.cement walks; Just finished: cash or
Meddlng Company.
FOR RENT Large sunny lighthouse-keepin- g I OR KALE lirown
terms. Thone 1612-R- ,
or see Scott
VIctrola,
mahogany
rooms, first floor, private en.Martha Washington sewing boi,
tapestrance. 505 South Arno.
try rockers, high chair, tabls lamp, set
iVR RENT .Nicely furnished room. In lhes. SL'O South Flflh.
livestock
modern home", close In, two blocks from Hirt f. A 1.15 L'scd
milk cans, FOR SALE Jersey milk cow wfir'seH
postofriee. 417 West L.nd.
si.liO; sectional bookcase with desk;
1043
North
mornlnffs,
cheap.
Apply
UOOA1S
Newly furnished, lurce, cool, get o:..-- prices on new and used furnl- - ElKhth.
and
clean, modern, bath,
3:n Mouth First
ouymg,
FOR
Or
will
SALE
rent, Rood team of
down.
K3 South Fourth.
FOR SALE Ouk dining table and six
gentle horses. Frank
Sanchez, 802
leather-bottoIII PERI A L. ROOMS
Nice, clean rooms;
North
Thirteenth.
Shuttle Worth
rates by day or week. Over Pastime Wilton velvet rug;chairs;
all good as new, for FOR SALE Flemish
Itufus
Giants,
one-haTheater. 211
West Central.
price. Call 8SS4, or 101 South
Reds, Black. UelKians, bucks, does and
FOR RENT Nice, ool, front room and Fourteenth.
friers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-4"J
light housekeeping
apartment.
FO'l SALE Three thoroughbred Boston
FOR SALE
S uth Third, phone '2027-.T- .
Houses
two males and one febull
LINCOLN Al'A RTMENTS, newly furnishFoil SALE Five room brick. ; ouse male. puppies,
Call evenings.
912 park avenue.
SIB West Atlantic.
ed rooms; hot water, cool and close In,
313 South Third, phone S14-CAR vicuntr Wyoming horses, sevFOR SALE Nicely furnished cottage, HALF
eral good matched gray teams; weight
FOll RENT Two or three-ro"ifurcorner lot. Inquire 011 West Moun- 1.500
to 1.50O pounds.
Martin Carrol,
nished apartment,
modern; no sick; tain road.
road and First, or apply K09
Mountain
ground floor. 417 West Sliver.
FOR SALE Four-roomodern home. In North Second.
FOR RENT Two largo airy roc ;o with
fine comliiion; very reasonable.
11
sleeping porch, furnished to cent out South Klghth.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
sinrle or double. 20S South Arno.
FOR SALE
Hy owner, five rooms and
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished, well
sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnish-ed- , P.i rPAltn for canning. Phone 3417-Rventilated bed room, suitable for one
518 West Coal.
rwm.KTT PEARS Phone icon-.or two gentlemen.
41 B South Third.
."0 DOWN and
i0 per month buys good
.u .'ALt Concord grapes. i'tiuoy
five-rooELGIN HOTELSleeping rooms and
2 4 Ot .11.
residence; Fourth ward. Adhousekeeping apartments, by ilie day, dress owner, care Journal.
FOR
SALE
G:js range, In good condition.
week or month. 50214 West Ceriunl.
lOIt SALE One of nicest small houses
701 South Third.
FOR RENT Newly varnished, painted
In University Heights; near car line.
FOR SALE
also sweet appk1
Apples,
rooms, modern conveniences, sleeping Call afternoons. 121 Cornell.
elder.
Phone 24n2-J401 Fnu'!t
High. FOR SALE
porch: close to enr line.
Small house and lot on
FOR
SALE
Concord
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
grapes. Bandy's
easy terms. Inquire at Guy's
Ranch, phone 240R-adjoining bath, use of phone, close In; Transfer, 323 South Second.
one or two gentlemen. 70S West silver.
SN TOWN
FOR SALE New modem home, f 500 TRTlwrJDTfTjlILII.rBEST
Phone 8413-RFOR RENT Large. airy rocms and
down and monthly payments like rent.
Bleeping poreh, with or without board; .T. A. lfnmmond. 824 East Silver.
TOR SALE
SliiRei
sewing machine,
no sick. B02 South Arno, phone 1721-.Call 111 West Silver.
prlee
Full SALE Five-roomodern home,
FOR KENT Corner bod room, lavatory,
garage, two blocks from store and
ROOFINQ
extra large windows; In private home, street car.
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1134-- J
114 Cornell, the Heights.
centrally located; no sick taken. (Ill FOR SALE
pure milk, hotter, cotBy ownei, suburban home, DeANGEI.IS.
West Coal, phone 1102-.four rooms and sleeping porch, city
Phone
tage cheese and buttermilk.
FOR RENT Nice bedroom,
$12
per water, fruit trees, grupe arbor. Postof-flee :13-.14- .
month; also sleeping porch. !:(). Inbox 213, city.
EUR
SALE
at
Sweet
Butter
the
cider,
quire at 414 South Fourth, between 12 FOR SALE
Shop. Fourth and Central, phone 101H.
modern house, gar
nnd 1. or after 5:30 p. m.
age,
chicken yard and good or H1S-FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light shade; sidewalk,
owner leaving
town.
ten-foFOR KALE I'lve
Inquire
dry goods
nd.lolninr: room; 1220 South Arno.-housekeeping, both
counters.
Store, lnj
Apply Kahn's
phone.' water and lights furnished; pos- FOR SALE Three-rooNorth
First.
house
with
itively no sick; no children. ;i West
chicken house for two hundred chickens Fll"' SALE Jewel Bas rantfe. with oven,
Lead.
1205 West
garage, lights and water.
haraaln If taken at once. 1215 Virginia
phone 490-Kent-Roo- m
boulevard,
with Board Iron,
FOR SALE Dandy three-roocottage,
FOR
SALE Men's bicycle, In (rood connoo
on South
well
Walter;
furnished;
dition. H5. 907 West Mountain road,
South Broadway.
and very easy phono 1977-modern; hew
priced,
lerms. Apply 701 East Santa Fc, phone
FOR RUNT
Sleeping porch and
FOU SALE Set sixth (trade school books;
Oil 3.
207 North Maple.
alpo set senior hltth eehool books.
KALE 1423 West Central, elxty
FOR RENT Giassed-l- n
with FOR
Lead, phone 'flOl-M- .
porch,
nine foot fronlago; pavement all pal.l
board. 114 North Maple.
FOR
SALE Player piano, used, excellent
for:
house and garage; pries
ROOMS AND GLASS nceeptng porch with K'.300.
cash
condition; first
investigating
Inquire 1418 West Central, phont
board: no sick. 1027 Forrester.
"2S-buyer sure to take It. Phone 10.
CANVArt sleeping porcn,
with
maboard. FOR SALE New homes by owner; one FOR SALE New
sewing
Singer
110 per week
1207 East Central.
or
Phone
chine; cash
824 West Gold; one
payments.
call 411 East Cen.ral.
FOR RENT Furnla..et
room vlth or 110 North Maple; one four-roo210 373-without board. 713 South Broadway.
North Maple; terms. Call S21 West Sli- TYPEWRITERS, all makes, f 15 and u n :
8.1 per month.
FOR RENT Room and board In quiet ver, phone 1D49-Albuquerque Typewtlter
section of city. 813 North Eleventh. BUY from owner and save middleman's Exchange, 123 South Fourth,
phone 1000.
and
profit, modern four rooms and bath, FOR SAT E Used tractors,
wltb Banjr plowa
Hardware!
tOR RENT Nicely furnlsni d rooms with two porches, built-i- n features and garfirst-clas- s
age. Inquire at 303 South Cornell, Un- Department, J, Korber
Company.
table board. Phone 1H27-110 South Arno.
iversity Heights.
s
FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
FOll KENT Board and room; glassed-I- n FOR SALE Only 12,400 for three-roomodern house,
with largo sleeping lots. Swayn-- 'i Dairy, phone 1915-sleeping porch, fur two. 1207 East
Central.
porch, In excellent condition: seven block
HICKS' DAIPV
from town, nice R cation, In highlands.
GUARANTEED MILK
ROOM, PORCH
40 a Phone 1988-AND
BOARD.
PTNTC 8c: quarts. He.
..,.,,,. .,
m'inth! imu ...ui...
Phone 7ttt.
if
FOR HALE Homea. It will be to your CASH REGISTERS
rnone 179-ucBcreo.
Bought, sold,
to see vs before purchasing a
El Paso Cash
and
liOAKD uood home cooking, nitea by ht Interest
repaired.
tho largest
Register Co., 213 xorth Stanton street,
the meal or week. His, KnlgUt, cor-r- in .iethetia we have
Itoberts-TurnCo., 218 El Paso, Texas.
city.
Broadway and Gold.
West Gold, phone 407.
FOR SALE Large
of autoFOR RENT Hava lovely vacancy for two FOR SALtC
n Albuquerque
I will be
mobile paints, varnishes and colors.
nra. w. tl. ueca, pnone
v.'x.uicauouia.
1, to sell my
Friday,
122B-September
Sea
4 OB South
B,
F.
automobile
Monahan,
painting.
Walter.
modern home at a sacrifice for 703 South Second. Phone C.il-ROOM
in
AND
ions
BOAItii;
private quick action. TerniB on part. Address SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch-cushhome: nurse care, tray service, : "ucd Mrs. Van Dorn. earn Journal.
fallen Insteps; cures all foot
prevent
meals. 207 North High, nhono 1748-FOR SALE Twu rooms and sleeping troubles, tl. Planter Arch tiunpnrts. Thos.
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
porch, furnished; lot 50x177: chicken F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central
or three persona for meals Icy the house,
good well, electric lights, price
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs. $050; $150 cash and $20 per month. FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, electrlo nrchestlan pianos, with slot at1412 North Sixth.
Fleming, 105 South Cedar.
J. H. Spoon.
tachments, phonngrapns; pre-wvalues;
MRS. MARSHALL'S private homo tor FOR
Well-bui- lt
SALE
by
practical for quick action, phone 106 or write
convalescents, excellent meals, table
builder. $7S cash, or best offer, buys Oeorge p. Learnard Flano Co., 214 South
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. Walter.
North Twelth. phone 11G1-.- I.
Electrlo and city water. The best in
coat and gas
Palmer. 1822 FOR SALE Combination
SPECIAL sumn.er
86 per month; town for haalthseekers.
rates.
e
range, gas water heater,
excellent ' board.
private room with South High phone 1758-full
VIctrola,
dress
length1
SL FOR SALE
sleeping porch and trav service.
In south highlands, new form, white basslnett onadjustable
wheels. Lloyd
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
th
cottage; two larga screenedn brown fiber baby ctrrlage. and two light
PRIVATE TUBERCULAR SANATORIUM in porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- weight sine Persian rugs.
1222 West
-1- 41H South
features; a real buy; very small pay- Central, phona 1018-.- I.
Edith; excellent meals;
special diets; general nursing; summer ment down, balance like rent 701 East 081 EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
Santa Fe, or phone 693.
r,0.
Phono 1305-rates, per month,
Va ladressing. Effecto Auto
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to got Fori SALE By owner, now modern ps r. Valspar Enamel on Enamel,
automobiles.
five-roowell; two miles from town; free from
house,
furnished; Plymouth Cottage
Paint.
Homestead
elegantly
dust and amoke: free transportation to fine location; priced to sell: come and Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Satand from town; good borne cooking; sea It If you want to buy a new furnished isfaction assured. Thos, F. Keleher Leathmeals served family style, I'hun J238-J- .
house; also extra lot, 1113 South Edith. er Co., 401 West Central. Phono 1057--

itE

ORALJ

ASIIKST08

ROOK PAINT
e
THIS
pn n t contains no tar,
pitch or asphalt, Is fire-proand will
stand the hot, dry climate of the west.
We also have a red, maroon and green
paint. All kinds,
per gallon. Our
new. built-u- p
roofs with pelihle finish,
will lost twenty-fiv- e
years. Phone 1834-J- .

The Mansnnn

110

Co.,

FOR SALE

South Walnut,
711

Broad- -

S.

way.

FOR
411

FO it

ALK

Nine

West Marble,
SA

LE

fryers.
.

White Leghorn
phono 14S2--

rcrirnTfatt.
South

924

Walter,

FOR SALE
Fol!

tiALE
s

hens.

MTTk

1070-.T-

I

DR.

l.

hKLL'I.M,"
Bunk

I'hone

HS1--

ti.
Building.
ami iitirj-J- .

"
C. CLAHKE.
I0ye, Fur, None and Throat.
Building.
Phono
Office Hours
to 12 a. m.. and 3 to t p. m.

K.

Barnett

lit.

W.

s

Poultry-Efffr-

WHITE DUCKS for sale.

8. MAIM

n,

cl

phone

Ranches

M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
PrnctScn Limited to
GENITO . I'lUNARY lISEASF3
AND DISKASi: OF T1IK SKIN

lYiisaerninn
i.ulconctorj In Connection.
CI 1 1 wns llnnfc Blog. Phono
HSfl.

F. C. BAKES, M. 0.
Diseases of I be Kye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 842,

have B"me ,pleninl
suburban ranches. Roberts-Turner
Company
CHIROPRACTORS
RANCH
with
house, twenty-tw- o
acres, part In alfalfa; all lilnds
of fruit: owner's health failed, tnu.H
Chiroprnctic.
Ill anil 0 Arncijo Building.
sell; with or without tock and Implements. Two miles from business district.
Phone owner. 2417-Ror 318,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
postnffloe box 102. Old Albuquerque.
WANTED
ot Hood
TO TIIAUH-Te- am
FOR SALE
Close to El Pauo. Texas. ISO
ar
work horses for vaca it lot; not
acres, fine valley land, all In cultivaJ6S8-J- ;
as to locution.
Phone
tion, mostly alfalfa, on main highway call 310 North Broadwav.
See Scott
cement road, twelve miles above El Paso. Ftldenour.
Is surveyed In small tracts for subdivision. Account sickness must spII. Would
Anjutueriiie-San- t
f o- - T"oa
consider some trade, Peng time on balI'AII.V til'AIIK
ance.
Would consider half Interest to
To Tikis (Bend llown)
partv capable of taking active manage7:30 a. m.
Leave
ment of same. 11.10 per acre. Address
19:80 a. m.
Arrive
H. H, Ralley. Canutillo, Texas.
12:80 u. m.
Leave
.. 12:80 p.m.
Leave
Arrive
FOR
S:(il p, m.
Estate
To Alhnqaerque (Read lP)
FOR SALInTrTeholms
Alhunuerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
Silver.
Phone 1213.
Santa Fe
i.eava... 4:00 p. m.
Santa Fa
Arrive.. .13:4! p. In.
SEE ROBERTS-TURHit CO.. 218 West
....
..11 :1S a. m.
..Arrive.
Rspanola
fluid, for real bargains In homes.
Tans
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
WILL TRADE, three lots, well located in
FARE TO SANTA FK, ft .DO,
Colorado
Springs, and some cssh for
TO TAOS,
I. fiO.
small resldenc property here. 325 South
Alhuquerque Headquarters
Rlnrlbg
First.
Brothers' riar Store. 110 West Central
Aver
Phoa fiOQ.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Coafae
Want Ads Bring Quick Results tlonerj.
I'hone
We
In

proposltl-n-

SjALEReal

Store room 23x90 feet South Second Street. Will
remodel to suit tenant.

unfurnished house, furnace heat,
821
North
No.
Fourth Street. Call 643.
garage.

Desirable

P. F. McCANNA, INC.

tor

.TNrToATu5T7vC6Ti

FURNISHED HOME FOR SALE
Four rooms, sleeping porch, front porch, bath, frame
construction.
This is a modern little home, located in
the Highlands. Triced at $3,150 for quick sale. Term

If desired.

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
rhono

313 West Gold.

110.

Lots Now On Sale in the New, f

Choice level lots, city water, ditch water. Buy on of
these lots and pay rent to ypurself, you will be surprised
how soon you will own a hotne. Let us show you the
lots Tuesday and begin building at once.
Only $20 Down nd $10 per Month.
'

McMillion

Wood, Realtors

206 West Gold.

'
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JOHNSON VICTOR
IN TOGA PRIMARY

1 ROBBERS LOOT
Always
Worth

Albuquerque's
Finest
Theater

i

THE GUARANTEE

MANY COSTUMES
WORN
BV lvMU.11
WILLIAMS IN
MAX 1'ROM DOWNING STREET

While

CLOTHING STORE!

Looking stalwart and handsome
in regalia of an English army
captain. Karlo Williams will be
seen at the Lyric theater today
for the last time in "The Man
From Downing Street." This is
a story of the British
secret
service in India, and was produced under
the direction
ut
Edward .lose.
A splendid
cast supports Mr.
Williams and includes such well
known nlnvpra on
t.
Clarke, Charles Hill Mailcs, Kath-ry- n
Adams, Henry Burrows, Herbert Prior, Eugenia Gilbert, James
Butler, George Stanley, and Boris
Karloff.
Known as the best dresser
among the male stars of fllm-doWilliams not only appears
in me smart uniform
of the1
British soldier, but is nln conn
in the royal raiment of an Indian in ja h
Practically every member of
the cast is well known for having appeared in support of
stars both on the stage
and screen.

LAST TIME TODAY
Sky-Lig-

Broken

ht

of

$1,500 Worth

and
Mer-

chandise Carried Out the

Personal Appearance

Back Door to Auto.
Thieve hrnke into (he Guaran
tor Clothing Store Inst night, and
Mole between $ T.00 and $2,000
worth of merchandise. Entry was
in
made through the
the roof of the one story buildmen.
ing It is believed thnt two
one large and the other small,
a
in
carted the clothing away
motor car which y.as parked at
the hack door of the store room.
It is believed that the
took olaoe between 5 and 7
o'clock last night, as Cliff S.
Hayden, one of the proprietors
of the store, stated he had passed
the store at 5 o'clock and that
the curtain of the front door war
up at the time. When7 he enteredto
o'clock
the store at about
(urn on the night light, the door
entire
and
the
down
shade was
room In disorder.
Police were immediately notified of the robbery and an inthe
ventory which was taken byKcle-lirr
two proprietors, Ralph J.
and Cliff S. Hayden. revealed
a Joss of at least $1,500 worth
of merchandise.
The robbery was done in n
manner, the robbers
leisurely
carefully picking clothing which
would indicate one of them to
be small nnd the other large.
The smaller of the two picked
a suit the exact size of the one
he was wearing and made a complete change of clothing, leaving
his own in the store.
Among the articles taken were
several
five
suits of clothing,
dozen silk shirts, collars and neck-tichats and caps, underwear,
silk socks, bath robes, working
suits, riding breeches and enough
suitcases to hold the loot. The
smaller man tried on a dinner
suit, but it apparently did not
fit and he did not tako it. A
large suit of evening clothes was
taken and a large nnd tma!!
sized overcoat.
A complete description
of the
articles and the supposed size
of the men was wired and telephoned throughout the state last
night. Local police are following
a number of clews in the city.

of

I

sky-lig-

I

iips 'J

rob-her- v

Albuquerque

Boy)

With His Latest Production

"Out of the
Depths"
Thrilling and exciting story of the great wild West

Don't Fail to See and Hear Him!
Also "Fox

of the Day

Hews"-Top- ics

Harold Lloyd

Hiram Johnson.

THEATRE
LAST TIME TODAY

ERIP3HE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Pbone 453. Cor. th and Gold

HIGHEST

We haul

Storage

IN

323 South Secoii'l
and 120IMI

2033-- J

GOING TO CALIFORNIA
Would like to communicate
with two or three persons desiring to go overland to Pan
Francisco, via Grand Canyon,
Los Angeles and San Diego.
October 1st. Reasonable rate.
References exchanged.

Thone

'For the Defense
iWhat sinister shadow menaced this beautiful society girf
and made her confess a crime she never committed? The.
answer's written in thrills in this breath-takin- g
mystery- -i
drama. Ethel Clayton at her loveliest and a truly great,
:
least.

Cobb.

....

the.

..

MInr,i,o,,,
young film star, as the leading
character. The production abounds
I
love interest and there are
Theaters Today I with
thrills to
those
I enough
.:
who love them and satisfy
who rejoice
when
some
work
is
daring
done
"B" Theater For the last time by their favorite
on the screen
today, Kthel Clayton is repeating
her great playing in "For the
The Ulldersleeve Electric Co
Defense," a Paramount picture 211 East Central. Phone 707. W.
in the
with a line of

-

Added Attractions:

1822--

E BLUE FOX"

Movie

devotees who are fond
of the unusual will find their
wish
every
gratified when they
see "Out of the Depths," which
will appear at the Pastime
today
for the last time, with Edmund

Comedy

J

IS

NtT-WA-

:

"TP,

heateri

CONTLVCOCS

1

"MONTE CRISTO"

5

LOCAL ITEMS

DR. YENNELL TO GIVE
LECTURE ON PASSION
PLAY THIS EVENING

Coal Supply Co. Pbone 4 and 6.
Miss Nola Owen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. P. Owen will leave today for Deming, where she is a
teacher in the public schols.
The Rev. W. E. Lyon, ceritennary
missionary secretary of New Mexico
and Texas, will give a stcreopticon
lecture at the Central Avenue
Methodist church at 8 o'clock tonight. His subject will tie "Mission Work in Cuba, Brazil and European Countries."
Factory wood, full truck load
four dollars. Hahn Coal company.
Phone 81.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. B. R.
Dunwiddie, of Santa Fe, a boy. Mrs.
Dunwiddie was formerly Miss Ruth
Lighton, of this city.
Anastacio Padilla arrived her-with
last night from Magdalena
d
two ftderal prisoners, Tom
and Jess McCarty. They will
be taken to Santa Fe today nnd
will appear in the federal court to
answer charges of violating the
laws.
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ratreatments. Phone 741.
Dr. G. II. Buer of Mountainair,
who was operated on at a local
hospital last week, Is reported to
be getting along nicely.
Lock-woo-

SWEET CIDER

Dr. Herbert Ycnell, of Chicago,
lecturer and world traveler, will
present the paysion piny of
at the auditorium of
the Christian church this evening
at 8 o'clock.
Dr. Yenell has recently returned

from f iberammcigau where he was
a visitor for several weeks with
Anton lang, the Christus of the
Interviewed many
He al.-'play.
of the other leading characters of
the play.
The production at the. Christian
church tonight will be in the form
of an illustrated, interpreted
o

ONLY WOMAN SENT
TO INTERNATIONAL

Labor Day
TIJERAS CANYON

Fascinating, Entrancing, Thrilling. A mystery story
with a surprise ending filmed against a background o
India with its dancing girls, picturesque Rajahs and
queer customs.

PAVILION

Afternoon and Evening.
Best Music in Town.

EARLE WILLIAMS
'THE MAN FROM DOWNING STREET!

Labor Day Dance
Added Attraction i
Afternoon

and

Night

at

Selva's

"TOONERVILLE
A

itesorf

Two-Pa-

rt

GOOD ROADS MEET

RENT

Col. Sellers nays he would rather
live on University Heights than be
governor and live in Santa Fe with
T. B. Crabb.
University Heights will hence-

forth have full street car service
from any portion of the addition
to any section of the city, so from

err electric shoe shop
813 Noutb Second.

people

CITY TEACHERS TO
MEET AT THE H. S.
AUDITORIUM TODAY

.

I'bnn
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Vrrm Call and

C. II. CONNER,

Stern

Oellieir.

M. D. D. O.

Osteopathic Specialist.
325-BldK. Tel. 701--

i

"

To replace

j

that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Pbone 421. 423 North First.

Mrs. Charlotte M. Smith.
Mrs. Charlotte M. Smith will
the International Roads Congress at Seville, Spain, next spring
as the only woman deljgate. She
is the accredited representative of
the American Highway Education
Bureau. The purpose of the convention is the establishment of
good roads wherever the automobile is used.

ss

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST
Room 4, Grant Building, Third
aud Central.
Phone 492

PURE MILK

d

Teachers of the city schools
will meet this morning at 10
o'clock ut the high school auditorium, where plans for the school
work for the coming season will
be outlined
by Superintendent
John Milne. Following the meeting, the principals of the various
alumThe earth is
will meet the new
buildings
yet this most abundunt of ah
teachers and discuss the prob- inum,
nieiala was scarcely more than a
lems of each of tho schools.
euriou.sity it the industrial world
of twenty-fiv- e
years ago.
Gentry's eggs. flOcj for sale at
crate
$1
Melons,
up. Phone 207.
feuding groceries.

Roadster; first-clacondition.
DR. CARL MCLKY,
Room
Harnett Building.

L.

ml'k or cream, quality
guaranlecil - better Ilia n city
hen till
requirements. Delivered
dully in any quantity in any pan
of tho city. Butler's Dairy. Phone

DANCE

PnONE fll

Colombo Hall
TONIGHT
Coolest

Phone 251
Joe Miller, Prop.

nail

5.

Room and Board
a young
Can accommodate
man with room and board;
modern home, private family.
901 South Walter.

DANCE
HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

Extra Music

SHOES

Music by
SERENADERS

MOONLIGHT

For
Strayed From San
Tonita
Last Tuesday evening last
heard of coming into Albuquerque Wednesday
morning,
one medium large mare mule,
color reddish brown, sprinkled
with few gray hairs, unbrand-ed- ,
old wire scar above hoof
on left hind foot, swinney
marks on shoulder, with her
one bay mare, branded W. W.
on shoulder, think the left one,
wire snag low down on foreleg,
think the left one; all legs
mane and tail black, rest dark
red.
Information regarding
their whereabouts well paid
for. Phone 2130--

SCHOOL
We have a complete
stock of boy' and'
girls' shoes. The very latest in footwear. These
shoes, of course, are sturdy. But their chief
purpose is to train the feet and give the utmost
in comfort to their wearers.
SPECIAL SALE OF MISSES'
LOW CUT SHOES
All our Misses' Low Cut Shoes have
greatly reduced for this School Shoe Sale.

been

Outfit the children here.
The saving will be well worth while.
A MOST COMPLETE LINE OF HOSIERY
FOR EVERYBODY;

Paris Shoe Store
Auction Sale Tuesday, Sept. 5th
at 710 West Roma Avenue
AT 2:30 P. M.

Whole

2405-H-

Girls' and Boys'

Best Dance Floor

DIME PER DANCE

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY

LABOR DAY

Start the day right with a eory CERRILLOS ECO COAL fire.
Ureukrast In a few moments and tho clilll driven away.
There Is no substitute for or "just ns good as"

CERRILLOS COAL

J.

Let Us Send a Man

w Kit

AUTO FOR SALE

1520 Chalmers

Supplied

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

By Owner

Aztec Fuel Co.

now on, you do not have to own
Universi-

an automobile to live on

Catibe No Concern to the Household
With

HAHN COAL COMPANY

Omera Egg

CAR

Cool .Mornings

LABOR DAY

Omera Lump

Am-broc-

FOR SALE

Two nice houses, twenty-fi- v
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. See S
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

Lot on North Seventh.
Also
spotted saddle mare, 5 years
old, weight S00 lbs.
GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371

FOR SALE

Gallup Lump

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

A
station will be
installed on University
Heights
within a month, as a convenience
to all of the citizens living east of
the city limits. Much praise to
Postmaster Spitz.
The ice cream social given by
the University Heights Sunday
nchool Friday evening was a bis
success. Everybody seemed to enjoy themselves.

Lead avenue, excepattractive apartment
tionally
home, consisting of large living room, cozy dressing room
adjoining bath, vanishing bed,
findining room, kitchenette
ished ig white and gold: large
screened back porch; janitor
once a week. For
service
beauty and comfort this has
no comparison in city; modern
in every way.
Don't phone.
McCreight's Apartment Homo,
315 West Lead.

LET'S GO

Owner Must Sell

y

where all the

FOR RENT
313 West

TOPICS"

Toonerville Comedy
i.- Regular Prices

For Sale or Trade

6

CALL US

!

IN

N. F. Le

anti-liqu-

ty Heights
dwell.

P. H.

TO 11

LAST TIME TODAY.

Dancing

J.

Business Chance

Prices

Starting Tuesday, Sept.

Current Events'

$1 BEST

We have special department
for alterations by expert tailors at moderate prices.
DRY
THE
CLEANERS
216 N. Fourth g
rhnnn 866.
We Call and Deliver.
f

t,

Regular Admission

.

Regular Prices

Ladies' and Gents
Suits Pressed

all-sta-

The episode, "The
cast.
Blue DR. FRANK ft. MacCRACKEN,
Fox," and the "Current Events" DR. DAISY B. MacCRACKEIj!
pictures.
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P. Building. Pbone Office 89-"The
Man
Theater
Residence 89-Lyric
From
with
Street,"
Downing
Karle Williams as the leading
star, is being repeated today for
MADAM
PETITE, PALMIST
the last time: "Toonerville TopAt the request of friends, will
Toonerville
ics," a great two-reremain
10 days
comedy, is also being repeated.
only. She
reads strictly from science,
tells
past, present and future.
Pastime Theater As presented
Guarantees satisfaction.
1724
by Edmund Cobb, the AlbuquerWest
Central.
Phone 2130-in
screen
he
which
ftir.
que
takes the leading part, "Out of
the Depths," is truly a wonderful picture, and drew out large
crowds at each show yesterday.
CRITICS LOUD IN
It is being repeated today for the
PRAISE 'MONTE CRISTO' last time. The management is
also repenting the "Fox News"
AT PASTIME TOMORROW pictures, and tho Harold Lloyd
comedy.
Can go any place.
Address
It is not often that one finds n
care Journal.
MAKE-T- P
NO
NEEDS
ACTOR
great historical novel or romance
FOP. IMS ROLE IN ETHEL
that has been translated into alCLAYTON'S GREAT PICTURE
most every tongue of the know
world and printed into hundreds
The sctor who doesn't need to
of editions, faithfully depicted upon
the silver sheet. Yet critics who make up has arrived! He is Bertram
Grass by, character villain, for tale at the Orchard; also
have viewed the William Fox production of the famous romance of and when he began his work In sweet cider.
Alexander Dumas' "Monte Crlsto," "For the Defense," a new ParaDEZEMEK'S DAIRY
picturo
have unanimously agreed that the mount
starring Ethel
film version has accurately followed Clayton, which i9 being repeated Phone 1046 or Leavo Orders at
The Butter Shop.
out, as far as possrole, the written at the "B" theater today for the
last time, he laid aside the sticks
work.
And like the volumes them- of grease-painretaining throughselves, the screen adaptation does out his natural complexion.
Mr. Grnssby, playing the role
not contain a dull minute for th?.
of Dr. Kasimir, a Hindu physientire length of the photoplay.
An unusual chance to take
had a logical reason for
cian,
will
film
This wonderful
feature
over small restaurant with esbis
He
Pasinnovation.
the
at
an
unprecedented
tablished business. Attractive
open
engagement
time of five days tomorrow (Tues- is dark complexioned. and when
proposition to right party.
photographed, registers still darkPLAZA HOTEL
day) afternoon and evening. Adv. er.
The photographic, result was
Lns Vegas, N. M.
shrine
the
for
his
exactly
right
PACIFIC MAIL LINER
portrayal of the Hindu character.
"I
have
wanted to do a
always
MOUTH
AT
AGROUND
IS
compart without make-up,- "
RIVER
YANGTSE
actor.
mented
the
OF THE
"The greasemake-tiand
p
repaint
powder
For eale at my place Armljo
A
flects no light.
little cold
By the Afwoclnted Prpwi.
Also applos
60c a gallon.
Shanghai, Sept. 3. The Taciflc cream over the natural skin,
of all kinds.
Mail liner
President Cleveland, however, gives It an excellent
FLOYD MILLER
which ran ashore at tho mouth photographic value, due to the
of the Ynngtse river while en reflection of light by the grease.
Phono 2402-Jrouto to Hong
Konjr, is still
hundred
One
today.
aground
and thirty cabin passengers have
been landed here by tug, tho 200
steerage passengers remaining on
to tho Fiesta
at Santa Fe
board.
September 4, 5, 6. Get your
It is generally believed the vesseats now.
sel cannot be refloated for sevGUY'S TRANSFER
A fine home, best residential
eral days,' although an attempt
323 South Second.
will be made to do so Monday.
district, strictly modern, cast
5
Is
There
rooms, glassed in
little danger.
front,
Pullman
porch.
sleeping
breakfast nook, large front
DEATHS ANDFUNERALS
screen porch and back porch,
lawn, shade trees, flowers nnd
GREEN Miss Rachael Green,
If you are interested In the
garage.
formerly pf Socorro, died at her
Acoma or Santa Fe Fiesta.
home, 314 East Cromwell aveOur Prices Are Right.
vSuer
nue, yesterday morning. For more
New
Stand:
Mcxk-Cigar
than 10 years, Mijri Green was
305 North Twelfth Street
Store. I'hone 89
,
chief operator and cashier at the
Socorro Telephone exchange. She
is survived by two brothers, John
Green, of Gallup, and J. H.
Green, a teacher at the Socorro
The body will lie in
schools.
state at C. T. French's parlors
In University Heights. A five
this morning from 9:30 until room stucco house, hardwood
10.30.
Burial will be at Socorro.
floors and
furnished.
nicely
Terms. Address Owner care of
SEDILLO The funeral of
Journal.
Sedillo, who died Friday
at his residence at
evening,
Ranches de Albuquerque, will be
held tomorrow morning
at 0 Pbone BH2-421 W. Central.
Buo'clock from the residence.
rial will be at San Carlos cemeA
tery. Crollott is in charge.
Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
Buy Your Coal Before
SANCHES Cclsa Sanches, aged
ALBUQUERQUE
70 years, died Friday evening M
the Rush.
DRIVERLESS
CAR
CO.
her residence at Ajrisco. She is
Cars Delivered.
survived by one son and one
daughter. The body was taken
to Crollott's funeral parlors pending arrangements.

WAY n

anything, any time and

anywhere.
Phone 371
Night Phones

OP THE DEPTHS"
WITH ED.MCND COBB. AS
STAR AT THE PASTIME

EVERY

IN

CLASS

A

Ethel Clayton

Guys Transfer and

"OTTT

Victory for Senator Hiram Johnson in the senatorial primaries in
California was conceded as the first
returns came in from the recent
election. His opponent in the Republican contest was Charles C
Moore.

B55jJte

Watches, Jewelry.
Diamonds,
Highest Quality. Lowest Trices
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

APPLES and PEARS

m
g

many-famou-

Chauffeur Wants
Position

and

Rip-Roarin-

.

FOGG, The Jeweler

'

s,

Mr. Cobb will appear at 2:30, 4:15, 8:00 and
9:45 p. m. and tell you how the "Movies"
are made.

i"

could
However, the grease-paionly be dispensed with a case of
this kind, where the character is
a Hindu, Chinese or some other
dusky type."

September 4, 1922.

Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to be sold: Dressers, chiffoniers, beds and springs, bookcase, wrltlhs desk, large leather rocker, and bedroom rockera, library table, dining table
and chairs, stand table, typewriter table, sewing machine,
tubs, dish and cooking utensils and many other articles not
Now if you want house furnishings, come to this
mentioned.
sale as th'cse goods are all in good condition and never used
by sick. Be on hand promptly and bring your friends.

107 North

Gallup

First St.

Across from Y. M. C. A.

Dawson

Canon City

The Very Best

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO.
4

Phones

5

..." '
WM. R. WALTON, President and Manager

3. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

JOURNAL .WANT ADS BRING Q.UJCK, SURE RESULTS,
I.

